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and other silver
treaty, the silver dollar
coins of the United States shall be coined
at the weight and fineness fixed in such
tender of such
treaty and the legal
coins shall be the same as that of the

DEMOCRATS DARE NOT

MISCELLANEOUS.

THIS MORNING’S NEWS.
Page 1*
General telegraph news.
Weather indications.

denomination of coins now existing
and the terms of the acceptance of silver
bullion by the treasury of the United
States and of the issue of notes thereon
shall thenceforth be as provided in such

Match Cleveland and Campbell

8.

Against

Reed and McKinley.

Gov. Burleigh and the Insane Hospf..
Sunday services.
Gambling house raided.
Maine Homeopathic Medical Society.
Monthly weather report.
The Boston steamers.

Until a treaty has been made
treaty.
and ratified, so much of the act of July
purchase of sil14, 1890, as relates to the
issue

MR. REED’S SPEECH TO THE RE-

PUBLICANS OF WOONSOCKET.

Republican Challenge for a Joint Debate
Between Messrs. McKinley and Reed

Music and drama.
Deaths and marriages.

ished by Rhode Island Democrats—Mr.
Reed Received by an Enthusiastic Au-

Mrs. JANE MOODY.

Village Improvement Society.

TERRIBLE!!

TERRIBLE!

Killed at sea.
The case against Cushman.
Fire at West Fownal.
Nadeau who shot McNally,
Happy birthday event.
First Regiment of Infantry.
The Windham assault case.
Fire on Fore street.

Salt Rheum for 20 Years.
SYSTEM THOROUGHLY PERMEATED,
■JTET

Dana’s

Sarsaparilla wrought

a

Cure!

Mrs. Moody resides in Weston,
Aroostook Co., Me., and whose

9.

>Tis the Steel Age.
Poem: 5 An Alliance In Love.
Wit and Wisdom.
Maine towns.
Page 7.

REMARKABLE
THE

OF

STATEMENT

WE

PUB-

BELOW, IS WELL KNOWN AS ONE

LISH

SCHOOL

OLD

WOMEN,”

IS GOOD AS GOLD, ONE
OF THE THOUSANDS, WHOM THE SONS
Tree State are
Pine
of
the

WHOSE WORD

Financial and Commercial.
Marine News.

PROUD

S.

Brief Jottings.
Personals.
The Atkinson opening.
Call extended.
A dose of spring medicine.

MOTHER.

CALL

TO

SHE

“I have been terribly afflicted
with Salt Rheum for over 20
“SP SLJ ££" ye®1'®* At times my head
I E a SS. would be one mass of
eruptions. My hands were so had
they would bleed and I had to wear
kid gloves; and I could hardly see,
it affected my eyes so badly.
I doctored and doctored, tried other

Page 9.
Washington gossip.
Berlin letter.
A young woman's remarkable

vocal accom-

plishment.
Page 10.
Page 11.

Page IS.
The M ound Builders.
NOTICES.

CAUCUS.
Cumberland.
Republicans ol Cumberland are request
ed to meet at the Town House on SATTJR
DAY, the 2nd, day of April next, at 2 o’clock
In the afternoon, to choose delegates to attend
the State Convention to be holden at Bangor,
April 27th, 1892.
Per Order Town Commmittee.
Cumberland, March 26th, 1892.

THE

Cape Elizabeth.
Republicans of Cape Elizabeth are requested to meet at the Town Hall on Saturday, the 9tli day of April at 4 o’clock in the
afternoon to choose delegates to the Republican State Convention to be lioiden at Bangor on
April 27,1892; and also to choose delegates to
the First District Convention to be holden in
Portland, nay 4,1892.
Per order Town Committee.
Cape Elizabeth, April 2,1892.

THE

fall. I also suffered with Indigestion.
of ever
I was hopeless
ij a
a am 74
getting better as I Is
years old. Last Christmas I commenced
taking DANA’S SARSAPARILLA. The
first bottle did not seem to help me in tho
least, but I persevered, and the result
was wonderful.
My hands and
eyes are perfectly well, appetite good, indigestion cured, in
fact, Salt Rheum AS SOICG
does not trouble wW'HwES.iut
It seems like
me in the least now.
a miracle to me.”
To whom it may concern:
This is to certify that I am well acquainted with Mrs. Jane Moody, and
know her statements to be
true.
HOWARD F. MASON,
Coll, of Taxes, Belfast, Me.
Dana Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast, Maine.
—

10 Cent ClGAR.
FLAVORED.

ARTIFICIALLY

NEVER

DOW k PINKHAM,

S Cent ClGAR
Is

Delicious Smoke.

a

—A-iiOU—

All Dealers.

Employer's Liability Insurance,
Insurance,

Marine Insurance,
Plato Glass Insurance,
—AND—
Surety Bonds Issued for Persons in Banks
or other Positions of Trust who
Required to Give Security.

JOSEPH P. BOYCE GO., Mfrs.

a

Hidden’s

greatest blood purifier,
nunerve strengthener and
trient tonic known to man, is
sold by all druggists at $1 a
It cures

all

nervous

diseases, paralysis in all Its
forms, rheumatism, neuralgia,

Hidden’s

Magnetic Compound,

clean, pure, honest medicine.
TRY IT.
BUY IT.
’TWILL DO YOU GOOD.

a

Lam son & Hubbard

Speaker.
Frye
Providence, April 1.—Senator Frye
of Maine was the principal speaker at
Senator

3BL^BXB.

marl4

Wawburyporl, Mass.
IstplycM

a

Republican rally at Musio Hall here
The audience comfortably
tonight.
filled the hall. Governor Ladd presided
the

and made

brief

address.

Senator
and spoke
on
the
and
a
half
tariff
and
hour
an
for
silver issues. Governor McKinley and
Senator Aldrich made brief remarks on
their return from the Pawtucket rally.

Frye

was

a

cordially received

GOTHAM’S CORRUPTION.

For Durability, Style and Comfort it has no equal.
For Sale
(<i

Police Condemned by the Grand
Parkliurst’s Evidence.

Leading Dealers^

WM. M.

MARKS,

presentment

Card

Book,

PRINTER,

PRINTERS’

A.

or

telephone promptly

-JPresented by Mr. Lodge.

Washington, April 1.—Mr. Lodge of
Massachusetts today introduced in the
House for reference a bill to provide for
an international ratio between gold and
silver, and to suspend the purchase of
silver bullion and the issue of treasury
notes thereon, as provided by the act of
July 14, 1890. The bill provides that in
the event of the ratification of a treaty
by the United States with foreign powers
for the reopening of the mints of one or
more of them concurrently with the
United States to the free coinage of sil-

at-

novlleodtf

JOHJtfSOHT,

(Formerly Chronomenter and Watchmaker with
Wm. Senter & Co.)
DEALER

The preappearance of

afternoon.

ity of the police.

EXCHANGE,

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All orders by mail

this

have no alterative but to adopt a theory
of corruption as a reason for the inactiv-

97 1-2 Exchange St., Portland.

tended to.

on

sentment says there is no
police interference with gambling houses,
houses of prostitution and saloon keepFrom
ers who violate the excise law.
such facts, the grand jury say that they

-AND-

JOB

Jury

New York, April 1.—The grand jury
has been investigating the evidence presented by Rev. Dr. Parkliurst and his
agents of the existence of gambling and
disorderly houses, as well as the general
violation of the excise law without interference by the police and brought in a

by

IN

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Spectacles & Eye Glasses.
Watch Repairing a Specialty,
ALT. WORK STRICTLY FIRST CLASS.
Monument Square, Portland, Me.
eod2m
marlG
Fine

HIDDEN MEDICINE CO.,

Campbell

to
the
challenge, Chairman
Owen says the replyis absurd. He accordHe says the inthe
offer.
ingly rejects
troduction of the silver question, raises a
serious ^question as to whether the
Republicans have authority to place distinguished gentlemen of that party in
opposition to ex-President Cleveland on
the silver issue.

and all blood diseases, the an-

noying troublesfrom which women suffer, stomach troubles
of every name and nature,
tones up the blood, strengthens
and builds up the system. It
Is KING.
This is the storv in a nutshell.
A column couldn’t tell it better.

and

McKinley.

answer

The

bottle.

Cleveland

Pkovidence, B. I., April 1.—Chairman
Goodman of the Republican state central
to Chairman
committee has written
Owen of the Democratic state oommittee
accepting the proposition for a joint debate and suggesting 4 o’clock Saturday
afternoon with ex-President Cleveland
and ex-Governor Campbell for the Dem"
oerats and Gov. McKinley and ex-Spealter
Reed for the Republicans, the debate
to be held at Infantry Hall. Mr. Owen’s
communication suggested the tariff as
Chairman
the sole question of debate.
Goodman suggests that all questions of
the
two
difference between
parties, including silver, be the subject of the discussion. Gov. McKinley in an interview
today said he thought Harrison would
be nominated for President by the
Republicans and Cleveland by the DemHe thinks the silver question
ocrats.
will enter into the coming campaign. In

sneodtf

Magnetic Compound,

one

DEMOCRATS DODGED.

H.N. PINKHASL

Minute Please!

litvio

We cannot go off
a desert island.
and leave them.”
The speaker said the Democrats were
not capable of framing a new tariff law
and contented themselves with shooting
little holes in the McKinley bill. He also referred to the inconsistencies of that
party in legislating for one and making
promises to another.

Reliance of Philadelphia.
Fidelity & Casualty Co. of N. Y.
National Life of Vermont.
Boston Marine.

Just

oumvvjxixxjj

*IU

the

on

S.Tu&Tlstply

my9

reconciling

attention

ST., BOSTON.

165 MILK

Insurance Company of
Northern Assurance of England.
Niagara Firo of New York.
Queen Insurance Co. of England*
New Hampshire Fire.
Phoenix of London.
Insurance Co. of State of Pennsylvania.
Norwich Union of England.

febll

I

ago,

thing which has engaged our
for two and thirty years.
When we issued greenbacks, the Democratic party said it was unconstitutional.
Tou all know they want them now and
don’t like it becaiuse they can’t have
We have been going around for
more.
years trying to show them that honesty
Now we are trying
was the best policy.
to satisfy them with the last dispense
We are going
tion, the McKinley bill.
to do it because ‘we have got to do it.
David B. Hill was right when he said
'the Democratic party is eternal. There
has got to be an underside to things!
We cannot leave the Democratic party
been

Formerly Irwin Cigar Co.

^Liverpool & London & Globe.
North America.

STERLING ROW.

years

If you recollect what happened
during that period of time, if you recall
what was done, you perceive there has

are

—AGENTS FOR—

lu

JJClllUCliltU/

Meet Heed and

INSURANCE;

Inspection and Insurance,
Steam Boiler Inspection and Insurance,
Life Insurance,

Two

the same task of

got

Wouldn’t let

mar29

Accident

have

THU

DAY
LACE CURTAINS CLEANSED EVERY
eodtfsn

Elevator

myself tonight.

Clear‘Havana" Filler.

13 PREBLE ST., OPP. PREBLE HOUSE.

Street.

stand there is nothing very thrilling about
it but it is very necessary.
“Luckily I have not to defend

Hand-Made

Foster’s Forest City Dye House,

Exchange

Hon. Thomas B. Reed was introduced
and received with prolonged applause.
He said in part: “I shall confine myself to the simple business of telling you
under wbat system of politics you are
more likely to make a living than under
[Applause.] I can underany other.

done.

OFFICE AND BOOMS AT

35

Providence, April 1.—The Republican
Club of Woonsocket held a mass meeting
in the opera house in that city last night.
There were 1500 people present and they
were addressed by Hon. A. M. Hancock
of Maryland and Hon. Thomas B. Reed.
It was a very enthusiastic gathering.
Hon. A. M. Hancock spoke on the progress and prosperity of the country.

relief,

STEAM CARPET BEATING.

This maohlne with steam attachments patented and in use by the leadiug houses throughout the United States; largest floor space in
New England; covered teams; no charge for
trucking; Carpets cleansed in any kind of
weather at all seasons of the year.

denoe.

should have had to explain that I was not
the worst man living. Nevertheless, we

years

Women at the Bar.
lord Beresford in the Zulu war.

dienoe—Senator Frye Spoke at Provi

Salves, Ointments, etc.
Would diet, ajr ine pa. eating no butter or fat rk. a 6™
meat, etc. But
to no avail, I could get only temporary

Sarsapal-illas,

For a few
no permanent cure.
past I have had no appetite,
look
would
and
if
I
not
could
sleep,
up I would be so dizzy that I would

Story: The Ghost.

FIRE

Cleveland and Campbell Not Rel-

and

Pages.

at a uniform ratio to gold, from and
after the date to be agreed upon in such

ver

4

Swept

Towns

Alida M. D. !Leose.

The death of Mrs. Alida M. D. Leese,
daughter of the late John E. Donnell,
Esq., removes from her large circle of
personal friends a lady whose loss will be
keenly felt, but not more so than by the
number

great

of those

who, suffering

bodily affliction of every kind, have, in
years past,at the Maine General Hospital,
had reason to bless her kindly presence,
clear brain and skilful hand. For a long

superintendent of nurses at
that institution and it is in great measure
from her teachings and example the
nurse graduates of the hospital have attained the skill and / judgment that has
revolutionized nursing in Portland. Suffering from a lingering and terrible
disease she has at last sunk to rest only a
few days after her father.
time she was

Obituary Notes.

Mr. Martin Bradish, a prominent Eastport man who died Wednesday, was a
Since 1840, he had
native of Portland.
been in the bakery business in Eastport.
He was a prominent Odd Fellow and
Mason.
Dennis B. Humphrey, a prominent citi-

Bedford, Mass., who died
yesterday, was born in Yarmouth, Me.,
zen

of

New

in 1826.

Charles D. Drake, ex-Chief Justice of
the United States Court of Claims, was
found dead in bed at his residence in
He retired
Washington yesterday.
parently in good health last night.
was

apHe

81 years old.

SINCE COUNT OUT DAYS.

They Say in Lewiston
Nothing Like

There

Been

Has

This Case.

Lewiston, April 1.—Attorney General
Littlefield, after a hearing, has acceded
to the request of Seth Chandler of Lewiston, the defeated candidate for mayor
in the March election, to sign a petition
to the Supreme Court of Maine for a writ
of mandamus against F. X. Belleau, city
clerk, and a proceeding for quo warranto
against W. H. Newell, mayor. The

writs asked for are for two distinct purThe writ of mandamus is to compel the city clerk to produce the check
lists of the city. Since election dav it
has been impossible to obtain the lists
for examination. It is charged that the
names of more than 50 persons who did
not vote were checked as having voted
The lists will now be
in one ward.
brought into court and investigated.
The writ of quo warranto is to compel
Mayor Newell to show by what right he
holds his office of mayor. He is charged
with having abetted the city clerk in
concealing the lists. The attorney genposes.

eral notified Mayor Newell and City
Clerk Belleau to appear at the hearing
This
today, but they failed to appear.
will tie the most exciting election case
that has been before the Supreme Court
of Maine since the so-called “state steal”
UA

THE

WEATHER.

Generally Fair-Eastport Left Out in the
Cold.

Washington, April 1.—[8 p. m.]—
The following is the forecast of the
weather for New England: Generally

8 A.

XI.

js

P.

M'

Barometer.80.4S9 30.400
40.
Thermometer..
30.
Dew Point.. 22.
■

Humidity..

OS.

Velocity.5

0

Wind.W

S

Weather.Cl’dles Cl’dles
Mean daily ther.. .41.0!Max. vel. wind..lOW
Maximum ther.. .52.0 Total precip.0
.30.0|
Minimum ther
..

Weather

Observations

The following are the observations of
the Agricultural Department Weather
Bureau for yesterday, April 1, taken at
8 p. m., 75th meridian time, the observations for each station being given in
this order:
Temperature, direction of
the wind, state of the weather:
Boston, 42°, SW, cloudless; New York,
44°, SE, cloudy; Philadelphia, 48°, SE,

THE CAUSE OF LABOR,
The Mass Meeting at
Last Evening.

City

Hall

OF

THE

state.
BUILDING BLOWN DOWN.
Dead, Eight Fatally Injured and

Missing.
Chicago, April 1.—About 6.30 this evening, a terrible cloud burst occurred.
The wind drove the rain in sheets

HOUSES AND

CARRIED

IT

the

available

streets, sweeping every
object before it. Atjthe
Halstead

of

and

Property.

FAILING CHICAGO BUILDING ENDS

Killed Three Outright and Fatally In-

Demands of the Army of

Unemployed
England’s Capital.

in

the assembled crowd was a black banner

bearing the words: “We demand the
right to work.” A negro named Wade,
May Increase the Total—The Chicago who was arrested while
heading the depat the
Storm Occurred East Night
utation that attempted to force its way
Close of Two Days of Tornados in into the office of the London county
jured Eight—Four

Down

in

News Got

All

Wires

Directions, but the Bad

Kansas City, Mo., April 1.—A tornado of mad destructiveness swept over
Kansas last niglit. In Butler county was
the scene of the greatest havoc. The
town of Towanda was wiped oil the face
of the earth. Augusta, a few miles distant, was buffeted out of all semblance
Not a building was
to its former self.
The town
left standing in Towanda.
was asleep when the storm swept down,
razed everything in its path, and left
dead bodies in its wake. Four dead
bodies were recovered from the ruins
already searched. Twenty persons were
fatally hurt and 40 more seriously injured, besides a large number more or
At Augusta, three were
less maimed.
killed outright, two fatally injured and
15 others hurt, more or less seriously, ac-

cording to present reports.
are down, and it is impossible

All wires
to

get

any

detailed accounts from either place.

clergymen

whether the

were

that

dispatch from Fort Scott states

night by
+Vvi»

one
rrntITQ

of the
ATcY

visited

strongest

last

wind

TV3TYr»rtC

to persons were received.
Many barns,
outbuildings, hay stacks and occasional-

ly well constructed residences
stroyed.

were

de-

The wind at Leavenworth at noon became a hurricane and blew away a part
of the roof of the Great Western Stove
Works and the works suspended for the
At St. Joseph nearly every telegraph
and telephone wire was torn down and
many small houses demolished and larger ones unroofed. Thousands of dollars
of damage was caused by the breaking of
In the
plate glass in store windows.
eastern part of the city, a brick house
was blow n down,
seriously injuring a
girl. At the factory of Tootle Hosea &

blown away, and it
was

was

necessary to anNo one

building with cables.
The patients
injured.

chor the

of

the

LAsters* Union,

the different labor orders and trades
It is far more nuunions in America.
merous and potent than the Knights of
Labor ever were, although at the same
Mr. Gompers
time more conservative.
was first elected President of the Federation in 1886. He had previously been

were

re-

moved.

tion was appointed to wait upon the
Dean of St. Paul’s to ask his advice as
to what the unemployed should do to
obtain work.
Ten Were

Drowned.

London, April 1. —The Norwegian
steamer Lousse, bound for the Loffoden
Islands, off the northwest coast of Nor-

Part of the crew
has been lost.
Ten of
have been landed near Bergen.

way,

those aboard her were drowned.
Britain’s Latest Score.

London, April 1.—Shortly after the arrest at Manchester of Edward Holden,
formerly quartermaster in the Royal Engineers, charged with attempting to
learn the secrets regarding the defences
of Gibraltar, it was learned that he had
spld to France full particulars and plans
In conseof all the defences at Malta.
quence of the knowledge gained in this
manner by the French government, the
British authorities have decided to make
extensive changes in the defences.
Canada's

Duty

on

Lumber.

Will Not Work With

Lewiston,

Non-Union Men.

April 1.—The Builders’

Union of Auburn and Lewiston have voted after May 1st to work with no nonunion men. The Union numbers about
400.
To Form

Lewiston’s Nine.

Lewiston, April 1.—The Auburn Gazette Base Ball Association was organized today to place a team to represent
Lewiston and Auburn in the New England League.
Embden Gets the

Station.

Augusta, April 1.—The railroad

com

missioners have rendered a

decision requiring the Somerset Bailroad Company
to maintain a station at Emhden.
Open to the Sea.

Biddeford, April 1.—The

Saco river

Two vessels aris open to navigation.
rived at the wharves last night
BRIEFLY TOLD.

cigar-making instead, at which In
expert by the time lie was 12 yean
old. Though kept busy all day, he studied at night, and acquired considerable
education. He left England for America
in 1863, and has lived in New York since
that date, with the exception of one
year spent in the neighboring city of
Newark, New Jersey.
His connection with labor organization
began when he was 15, with his membership in the Cigarmakers’ Union. He
soon showed his ability in its councils,
and was president of his “local” six
years, and its. corresponding secretary
to

was

three terms.

At every convention of the

Cigarmakers’ International Union he has
been a delegate, and for several years he
He was president of
was an organizer.
the State Workingmen’s Assembly twice
and vice president of the Cigarmakers’
International Union once. Mr. Gompers
served two terms as president of the old
Federation of Trades and Labor Unions.
Governor Hill of New York offered him
the place of commissioner of arbitration at $3000 a year, but he declined, believing that his acceptance would injure
his influence with labor organizations.
President Gompers is a short, wellbuilt man, who carries his h«ad well
poised on his shoulders. He has black
hair

and

eyes,

a

pale complexion

with

black moustache and a
short tuft under it. He talks ably and
wields a ready pen.
To his literary gift
is attributed the success of the Union
Advocate, a monthly paper devoted to
the cause of labor.
Tlie Meeting.
The American Cadet Band played
while the audience were assembling last
evening. As the hour for the opening of
the meeting came, President William J.
Healey, of the Central Labor Union,
little

color,

a

stepped upon the stage, accompanied by
Gompers, William H. Looney, Esq.,
and the various delegates from the

Mr.

trades unions that make up the union.
[CONTINUED

ON EIGHTH

PAGE]

In Kansas City the wind reached a
velocity of 04 miles. The damage consisted principally of roofs being blown

An explosion at the Sterling Dynamite
Works, Birmingham, Ala., killed sixmen
away and plate glasswindows broken.The yesterday.
The New York Methodist conference
roof of the high school was blown off,
and school dismissed, it being feared the has voted against admitting women to
building unsafe. The roof of an apart- the general conference.
ment house was blown away and a
grocery store lost its roof and a portion
of its front. Signs were blown down all

The Buzzards* Dinner.

The Buzzards of Windsor and Highland Castles entertained a large number
of Auburn Buzzards at the Preble House
The banquet was well
last evening.
served and the occasion was successful

the city, some crashing through
costly plate glass windows. Other winin
crushed
the
were
dows
by
wind.
the
of
force
Telephone
and
the
wires were
prostrated
to be rememWestern Union reports no communica- in every respect, one long
tion with points west of the centre of bered in the annals of the Buzzards.
Kansas, while it has but few workable
AVasliiugton Notes.
wires east. Telegraph poles along all
the railroads west of here are prostrated,
The House committee on rules has orcausing a tangle of wires.
dered a favorable report on a resolution
At Des Moines, la., the damage is esproviding for the investigation of the
mated at $>100,000.
census office.
over

1

prepared to
A deputa-

Apparently the same storm touched
and Wellington. In Kiowa, the
Missouri Pacific depot and a number of
dwellings were demolished. No loss of was pointed out that as a result of a reSeveral minor mishaps duction of the duty imposed upon lumlife is known.
ber entering the United States, Canada’s
are reported, and the damage to propexports last year increased over
erty is said to be great, Wellington and lumber
It was also shown
one million dollars.
its vicinity suffered considerably.
the
if
export duty ,is imposed, Canthat,
Killed.
Were
Several People
ada will have to pay an increase of $1,William Little’s home, south of Welling- 000,000 duty on lumber going into the
ton, was blown to splinters, and Little United States at $2 instead of $1, the
and his four children killed. Joe Wal- rate now imposed by the United States.
ton’s house was picked up, and 13 of the The impression is that the government
Butter- will not disturb the present arrangement.
occupants more or less injured.
worth’s house and its occupants were
Want Mr. Cleaves for Governor.
carried 300 yards in the air and some of
the family fatally hurt.
Belfast, April
1.—Republicans in
The storm came across country from caucus last
resolutions renight
passed
into
the
southwest
Indian Territory
part
the withdrawal of Blaine, inlitgretting
the
of Barber county, Kansas, taking
In a dorsing President Harrison’s administratle town of Kiowa in its path.
northeasterly direction,it passed through tion, and recommending Henry B.
Frazier county and through the center of Cleaves for Governor and Seth L. MilliSumner countr. Bending as a bow, it
caucus
was
ken for Congress. The
passed almost directly north through the
remainder of Sumner county and along called for the purpose of electing deleThe
the western part of Butler county.
gates to attend the State Convention at
tornado continued in Kansas and the
Bangor, April 27, and the District Conbut
of
Missouri
northwestern part
today,
at Waterville, April 28th next.
vention
destructive.
less
was
Was

retary Daley,

council and who was released on £10
was at the head of today’s movehe intended to see
He said
ment.

Oetawa, Ont., April 1.—A large depthis morningutation of lumbermen
waited upon the government to oppose
the re-imposition of the export duty on
logs exported to the United States. It

Kiowa

A

Stirring Speeches by Men Interested
Organized Labor—Sec-

in the Work of

bail,

fulfill the Master’s teaching.

Through.

southeastern Kansas

Some

Missing and

States-Telegraph

Western

j

Pearce

Londojt, April 1.—A meeting of the
unemployed was held at Tower Hill today. Conspicuous above the heads of
Are

FEDERATION A SPEAKER.

building was blown down. It
Tellg of Organized Labor—Mr. Looney
surwas a seven story brick structure,
Presides and Speakg of Relations of
rounded by one and two story frame and
Corporations to People —Sketch of Mr.
brick buildings, the homes of laborers.
Gompers’8 Life.
Crashing upon them, it crushed out the
The Central Labor Union's grand mass
lives of three young children, fatally injuring eight other inmates and seriously meeting at City Hall last evening, was a
injuring others. Four persons are miss- successful event.
At the head
of
ing and are supposed to be in the ruins. the list of
speakers liad been advertised
There are but little hopes that they are
Mr. Samuel Gompers, President of the
alive.
American Federation of Labor, a great
THE RIGHT TO WORK.
organization, which includes nearly all

ELEVEN LIVES.

It

GOMPERS

PRESIDENT

streets a

Meagre Reports Tell of Great Loss
of Life and

along
corner

THEIR INMATES AWAY.

Co., a
Stampede of Several Hundred Girls
fair; slightly warmer, except Saturday
at Eastport; south winds.
occurred, and several were hurt.
A despatch from Lawrence, Kas., says
Local Weather Beport.
the roof of the Haskell hospital was
PobtlAND, Me, April 1,1892.

o£ the

Three

day.

JLOIC7-OV.

news

night's cyclone. A special
from Norfolk says the cyclone struck the
town about 10 last night and did conIf this proves to be
siderable damage.
same
the
cyclone which devasted
be
Nelson, the destruction must
great. The storm travelled 150 miles over the richest farming section of the
extent of last

Three

Mary E. Nichols.

The death of Mrs. Mary E. Nichols,
which occurred at her home in this city
a few
days’ illyesterday morning after
more than a brief notice.
ness, is worthy of
On the death of her husband, about ten
the Maine General
years ago, she entered
Hospital as a nurse. After service there
she devoted herself to this calling and on
account of her ability and faithfulness
she was in constant demand and many
homes in Portland have been blessed by
her untiring and self denying labors.
She was with the late Harrison J. Libby
throughout his long illness and also with
Her
the late Geo. E. B. Jackson.
services were in constant demand and
fortunate were they who could obtain
them. She served them with a strength
that never failed, and wore herself out in
the endeavor to be helpful to others.
Few among us have lived more devoted
lives, and all who knew her will prize
the memory of her loving service.

and it is impossible to obtain
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From the Earth.
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The Tornado

of treasury
bullion and the
notes thereon, shall be suspended until
Congress shall otherwise direct.
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oudy; Washington, 50°,NE, uloudy; AlA post office has been established at
bany, 48°, S, cloudless; Buffalo, 52°, SE,
RICH SECTION DEVASTATED,
West Cornville, Somerset county, and
partly cloudy; Detroit, 60°‘ SE, cloudy;
W. Hobart appointed postmaster.
Chicago, 70, SE, partly cloudy; St. Paul, As Near As Can Be Judged ‘With Wires Joel
Yesterday, in the Senate, was devoted
Down All Over Nebraska.
50°, SE, cloudy; St. Vincent, 36°, N, rain;
to a long discussion of the Indian approHuron, So. Dak., 40°, NW. cloudy; Bisit went over without acOmaha, Neb., April 1.—The telegraph priation bill,
marck, missing; Jacksonville, 08°, E,
wires all over the state are prostrated, tion.
cloudless.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

A cream of tartar baking powder. Hlghert of
allln leavening strength.— Latest United Statu
Government Food lieport.
Koval Baking Bo wdeb Co., 100 Wall St, N v

<

FURNITURE.

miscellaneous.

Burleigh and the Insane Hospital.
[Kennebec Journal.]
It is about time that the public should
of
utter
the
understand
falsity
been
have
that
statements
many
Governor

SUNDAY SERVICES.
The Sail Loft meetings are held at No. C
Central Wharf every Sunday morning, commencing at 10.30 a. m. Strangers and others are
cordially invited to be present. All are welcome.
EjfT’The subject from which Miss Hannah T.
Pratt will preach at the Bradley Church next
Sunday afternoon will be “The ox in the pit on
the Sabbath day.” Something- for everybody.
•
Services commence at 3 o’clock.
jy The Progressive Literary Union will meet.
in Science Jlail, corner of Temple and Congress
streets, entrance on Temple street. At 2.30 p.
in., subject: "Does civilized man approve of
legal murder?” Opened by Mrs. L. B. Murray.
Seats free. All are welcome.
Bethel Church, No. 283 Fore street, near
Custom House, Rev. Francis Southworth,
m.
pastor. Services at 10.30 a. m., 3 and 7 p.7.30
Services Tuesday and Friday evenings at
Seats
p. m. All from sea and land invited.

out

sent
tain

relative

Governor

and

falsehoods

are

correspondents

meeting of the
When these
Council.
made the basis of edito-

Republican newspapers, it is high
time that they were exposed. Certain
parties are endeavoring very strenuously
to create the impression that Governor
free.
Burleigh is endeavoring to manipulate
Chestnut St. M. K. Church—Rev. Matt S.
the Insane Hospital in the interests of
9.30 a. m., Young men’s
Hughes, pastor.
There is
his congressional candidacy.
10.30
a.
9.4P
ladies’
m.,
league;
young
league;
a.
m., the Lord’s supper, and reception of
no truth whatever in this asmembers; 1.30 p. m. Sunday school; 3 p. m., absolutely
sermon
Gov. Burleigh believes, and has
by Rev. G. R. Palmer, P. E.; 0 p. m., sertion.
Epworth league meeting; Op. in., Junior Epthat this institution
believed
worth league; 7.30 p. in., general praise and always
prayer service. All are welcome.
should be entirely divorced from politics.
Congress St. M. E. Church.—Rev. J. M. He believes that its
employes should deFrost, pastor. At 10.30 a.m.Sunday school.
3 p.

Spring approaches
and

new

FURNITURE

in.

preaching by

ior Y. P. S. C. E. 7 p.
munion services.
Church of the Messiah— (Universalis!)
Corner India and Congress Sts. Rev. G. I.
Keim, pastor. 10.30, preaching; subject:
■‘Love to God a Test of Christian Character,”
Sunday school, 12 m. Junior young people’s
meeting, G p. m. Young People’s Christian
Union, 6 p. m. Lecture, at 7 p. m., Subject:
“The Right Kind of Home.”
Congress Square Church (First Universalist.) Rev. Dr. Blanchard, pastor. Services,
Im10.30 a.m. Subject of sermon: “The
possibilities of God.” Sundaylschool at 12 in.
Clark Memorial M. E. Church, Woodfords—Rev. H. Hewitt, pastor. Sunday school at
1.30 p. in.; service at 2.30 p. m.; preaching by
the pastor. Baptism and Communion alter service. Prayer and praise service at 7 p. m.
Church of Christ, corner of Congress and
Weymouth Streets—Preaching at 10.30 a. m.
and 7 p. m. Communion at 3 p. m.
First Parish Church (Unitarian), Congicns

succb—u uuu

DRAPERIES

j. ciriug,

w*

and 7.30 p. m.
First Free Baptist Church. Opposite
Fubiio Library.—Kev. C. E. Cate, pastor. The
Subject,
pastor will preach in the morning.
“A Beatitude.” Sunday school at noon. Miscomfollowed
the
concert
at
7
by
p. m.,
sionary
munion.
First Presbyterian Church, corner Park
and Pleasant Streets—Kev. W. Courtland Bobinsou, pastor. Sunday school at 2 p. m.; preaching by pastor at 3 p. m.; ard by Bev. W. H.
Fenn D. D., at 7.30 p. in. All seats free.
First Baptist Church—Kev. W. S. Ayres,
Preaching at 10.80 a. m. and 7 p. m.;
unday school at 12. All are welcome.
Free Street, Baptist Church—Kev. B.
L. Whitman, pastor. Breaching by the pastor at
10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m., Sunday school at
Y. P. S. C.
12 m. Communion service 3 p. m.
E. prayer meeting at 6.16 p. m.
Free Church. Western Avenue, fleering—
Sunday school at 2 p. m; service of worship,
with sermon and the Lord’s supper at 3 p.
m.; text, 1. Cor. 11:26;Y. P. S. C. E. meeting
at
6.30 p. m. Gospel service at 7.30 p. m.
Subject—"Saved to the uttermost.” Heb7:25.
Prayer and testimony meeting at 8.30 p. m.
AH are welcome. Seats free.
Friend’s Church—Oak street, near ConServices at 10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m.
abbath school at close of morning service. All
are welcome.
Seats free.
Gospel Mission—Bev. S. F. Pearson, pasand pastor's Bible class at
tor.
school
Sunday
1.30 p.m. Preaching by the pastor at 3 p.m.
at
7
Beception of new
p. m.
Camp meeting
members at 7.30 p. m. Preaching by the pastor
at 8 p. m. All are welcome.
High Street Church—Kev. W. H. Fenn,
D. D., pastor.
Morning service at 10.30
preaching at 7.30 p. m., by Bev. W. C. KobInson of this city.
Ilsley Hall, East Deering—Preaching by
the pastor, Kev. H. Hewitt, at 10.30 a. m.
communion after service. Sunday school at
2 p. m. Prayer and praise service at 7 p. m.
Pine Street M. E. Church—Bev. John F.
Clymer, D. D., pastor. 10.30 a. m., the
vices at 10.30

-AND-

the pastor. 6 p.m., Junill., baptism and com-

a. m.

Eastor.

will

soon

WE

be needed.

are

prepared

better than
fore to

supply

article in
the

be-

ever

our

every
line to
of

advantage

those who

buy

of

us.

LARGE AND COMPLETE LINE.

fress.

T

tiunnor-

OTIVi

i/YTl

IBATTlhPl'S

7 SO

men.
to
m. third “Gospel Talk”
young
Theme. -‘Dead Broke.” Sunday School at 12
m.
Epworth League prayer meeting at
6.30 p. m.
Portland Liberal Fraternity meets in
Mystic Hall, 457V2 Congress street, at 10.30 a,
in.
Subject for discussion: “Should Socialistic Heresies be combatted by all good
citizens of this republic, Seats free. All are
welcome.
Preble Chapel—Sunday school at 2 p. m.
Preaching by the pastor at 3 p. m. The
usual monthly temperance meeting at 7.30
A cordial invitation to the public.
streetState
Cathedral
Luke’s
St.
Clergy, Kt. Kev. Eenry A. Neely, D. D., Bishop;
Services—
Rev. C. Morton Sills, D. D., Canon.
Morning prayer, Sermon and Holy Communion
at 10.30 a. m.; Sunday school catechising at 3
m.; evening prayer (choral) with sermon at

p.

,'.AND,

*

—

?..30 p.

QRAPERJES
of the ILatcst

Resigns

and of the most Reliable make at
Lower than

prices

ever

be-

fore.

m.

State Street Church—Preaching at 10.30
a. in. and 7.30
p. in. by Kev. Wm. DeWitt
Hyde D. D., of Brunswick. Sunday school at
close of morning service.
St. Lawrence Street Church—Rev. A.
H. Wright, pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a. m.,
Sunday school at 1.30 p. m. Choral service and
gospel address at 7 p. in. Prayer meeting at 8
p. m.
Second Advent Church—Congress Place,
Rev. E. P. Woodward, pastor. Prayer meeting
at 10.30 a. m.; Sunday school at 1.30 p. m.;
preaching by the pastor at 3.00 and 7.30 p. in.
Seats free.
Second Parish Congregational Church
Congress street, cor. Pearl street—Kev. J. G.
Merrill pastor. At 10.30 a. m. preaohing service.Fourth in a series on the "Larger Duties of
pm- Religion,” "How to be philanthopic,” and
m. fourth in series on the -‘Larger
at 3 p.
Truths of our Creed,” “Atonement.” Sunday
Social service 7 p. m.
1.45 p. m.
at
school,
The First Spiritual Society meets at
Mystic hall, 457Va Congress street at 2.30 and
7.30 p. ni. Mrs. E. J. Hurd Webster of Lynn,
Mass., test medium will be present.
Vaughan Street Church—Sunday school
at 1.30 p. m.;

preaching at 3 p. m., followed by
Young people's meeting at 6 p.

communion
p. m.
Praise and prayer service at 7
Kev. Samuel Watson will conduct the service.
West Congregational Church—Congress
Rev. James A. Anderson, pastor.
street.
Preaohing service at 10.30 a. m.; vesper service
at 7 p. m.; Sunday school at close of morumg
service. A cordial welcome to strangers.

m.

LOOK

nrvTTTiiniAw

Cvinocir_forupr

Thnmas

and

Pratt, pastor,
Carroll streets. Rev. Dwight
Preaching at 10.30 a. m., and 7.30 p.m. Sunday school after morning service.
Woodfobds Congregational Church—
Rev. Edwin P. Wilson, pastor. Preaching service
at 10.30. a. m. by the pastor. Sunday school
at close of morning service; Christian workers
at 3 p. m.; evening service at 7 p. m.; prayer
.E. meetmeeting Tuesday at 7.30; Y. P. S.
ing Friday at7.30 p. m. A cordial welcome
to ail.
M.

at

our

line of

Baby

Carriages, all Beauties

a"

Prices

under

Gambling

rials in

!

I

attention to the unfortunate
people committed to their charge. He
does not desire to see any man set himself up as a political boss inside this institution for the purpose of manipulating it in any one’s interests. He believes
that the functions of the Hospital are
outside of politics and should be
vote their

entirely
scrupulously kept
Now as regards

so.

the Council meeting.
Journal of Wednesday
80th, this statement oocurs: “The Governor’s nomination of
the wife of Councillor Smith of Litchfield
to be one of the trustees of the Insane
Hospital came up, and some of the Council wanter to know why Mrs. Torsey had
been deposed.” There is not a word of
In the Lewiston
evening. March
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In this condition, twentyremains in the blood.
four hours’ time is sufficient for the development
in vour system of any of these troubles :
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Rheumatism
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Pure

Blood, Perfect Health."
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pound

Kickapoo
Sagwa.

acids or mineral poisons, is
absolutely harmless, and its efficiency is. attested
testimonials.
by over twenty thousand unsolicited
It contains

\

|

no

Indian Cough Cure|
relief from coughs and colds.

*

Kickapoo

6

ensures

it will do.

$1.00

bottle.
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Meteorological Summary

for

the Mon':

of March.

I'i

A

barometer.29.s
.30.4

Highest barometer, 31st..

It is Guaranteed to

l||i
Cure, m

1

.!

Lowest barometer, 19tli.29.0

temperature. IK’
Highest temperature, 10th. 61.
'■■■
Lowest temperature, 2d.•
Greatest daily range of temperature, 22d.. 2J.
7.
Least daily rauge of temperature, 1st-

Mean

MEAN

e. currier,

!wm.

AN HONORED AND RESPECTED CITIZEN
MAINE,
OF KENNEBUNK,
CURED OF A

TEMPERATURE FOR THIS MONTH IN

1872 .23)1882.3'
1873 .301883.2

1874 .33 1884.3
1875 .30 1885.2
1870.33 1886.2
1877 .34 1887.2
1878 .39 1888.8(
1879 .34; 1889.34

concentra-

icine in the market, being
ted extract of roots and herbs; contains
Is pleasant to
no poisonous drugs;
take; Is gentle in its action, and is
guaranteed to cure diseases of the
Blood, 8tomach, Kidneys and Liver.
a

Severe Stomach Trouble

Sold everywhere.
THE ALLEN SAR8APARILLA CO.,
Woodfords, Me.

competitors.

Our

Gem

cannot be

for

$15

duplicated

east of Boston.
>

waived examination and gave bonds for
his appearance before the grand jury,
Officer Chute had a key to the room, and
the posse walked in before anybody had
any idea that they were about. They
of
got §18 in money, and surprised a lot
pretty good men in the game.
Medical

Maine Homoeopathic
Society.
The Maine Homoeopathic Medical Society will hold its 27th annual meeting at
the Falmouth Hotel on June 7th and 8th,

COMPANY,

and it promises to he interesting. Dr.
Sheppard of Bangor, who is president of
the society, has prepared a history of the
society since 1840, and a sketch of some
of the members since 1867, which will be
read at the meeting, telling of the advancement of the society and many in-

teresting

Boston Steamers.

mar20

eodtf

The above

are

BEDFORD

CE3MTS.

15

in solid Seasonable Colors of Biaca, Browns

Vavy Blue, Darh Greens, Drabs, Slates, Coachman Browns, Modes,
liarnet, Cardinal, etc. A11 very desirable and at the above price
sve consider it one of the best Bargains in Dress Goods yet offered.
One Case of 40 pieces SCOTCH P1AIDS, 36 inches wide in
iruble Spring Styles at

de,

CE3MTS.

1L5>

50 pieces Blacli Brilliantines with hair line Stripes at

25 CENTS.
40

cSual value

cents.

.33)1890.31

1880
1881 .384891.3C

O

Mean temperature for this month for 21

years.32.1

1-4

CENTS.

Total deficiency in temperature during the

31
month.
excess in temperature since January
9!
1st.
Prevailing direction of the wind—W&NW 2<
mile;
Total movement of wind.8086
Maximum velocity of wind, direction and
date.38, NN, on 3)
Total

Total precipitation (inches).2.2’
Number of days on which .01 inch or more
!
of precipitation fell.
total precipitation (in inches ahd liun
dredths) for this month in
Indies
Inches. I
1872
1873

.1.44)1882.3.9’

1876

.5.29)1886.3.21

mar2G

1877 .5.91 1887.4.1! !
1878 .2.19 1888.3.7:
1879 .4.42 1889.2.6! !
1880 .1.42 1890.6.2- ;
1881 .5.0911891.5.4!
Average precipitation for this month for
3.4' )
22 years.
XUttll

UCUUiCUCjr

III

picvipiuauwin

viiujug

!

month.3..1:
deficiency in precipitation since
January 1st..2.0:
T
Number of cloudless days.
Number of partly cloudy days.
1< »
Number of cloudy days.
Monthly mean dewpoint. 3 7a
Monthly mean humidity. 62.<
Total

RHEUMATISM
neuralgia,

Colic, Constipation,
Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea, Eructation,
Ellis Worms, gives sleep, and promotes di-

“Castoria is so well adaptedto children that
I recommend it aa superior to any prescription
H. A. Archer, M. D.,
known to me.”
111 So. Oxford St, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Cantona cures

gestion.

always be
successfully treated

can

with

Ayer’s SarsapariHa
A

cure

is

sure

the

to follow

persistent

results.”

will

Others

cure you.

Policies of
LIFE INSURANCE COMPA NY vary in accorThe Premiums upon the
the UNION MUTUAL

dance with the plan of Insurance
selected and the age at issue; they
therefore cover a wide range and
hence are suited to all circumstances.

sale of

The Centaur Compart, 77 Murrat Street, New York.

,-jgggp,

t¥wiTd.

—mmBI

CITY

QFJ5EERIIMG.

This

FITTINGS, VALVES,
HANGERS,
SHAFTING,
PULLEYS, LEATHER and
RUBBER BELTINC, LACE
LEATHER, HOSE,&c.,&c.

Chandler’s

iebOeodtt

be

FOR

394
apr21eodlyr

am

eTmills,

Congress Street.

played
anybody.

Can

given, that th

is
Notice
subscriber has been duly appointed
the trust of Administrate
taken
hereby

431

An orchestra in itself, producing;
the most charming; music.

P^Uand, Me

67 & 59 KENNEBEC STREET.

Plano Tuner.
Music Store

Sell Playing Organ.

I

Notice.

Assessors of the Town of Cape Elizabeth
hereby give notice to all persons liable to
taxation in said town, that they will be in session
at their office in town house, on the first, second,
and fourth days of April, inst., from ten o’clock
in the forenoon till five o’clock in the afternoon,
for the purpose of receiving lists of the polls
And
and estates taxable in said town.
are
all
such
hereby notified to
persons
make and bring to said
Assessors, true
and
perfect lists of all their polls and
estates, real and persoual, or held by them as
guardian, executor, administrator, trustee, or
otherwise, as on the first day of April, 1892.
and be prepared to make oath to the truth of
the same. And w hen estates of persons deceased nave been divided during the past year.,
or have changed hands from any cause, the
executor, administrator, or other person Interested, is hereby warned to give notice of such
change: and in default of such notice will be
held under the law to pay the tax assessed
although such estate has been wholly distributed
and paid over. And any person who neglects to
complv with this notice will be domed to a tax
be
according to the laws of the State, and the
barred of the right to make application to
County Commissioners for any abatement of his
taxes, unless he shows that he was unable to
offer such lists within the time hereby appointed.
GEO C. MOUNTFORT,)
Assessors.
E. C. ROBINSON,
M. B. FULLER,'
)
Cape Elizabeth, March 19,1892.
mr24
dtapr4
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by
BY

CHASE & SON & CO. CRESSEY & JONES,

As an Insurance Company and as a
UNION
the
Home
Institution,
MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COM
PANY is deserving of the support of
Maine Citizens.

Order Slate at

_dtf

mar26

GENERAL MACHINE WORK PROMPT
DONE. ORDERS SOLICITED.

?rTr?TLEr?i^r9ETIIY' l

GO.,

SI Monument Sq.

BOILSTEAM ENGINES,
ERS, STEAM PIPE, PIPE

is to notify all persons who have heretofore been in the habit of supplying the
of
the
town with goods of any kind that
poor
no hills will be paid after this date unless
ordered by the Overseers of the Poor, and also
that the Board will be in session at Lewis Hall,
Woodfords, every afterlernoon during the first
week in April, to attend to any business that
may come before it by way of any application
for help of the poor or bills to be approved for
suppplies that have been already furnished.
Overseers of the
c a
Eli HELL,
SA3V1U
(
Poor.
>
O. G. CHIPMAN',
d8t
mar31

H.

W. W. WHIPPLE &

_S&Thlynrm

medicine.

Cured

Have the

Edwin F. Pardee, M. D.,
“The Winthrop,” 120th Street and 7th Ave.,
Kew York City.

~
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THE

your1 Castoria, and shall always continue to
ao so as it has invariably produced beneficial

use of this

Has

ASBESTOS PAINTS Assessors’

For several years I have recommended

“The use of ‘Castoria* is so universal and
merits so well known that it seems a work
of supererogation to endorse it. Few are the
intelligent families who do not keep Castoria
within easy reach.11
Carlos Martyn, D. D.,
New York City.
Late Pastor Bioomingdale Reformed Church.

its

]?Ie.

CAPE ELIZABETH.

Without injurious medioation.

deol2

and sciatica

Congress Street, Portland,

JOECNS

.2.87 1883.1.51
1874 .1.14 1884.4.81
1.5!
1875 .3.63 1885

features.

The travelling public will be glad to
learn that the elegant steamer Portland
cf this line will go on the route tonight after a thorough overhauling and refitting.

WOOL

lOO pieces HAEF
sale
on
place
ORDS in JACQUARD STYLES at

Ve

200 Pieces Columbia Suitings double fold and IVew Spring
at
! Styles, washable and very serviceable,

—

all

Monday Morning, March 28th,

Reason Wlig

>>

BARGAINS,

suffer-

II

The following summary of the con.’i
tion of the weather during the pas
month has been received from E. T
Jones, observer:
Mean

nave

_

mon

v/x

proclaim

gard

attempts of

to the world that

five years I

faint and all gone feeling at
pit of stomach, loss of appetite,
and a continual tired feeling. I
doctored a great deal, but could get
A few months
no permanent benefit.
ago 1 began the use of Allen’s
^
Sarsaparilla, and had taken it
but a little while when I began to feel
1 have now taken two bottles
is No
m better.
and can say 1 am cured. My
iW you should be in poor health 8
is splendid, and I feel
when such a
left appetite
perfectly well for the first time in
fl
Destroyer of Disease
V five years. Allen’s Sarsaparilla did it.
Allen’S Sarsaparilla pv
WM. E. CURRIER.
™
can be had of any druggist
W.
Allen’s 8arsaparilla is the best medFOR 60 CENTS.

nominated for office—and h

UlCUMO

or

ADDITIONAL

stomach
severe
a
trouble, consisting of weakness,

certain pn
litical opponents to endeavor to conve;
are
the contrary impression
simply tin
CjJ

continued

STILIj

J
1

Burleigh ever asked, directly or indirect
ly, a pledge of personal services from an

thus

Great Dress Goods Sale

i

Kennebunk, me., i
May 10, ’91. /

state. Never in his occupancy of the ex
ecutive chair of this state has Govern >

UlSI

LIBBY.

R.

J.

a

WITH

unauthorized as they are malieiou
The laws of Maine make it the duty ■
the Governor to nominate trustees f
this and other institutions and in <loi;
so he will be governed solely by what h
believes to be the best interests of th

The

marSldtf

i

t

4TH.

APRIL

MONDAY,

l

are as

man he has
never will.

wii! be open and on sale SVIonday, April 4th.
We shall have the most varied and elaborate
assortment we have ever shown from the cheap*
est jackets to exclusive Parisian novelties

?

\

his interest as a congressional candidate.” There is not a word of truth in
this charge. It is made for a purpose,
and that purpose is apparently to divert
attention from the true condition of affairs. Now as regards the appointment
Governor Burleigh has
of trustees.
intimated what his intentions are in this
matter. The statements sent out from
this city assuming to speak his purposes

?

Be warned! Nature must be assisted to throw off
the poisons; and for this purpose nothing can equal
Nature’s own assistant, a pure vegetable comof selected herbs, roots, and barks, called

#

pulling.

#

I

/

l
5

more

to a caucus, is now in favor of Manley.”
If the “management” of this institution
can “send” fifty men into a caucus to
vote for any candidate, and has a disposition to so manipulate it politically, then
we say it is high time for a change in
favor of a management that will devote
its energies to the care of the unfortunate people committed to its charge
The
rather than to political wire
article from which wo have quoted further says: “The Manley men say the
Governor wishes to secure changes in

----

j

1 Bright's Disease
\ Diabetes* etc..

truth in this. Mrs. Torsey’s name was
not even mentioned at the session. She
has been a trustee of the hospital three
terms—nine years—and has once had the
courtesy of a re-nomination at the hands
of Governor Burleigh. Continuing, the
same arncie says:
“The management of the Insane Hos-

pital, which

by impure blood. Any one who
wilfully neglects these unfailing manifestations
of more serious trouble is responsible for his
Don’t say, “Oh! those little
own suffering.
will
troubles
skin
go away in a few days.” They
the surface, but the poison
may disappear from
are

House Raided.

Yesterday morning, in the Municipal
Court, E. C. Stevens was called up,
charged with being the proprietor of a
gambling house in Brown’s block, MonuHe pleaded not guilty,
ment square.

MISCELLANEOUS.

|

MISCELLANEOUS.

cer-

city by

this

from

newspaper
to the recent

]

miscellaneous.

upon himself
of the estate of
HANS HANSEN, Me of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, am [
given bonds as the law directs. All person 5
having demands upon the estate of said de
ceased, are required to exhibit the same; am I
all persons indebted to said estate are callei
upon to make payment to
HENRY SOULE. Adnvr.
Portland. March 224, 1692, n»j*r26iaw3w6

Congress St.,
OPPOSITE CITY IIAEE.

NOTICE ! ASK YOUR DRUGGIST FOR

Scott’s

cure

Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Sprains or
Bruises, Sore Throat, and Other Lameness.
Second to no other Liniment in the United
States, well known in all Eastern Provinces,
Will be sold by all druggists. David Scott, Sole
Proprietor in the United States. Trade mark
on all circulars and bottles. Wholesale by Cook,
feb22dtt
Everett & Pennell, Portland, Me.
For

Assessors’ Notice.
inhabitants of the City of Deering, and
all others liable to be taxed therein, are
hereby required to make and bring in to us, the
assessors of said city, true and perfect lists of
their polls, and all their estates, both real and
personal, which they may be possessed of on
the first day of April next (excepting such as
may be exempted from taxation by law), and
each person will be expected to make oath, that,
to the best of his knowledge, said list contains
all his taxable property, and those who fail to
bring in as above directed, may expect no
abatement by the assessors.
The assessors will be in session at the following place, on the following days, to wit: At the
assessors’ office in the old Town House on the
first, second and ninth days of April 1892, from
nine to twelve a. m. and from two to five p. m.
to receive lists as above.

THE

J.' W.
M.

E.

C° ROBERTS, | A8£!Si0£
Deering.
MOORE,

Dated at Deering, March.

)

mar28dtap9

OPENING

GRAND

THE

OF

COMPANY’S

ATKINSON

DEPARTMENT
April

SettxLrdet^Will

2nd, 1892.

Band

Military

Full

Chandler’s

STORE,

Attendance

in

be

—

The Boston friends of the company

are

coming in

a

special train.

K

The Atkinson House
Furnishing Co. commenced business on
one floor of one side
of their present building in 1885. Was
incorporated under
the laws of the State
of Maine to do a general house furnishing
1887.
business in
The growing busihas demanded
ness
more space from time
to time, and we are

proud

friends and
patrons, that we occupy the entire block

to

our

bounded by Middle,

shall open under

LAMPS, BRIC-A-BRAC.
nor

Dinner Sets,
styles

and

French China,

extending

to you

invitation to
come and see what
to offer,
we have
feeling sure that you
will be well repaid
for your trouble.

this

Respectfully,
The Public’s

Servants,

FURNITURE. Drapery

Boy’s and Children’s

CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS

all

PIANOS«»ORGANS

THE

DEPARTURE.

The near approachof EASTER makes it a fitting time for
the Opening of this Department,
which contains the finest line of

money has
been spared in the equipment of
this department. New and beautiful goods in every conceivable
known to the crockery Ever
ware
trade.

Neither time

prices,

Haviland’s

Carlsbad, Elite,

Marie Antoinette shape, English under glaze decorations.
An endless variety in

GLASS WARE
Bohemian
American and
from the cheapest to the
most expensive cut and decoratYases galore, Royal
ed goods.
of

goods,

Worcester, German, Doulton,
Bohemian, Bacara, Bisque Figures, new shapes and beautiful
decorations. In this department

seen

in the State of Maine.

Middl<
On the third floor,
street side, is fitted up our Or
Piano
Department
gan and
which has just been filled witl
instruments
new and elegant
this For Pianos we have the

Never before in the history of the
United States has the taste of the artist
and the skill of the artisan been put to
such test as the present season, and the
results of their combined efforts are magnificent. Never before has there been
such care in the preparation and exclusive designs, or such satisfactory results. In our

especially

is

spring

for

stylish effects and

ser-

viceable colors. Our line of

KNICKERBOCKER
for

Everett,

SUITS

boys is particnlarle large

and

PARLOR SUITE DEPARTMENT.

Wewby &■ Evans,
Morris and

SUITS,

the famous

Spring

DEPARTURE.

NEW

SPRING SUITS

has been most carefully selected
from the finest manufacturers’
and an inspection of them will
demonstrate that we have one
of the largest and finest lines in
the country.
Easter would not be complete
without a new

EASTER TIE.
We have them In all conceivable
shapes and styles, colors and
Some
particularly
qualities.
dainty things in

FOUR-IN-HANDS,

-AND-

HATS ASTD CAPS.
Nothing adds
than

a

more to the

,

CHICAGO COTTAGE ORGAN! '
ap-

well dressed man with which we have had
shapely, stylish and well- success in the

pearance of

a

hat. This department is
complete is every detail; all the
finest manufactured hats in stock,

rington, Wilcox.
We have the

ever

popular

so mucl 1

past.

fitting

Dnngnla, Ymiman, Miller, Har-

DEPARTURE

NEW

FOOTWEAR

DEPARTMENT,

•

in endless

variety,

BANQUET,
PIANO,
HALL,
LIBRARY,

Obdt.

and the celebrated

B.

&H._

with 80 to 420 candle power.

Our Drapery Department has
received its usual large influx of
beautiful goods for the
The

Department

COUCHES
which

we

of the

have just received contains
most effective colors and

designs we have ever seen. They range
We make a
in price from $12 to $50.
On this
specialty of a Couch at $20.
same floor (Vine street side) will be
found a stock endless in variety, of

CHAMBER FURNITURE
Beautiful effects in all the hard woods,
Antique, Old English, XYI Century,
Cherry, Mahogany, Maple. We can sell
you a Chamber Set in ash, strong, serviceable and pretty for $20, or we can
sell you a Chamber Set for $350. When
we tell you that we have all the intermediate grades in styles and prices
between these two points, some idea of
the immense variety of the stock can be
imagined. No branch of the Furniture
business has attained better .results this
spring than have been secured in the

FANCY CHAIRS,

BOW TIES,

!

Collar

FOLDING

■

■

CHILDREN’S

KID GLOVES.

has

Drapery

with

vied

Spring

industry
furniture

the

makers this year in the production of beautiful and attractive

goods. We have
manufactures, at

all

styles

all

prices,

and

line of

hai
TABLE LINE.
our
at
of
a
share
large
BOSTON
DERBY, occupied
tention and care, and we tak< :
We have some particularly dainty things
in announcing that th< 5 in Oak, Cherry, Mahogany and Birch.
pleasure
manuand the very latest shape
stock therein contained is no
factured for our trade especially, excelled in New
England. Wi
which is called the
can fit the most difficult foo
too, are not behindhand as regards style,
from our immense stock, an< Il
beauty and finish. If there is any one
“CAMBRIDGE.”
have every variety of footweai style which predominates in effectiveness
the most inexpensiv ) this spring it is the Oak upholstered in
from
This hat is bound to be the child’s shoe to the most expen Leather. The
fashionable one for the coming sive patent leather goods. Men’
BED
GUNN
including the famous goods of season and our store is the only French Calf, Kangaroo and Con
Fislte, Clark & Flagg. The neecan be
where
in
Maine
they
to
the
Faster
place
essary accessary
gress in all grades and styles
Company have surpassed their former
Tie is a fashionable and well obtained. No little attention has
Ladies’ Shoes of every descrip efforts in the production of this spring’s
flitting
been given in this department to tion.
hand sewed , styles, whioh for elaborateness, quality,
French
flue
French
the
Dongolas in but finish and stylishness, have never been
kid,
tou and lace, Oxford Ties, Sontli equalled. We have these fanious beds
and a pair of
Our line of Slipper! ; all the way from $70 to $150.
ern Ties.
GOODS.
contains all that is seasonablt
W<
and pretty in these goods.
EASELS AND MIRRORS
All sizes, colors, styles and make a
specialty of Infant’i S
prices in endless variety. This Shoes in fancy colors, and moth in endless variety, Base Pier, Mantel,
Cheval and Square Mirrors with silver,
We have the forner in all the department is on the lower floor, ers will do well to examine oui
the latest shapes and tlie latter
stock before purchasing.
walnut, gilt, bronze or ivory frames.
side.
Vino
street
colors.
of
in endless variety
Our Footwear

WINDSORS,
PUFFS,
TABLE CUTLERY.
SCARFS, AND
T j&. 3VX F S
.

new

some

Our line of

Overcoats

the third floor (Pearl street side) will
be found an immense stock of everything
that is desirable, serviceable and attracOur $45 Parlor
tive in these goods.
Suite is, we think, the best Suite proThe
duced anywhere for the money."
on

The most fastidious
Wayne, 1
mother can easily be suited in
WALKING
her selection of the coming garment for her children from our all of them instruments of flm j
DRESS SUITS,
tone and great durability, in at
immense stock.
a full line of black and blue
For organs wi
cases.
tractive
Prince Albert and Cutaway Dip
■—S
still continue a large line o L
agonal. Some beautiful effects
in

DEPARTMENT.

trade.

varied.

BUSINESS SUITS,

in tans and grays.

inspect the

EAST

CLOTHING
Ware, FURNISHINGS & CLOTHING
noticeablee

Class

to

detail:
following and complete DISTINCT DEPARTMENTS, perfect to the smallest

GENTS’

CROCKERY,

Pearl andYine Sts. will also be found an elaborate
five floors and a base- disnlav of
JAPANESE GOODS.
ment, or 80,000 feet
of floor room. From UMBRELLA VASES, CREAMS,
a business of $110,-. dainty Souvenirs, etc.
000, the first year SILVER PLATED WARE,
we have grown until
standard goods, best Rogers’
Knives, Forks and Spoons,
our sales now reach
ovelties and fancy articles, in
Slate,
& Barton
$1,000,000., and we the well known Reed
and Simpson, Hall, Miller & Co’s
take great pleasure goods. A complete lino of
in

roof the

one

DEPARTURE. NEW

NEW

to-day

to say

we

Everybody cordially invited

OF THE

WASMMAKER STORE
Upon this occasion

EVENING.E

and

===afternoon

Nottinghams,
Swiss,
Brussels,

Point,

Irish

Madras,
Muslin,
Silk,
Ghinille, etc.
Of

course we have

poles, hooks,

and all the necessary

trimmings,

proper conduct
of this department. The SHADE
accessories for

a

DEPARTMENT is complete in
and contains
all it’s details
that

everything

desirable in the

is

new

and

Spring Goods.

Willow and Kalian.
You will
that
an

a

perhaps

short time ago

remember
we

bought

entire factory full of WILLOW
RATTAN

and

display
lower

which

The

make

on the

Pearl St. side, of

floor,

these goods,

equalled

GOODS.
we

has

never

been

in the State of Maine.

Here you

can

find every conceiva-

ble article in furnishings which

■

can

be

made

of

Willow

or

Rattan.

PIMBTJWWIO

The

Atkinson
Headquarters

B^ A
■ville.

Furnishing

House

Co.,

Corner Pearl and Middle Streets, Portland, Maine.

Oldtown, :BxcXcXeXar>ci, C3r*xrcXxxxex%
TNTOHEIS-ZBsvtXi, .A-ixtoxirn., :FLool£.X«tra.ci, Bangor,Norway,

ISAAC C. ATKINSON,

-

-

-

General

'OTfttex’-

Manager.

PORTLAND DAILY

PRESS.

AND
MAINE

STATE PRESS.

Subscription Rates.
for six

Daily (In advance) $G per year; $3
months; $1.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance), invariably at the
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per year;$l for six months;
50 cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscription of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.
Advertising Rates.
In Daily Press $1.50 per square, first
week; 75 cents per week after. Three insertions or less, $1.00 per square. Every other
day advertisements, one third less than these
rates.
Half square advertisements $1.00 per week,
first week; half price each succeeding week.
Special Notices, on first page, one third additional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
less
square each week. Three insertions or

$1.50 per square.

Reading Notices in nonpariel type and classed
with other paid notices 20 cents per line each
insertion.
Pure Reading Notices in reading matter type
25 cents per line each insertion.
“A Square” is a space of the width of a
column and one inch long.
similar adWant, To Let, For Sale and
vertisements, 25 cents per week, in advance,
for 40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and ail adtisements not paid in advance, will be charged
at regular rates.
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for
each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to subscriptions and advertisements to Portland
97 Exchange Street,
Publishing Co.,
Portland, Me.

~T'TT~F!

PTIIlSS.

TWELVE
SATURDAY,

PAGES.
APRIL 2.

why they were without the correct certificate
was because he had abstracted it; and when I
read the statement, over his own signature, that
he had done this deliberately and in pursuance
a conspiracy entered into by him and by the
State Board of Canvassers not to receive the
correct certificate from Dutchess County, I
knew that he had committed a shameful, outrageous crime. That was enough for me, Mr.
Keiley, if it is not enough for you.”
It is needless to say that the Committee did not wish to hear any more
from Mr. Coudert.

We publish elsewhere the reply of the
Kennebec Journal to the stories which
have been industriously circulated to the
effect that Gov. Burleigh was trying to
pack the management of the Insane Hospital with supporters of his congressional candidacy in the Third district. It is
an absolute
denial that he has ever undertaken to do any such thing.
The
Journal’s observations as to the considerations which should govern the selection of the management are sound and
exceedingly creditable. The insane hospital, above all other of the State institutions, should be divorced from politics,
and there ought to be no such state of
affairs existing that anybody can say
with truthfulness that the management
can send fifty men to a caucus to vote
for anybody, whether it be Mr. Manley,
Gov. Burleigh or Mr. Milliken. Whenever such a thing can
be truthfully
said it shows that either the management have selected men to take care of
the insane largely on account of their
political views, or have coerced them
into a certain line of political action by
a threat, direct or indirect, that they will
he liable to be discharged if they adopt a
different line. The employes of the hospital should have equal rights with other
men to vote as they see lit, and their retention or discharge should be made to
depend solely upon their efficiency or
inefficiency in the performance of their
duties. To put a man on to the management because he could be depended
upon to coerce the employes into voting
for a particular congressional candidate
would be scandalous; and it is no less
scandalous to allow one to remain them
who has been guilty of such a thing.

possiBangor Whig suggests
of the Bangor Commercial’s
protest against the selection of the committee on resolutions by the Democratic
ble

CURRENT COMMENT.

reason

State committee the

fact that

the

MB. HEED AS AN AUDITOR.

■

Only one white
man has ever made the journey from
East to West, a Mr. Cormack, who accomplished the feat in 1829. Consequently there is no map of Newfoundland extant which is in any degree relian

unknown

territory.

able. It is a very curious fact that a
valuable tract of "land, with coal, iron
and silver in its bowels, should remain
so long unknown.
An old barn on the premises of Eli
Tryon, in Peconsett district in Portland,
Ct., has been the home of a large woodchuck during the winter. He ventured
out the other day for the first time, and
had an experience which he did not expect. A large cat owned by Mr. Tryon
claimed the exclusive rights and privileges of the barn, and when the woodchuck made its appearance a fight for
possession resulted. The noise attracted
the attention of Mr. Tryon, who watched
the proceedings
until the woodchuck
was knocked out.
The fight was a
fierce one and lasted 30 minutes. The
cat was badly used up, but wears a thoroughly satisfied expression.
The spirit lappings at a seance in Millersburg, O., recently seemed to be in the
sign language of telegraphy. The telegraph operator at the railroad office was
sent for, and listening to the raps, declared they were made by an expert operator who seemed to know several persons present,
Several messages were
sent and received, the telegraphic shade
was
not happy because he
he
declaring
had not lived right on earth.

Oregon fruit-growers say
in
—

that

4 a 1-./A 4*1, n Axinnl-Anfn'KAwrin/v
—-----o—
—o

Oregon
pfnfn A#

vix

steady, nights sleepless and unrefreshing,
bodies tired and exhausted. There will often
be confused mind, dim vision, loss of memory,
dull feeling head, dizziness, despondency,
strange sensations, trembling on excitement,
feeling of anxiety, poor blood, indigestion,
bowels constipated, liver and kidneys out of
order. The after-effects of the Grip also, tend
to weaken and prostrate the nerves, and the
weakened and shattered nervous systems left
in the train of this disease are alarmingly nu-

owner

is not proceeding quite so smoothly as Mr.
Maynard and his chief, Mr. Hill, could

wish.

The members of the Bar commit-

investigated the case and found
Maynard guilty are speaking their minds
with altogether too much frankness and

tee which

clearness to make it agre cable for the
the
whitewashed.
or
whitewashes
Thus Mr. Frederick Coudert, one of the
members of the Bar committee and himself a prominent Democrat, when asked
what proofs he had found of Maynard’s
guilt replied as follows:
“I was going to say that when I found by the
records that on the 22d day of December Isaac
H Maynard took from the Comptroller’s office
an election return, lawfully deposited there oil
its way to the State Board of Canvassers, and

back to Storm Einans. who had no
handed
more right to it than 1 have, by this act preventfrom
it
reaching its lawful destination, ami
ing
having its lawful effect: and when I saw that
Judge Maynard had sat silent in his seat at the
final meeting of the State Board of canvassers,
when the membefs of that Board professed that
tlie reason that they were counting the Mylod
certificate was because they had no other returns before them, he knowing that the reason
it

can silver mine in one vein of which there
is $200,000 in sight, while other veins not
yet opened promise good returns.

Only forty-four

Poisoning!

Less than one course of the
ERY, with SKODA'S LITTLE TABLETS
and SKODA’S OINTMENT, haB completely enred me.

Tone COLD
«n‘gelan
legs, rood

cross

of the

Legion

of Honor altogether. One of the youngest women who have ever received the
is Juliette Dodu, a creole and the
cause was an act of bravery during the
Franco-Prussian war. She is now an inspector of primary schools in Paris.
cross

of the class of 1819 whose death cannot
be officially recorded. He was related to
the Bourne family of Massachusetts and
they may possibly be able to aid Harvard in its search for I'm missing date.
George Salmon Bourne was the son of

BANKERS,

marll

-TIIE

ME.,

MISS NEALLY

dlfrom my
ce.sts well. Bowels In good condition.
And my skin is free from sores and
blotches, and only the marly scars upon
i
mv legs tell of my previous trouble.

CLIFTON WEST.
Belfast, Me.
SKODA DISCOVERY CO., BELFAST, ME.

PE R FUMED

AIRS

of Spring are not to be compared for fragrancy
with

Sleeper’s Eye
Cigars,

trade mark registered.
S. S. SLEEPER & CO.,
Factory, Boston.
eodlw
mar29

Accounts of individuals, firms and corpora
tions received on favorable terms.

Interest allowed

Soprano.
TICKETS SO CTS.
For sale at Stockbridge’s and Chandler’s,

mar 31

ASSEMBLY
4s
5s

4 l-2s
6s

Send for April circular, giving full description and prices on these and other selected
issues. Maturing bonds and coupons received
for collection in exchange for bonds on our
list.

AT

G-iltoert9

©

MONDAY EVENING.
______dtf

mar28

~PORTLAND

THEATRE.
Lessee and Manager.

G. E. LOTHROP,

SATURDAY,

AND

FRIDAY

Saturday HV8atinee,
April

2nd.

Ist and

FIRST TIME IN PORTLAND!
JACOB LITT’S BIG

COMEDY SENSATION.

YON
YONSON.

on

time

Q-TJS HESEiGH

JEW YORK,

CHICAGO,

The Creater of Swedish Dialect Comedy.

BOSTOS,

70 STATE ST.,

d3t

aprl

deposits.
1

was completely broken clown in health
suffered from extreme exhaustion and
could not rest day or night. I had rheumatism and neuralgia in my sides, and all gone
feeling in my stomach, and a terrible palpitation, causing me to think I had heart disease.
I had to give up work. After consulting and
treating with several eminent physicians with
no benefit, I at last tried Dr. Greene’s Nervura.
I am now well, having gained 23 pounds
in weight and work every day. That trembling feeling and terrible throbbing and palpitation of the heart have left me.
W. C. MILLS,
4 Manning st., Medford, Mass.”

d ti

febl4

“I

and

jg^-Dr. Greene, the successful specialist, in
curing all forms of nervous and chronic diseases, 34 Temple pi., Boston. Mass., can be
consulted free, personally or by letter. Call or
write to him about your case, or send for symptom blank to fill out, and a letter fully explaining the disease, giving advice, &c., will be returned free.

FRED E. RICHARDS, President,
TV. TV. MASON, Vice President,
C. G. ALLEN, Cashier.

Deposits

in

WHAT TO

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT
dtf

jly25

HOME INVESTMENT.

4s,

$10

Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.

BANKERS,

effects

Lowell Extra Super

Carpets

AND

3000 Yards

Carpets

yard

at 60c per

—

Roxbury Tapestry

at 65c per

yard,

One Day Only and For Cash.
LOSS.

because

we
we

can

afford to lose

want you to

see

the

big Department Store.

Respectfully,

THE ATKINSON COMPANY,
Middle, Pearl and Vine Streets.
ISAAC C. ATKINSON'. Oen. Manager.
apldti

conservative

more

terns occur in

We

^

TUESDAY evening, April 13th, (Popular
Conrse, in place of Bostonians.)
Use No. 13 Ticket.

Suppe’s Charming Opera,

to Africa.”

“Trip

fancy Whiphave

Tickets.

‘‘The Queen’s Mate.”

pat-

Cutaways,

and then what
as

13

No.

Use

Lecocq’s Beautiful Opera,

The popular materials
are Worsteds and Cheviots
now

4

PERFORMANCES,

Monday Evening, April 11th, (Stockbridge
Course, in place of the Bostonians)

these

WEDNESDAY evening, April 13th. Extra “PAOI-O” by the Author of “Erminie.” Wednesday Matinee,

latter goods cnt in Overcoats as well as Suits.

April

Extra

13th.

“THE QUEEN’S MATE,”
All presented by

OPERA

DUFF'S

ALLEN & COMPANY,

COMPANY

Celebrated Artists in the Cast.

Middle and Plum Streets.

Grand Orchestra and Chorus.
Elegant Costumes and Special

eodtf

BONDS.

Scenery.

COURSE TICKETS—$1.60 and $2.25 for 3.

Subject
Sale,

We Offer,

to

of Portland 4’s due 1902-1912.
City of Portland 6’s due 1907.
City of Saco 4’s due 1901.
City of Calais 4’s due 1901-1911.
City of Bangor 6’s due 1894.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1899.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1909.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1919.
Calais Water Co. First Mort. 6’s due
1906.
St. Croix E. L. & Water Co. First
Mort. 5’s due 1906.
Kansas City, Kansas, Water Co. First
Mort. 6’s due 1894-1907.
Maine Central E. E. Consol Mort. 7’s
due 1912.
Cleveland City Cable Eailway First
Mort6’s due 1909.
Denver City Cable Eailway First Mort.
6’s due 1908.

SWAN ABARRETT,
BANKERS,
dft

FRED E. RICHARDS &
98

GO.,

Exchange Street,

Offer

a

1 ADI IN IT.”
The Ball is Rolling, prices
are down.
Read the follow-

ing special

for this week:

30 Boxes White Envelopes,
box, 25c a box.

250 in

a

100 Box Writing Paper 8c, regular
price 10c.
100 Box Writing Paper
100 Box Writing
price 25c.

limited amount of

ATHOL WATER COMPANY,
First Mortgage, Gold, 5 Per Cent.
Bonds, at Par and Interest.

GREAT M'* Opera, Extra
TICKETiGilmore’s Jubilee.
ML |Primrose& West's
[Herrmann’s,
11

»

15c, regular

"^HOTnwiMHMgagg—iamgBMa—

Evening tickets to all above, 50, 75 and
Course tickets for 3 of
$1.00, now on sale.
the above (your choice), $1.50 and $2.25,
on sale Monday morning for one week.
dlw
apr2

MATINEECOURSE
Duffs

Opera Co. in “THE QUEEN'S MATE50 Artists.

Paper 19c, regular

Photograph Albums, $1.75
regular price $2.50.

25 Plush

dec29

If it is

4

Evening Tickets, 60, 76 and $1.00. Matinee
35, 50 and 76 cts. On sale at Stockbridge’s,
Monday morning, April 4th. Half fare on the
railroads to all holding “Opera” tickets,

186 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.

It Ought to be a Drawing Card.

are

CITY ZZAIjXj.

while
the
Sack Coats,)
and
the
Worsteds
Fancy

dtf

City

200 Yards

-AT-

The natty
shown mostly

oi ou Arusis.

mar24

ONLY,

OPERA SEASON

other

in Sack Suits (We have
several new
Shapes in

mar26

DAY

Jam.

mar28dtf

$35.

to

cords.

We Shall Otter in the

ONE

Log

Peck’s Bad Boy.

Shades. Prices range from

is known

Due January 1st, 1921.

of

mixture

with

WOODBURY & MOULTON,

SECOND FLOOR,

a

MARK TWAIN’S MASTERPIECE OF

WEAR

ful

in small or large amounts
draw interest from the first
day of each month.

Saturday Next,

Carpet Department

of

Prices, 25, 50, 75o.

The prevailing styles in
Spring Suits run to tans
and browns with a plenti-

our

City of Bath, Me.,

BIG STORE

The Soul Thrilling Sensation,

Breaking

The

Monday and Tuesday, April 4-5.

TO MAKE .IT VERY LIVELY
About Oxtr

,

The Queen of Commedians,
and a Great Cast, including
LUMBERMEN’S
QUARTETTE.
THE
The Scenic Revelation,

Cashier.

President.

x. 33 ntu-x s

ua>- 3sr 3xr x x:

A Lumber Camp in Winter.

Stephen R. Small, Marshall R. Coding,

The Bible Society of Maine
will hold its Annual Meeting at the Y. M. C. A.
rooms, Portland, Thursday April 7, 1592, at A
o’clock p. nu
N, W. EDSON, Sec’y.
ilw
lUiU'25

PAULSEN-WHITE,

BKESBiNTISU BY

the most delicious
smoke on the market. 1 Oc. all dealers.
TRY ONE.

STEYENS,

MRS. KATHINKA

BONDS.
....

9th.

Saturday Evening, April
Pianist.

Supply selected investment bonds for cash or
in exchange for marketable securities.
Execute commission orders for investors at
the Stock Exchange or in the open market.
Furnish information respecting bonds,
jaild
_d.3m

Boston, 30 year,
Omaha, Neb., 20 year,
St. Paul, Minn.,

HALL,

KOTZSCH1VIAR

SEW YORK.

Cincinnati, Ohio,
Knoxville, Teun.,30 Year Gold.Ss
5s
Portland, Or., 30 year Gold
4s
Marblehead, Mass,
5s
Olympia, Wash., Gold
30
5s
Stillwater, Minn.,
year
Huntington, W. Va., 30 year 6s
St. Louis, Mo..6s

Incorporated 1824.

11

STREET,

...

dtf

—

3POHTIiA3SrD,

THIS IS YOUR GAIN AND OUR

The oldest surviving graduate of Harvard College today undoubtedly is Kev.
Dr. W. H. Furness of Philadelphia, of
the class of 1820, but there is a member

H. M. PAYSON £ CO.,

-OF-

!

women have been dec-

orated with the blue

FOR SALE BY

If you have the above symptoms you are in a
especially in spring, when the weakness of
Spring Debility makes you worse, and
you should use immediately that great restorer
of nerve force and power, the invigorator and
strengthener of brain and nerves. Dr. Greene’s
Nervura, Purely vegetable and harmless.
Druggists, $1.

—

Wade Hampton was a millionaire, or
very nearly one, before the war, but of
late years fortune has frowned on him.
He has now become interested in a Mexi-

Jan’y. 1,1892,
Due Jan'y 1,1912.

Dated

claims

Blood

The official white-washing of Judge
Maynard by the Democratic investigating
committee of the Mew York legislature

S’S,

of an

“People said I would die!”

Count of Paris.
A letter was recently received at the
postoffice at Washington from the Italian director of posts, inclosing a $50 confederate note, and asking, if it was still
valid, that it be redeemed and the value
transmitted to him by a money order.

2 WALL

bad way,

to have become the
old Cremona violin once
owned by Plumbe Amati, a famous
soloist, it was made by Nicholas Amati
about 1690. The back, which is made of

ford, Ct.,

i/ut»u

continuous blasts in favor of one candidate and against the candidacy of everybody else.

FAHNESTOCK & CO.

CLUBr

ROSSINI

mcll29tf__

merous.

vast fruit orchard in the near future.
A well-known orchestra leader in Hart-

_

uouw/i

LI, coupons due April 1st from series C
A bonds of the Municipal Security Company
will be paid upon presentation at the office of
Woodbury & Moulton on and after that date.
FKE11EKIC F. TALBOT, Secretary.
A

sad story

Tiie climate is like th,e great
region of Asia Minor. One grower
has planted about 15,000 prune trees in
150 acres in the Willamette, and it is said
that prunes and other fruits are being
planted in thousands of other forms.
That part of the state promises to be a

Heal Estate Transfers.
a Congresman makes a speech
represent the fourth district is heWhen
thinks well of there isn’t a man whose
transfers of real estate in
The
following
Mr. Henry Hudson of Guilford who in attention he
appreciates as an auditor as
have been recorded at the
the last Democratic State convention op- he does Mr. Reed’s. The ex-Speaker is this county
really the man at whom half the talk in registry of deeds:
posed a license plank.
Portland—John F. Proctor to Margaret M.
the House is aimed, and one young oraThe Bangor Commercial’s
protest tor says that the only regret he had Payson.
George W. Nason to Kock Bound Park Land
about his speech which held the House Company.
against the selection of members of the for a
of hours lately was that
Scarboro—James T. Deering to Andrew
couple
committee on resolutions by the Demo- Tom Reed did not hear it. It is also Hawes.
Westbrook—Hattie E. Edwards et al to Melcratic State committee several months said that Mr. Reed, for once, was a little
vin Farnsworth.
before the State convention meets seems regretful that he had not heard it.
Cyrus King to Rufus K. Jordan.
Cumberland—Hezekiah Eaton to Albert Rideto be well founded. Certainly it is a
out. $60.
MAGAZINE NOTICES.
a
to
incurious proceeding for
Deering—Oliver B. Howard to George E.
party
Bicknell.
no
that
it
has
boasts
which
in
dulge
The April number of the Forum conWindham—Elbridge S. Bodge to Louisa M.
bosses, but is guided entirely by the tains a discussion of the Hill and anti- Sawyer.
people. But then Democratic profes- Hill issues in New York (apropos of the
sion and performance are very different two Democratic State conventions to seSKODA’S DISCOVERY.
tilings.
lect delegates to the National convenThe statement of the Argus that the enforce- tion), by Frederic R. Coudert, of the New
ment of the prohibitory law under Sheriff Cram
York bar, who is the loader of the Demfor the past year cost the taxpayers of the
county nearly $5,000 more than the enforce- ocratic opposition to Senator Hill. BearWebb
did
under
Sheriff
ment of the same law
for the preceding year is not seriously disturbed ing upon the same subject is an article
by the figures given in yesterday’s Press.—
by Mr. Matthew Hale, of Albany, the
Argus.
well known constitutional authority on
It depends upon what one’s idea of the process whereby the present Senate
“seriously disturbed” is. The Argus of New York was changed from RepubliMr. Hale goes into
can to Democratic.
alleged that Sheriff Cram’s enforcement
details, and does not hesitate to place
had cost the county $5,000 more than the the
responsibility of this act where he
enforcement of the year before. The thinks it belongs—on Gov. Hill. AnothPress pointed out that while it had cost er notable political article is an explanation of the condition in which the presimore it had returned more in the shape
me juemucrauu
nnus
aenuai campaign
of fines, and that the net result of it was
party—The Democratic Outlook and Optuuuij v»ao‘j)y,wv
portunity—by Congressman William L.
the year before. This may not in the Wilson, of West Virginia.
The April Arena is rich in able,
Argus’s opinion “seriously disturb” its
of
papers. Its table of contents
the
thoughtful
but
in
statement,
opinion
everyas it is inviting, as will be
body else it will not only seriously dis- is as varied
noted from the following: Vital Statisturb it, but completely overthrow it.
tics of the Negro, by Frederick L. HoffSome time ago complaint was made by man. The
Money Question, by Hon.
CLIFTON WEST.
certain Augusta Republicans that the John Davis, M. C. Volapuk, the World
the
Kennebec Journal did not represent
The
Alfred
Post.
Speaker
Language, by
whole party, and so it was concluded to in England and America, by Henry
A TERRIBLE CASE OF
that
that
should
fill
establish an organ
George, Jr. Rational views of Heaven
long felt v/ant. The outcome was the and Hell, by Rev. George St. Clair. The
publication of The Kennebec Republican Farmer’s Alliance and its Leaders, by
issued once a month. We have been Annie L. Diggs (illustrated by two fullSEODA VICTORIOUS!
favored with several copies of the paper, page portraits and four small photoThe following case will be vouchPontifex Maximus, by W. D.
ed FOB Bl' MANY OF THB BEST CITIZENS
and have perused it with great care in gravures).
A Remarkable Psychical
McCrackan.
of Belfast, and the cobe that fola
order to learn how
newspaper Experience, by Louise Chandler Moulton
lowed IS TRUTHFULLY RECORDED.
For months I had been a great sufferin Augusta goes to work to rep- How Uncle Nottoway Squashed the Iner from supposed Blood Poisoning,
whole party. About two- dictment, a Southern character sketch,
resent tlio
and its attendant results. My legs would
Will Allen Dromgoole. Part IV. of
swell to twice their ordinary sire,
issue
has
been by
each
of
tliirds
A Spoil of Office, by Hamlin Garland.
and from my feet to my hips both legs
taken up with glowing panegyrics upon Two Hours in the Social Cellar, by B. O.
were one solid mass of great purple
-soresMy arms
the life, character and public services of Flower. Books of the Day: Reviews by
1“ B#and body also beSolomon Schindler, Henry Austin,
1 ■
came affected in like
the chairman of the Republican State Rabbi
and the editor.
manner. Ceaseless itching and burncommittee, illustrated with woodcuts,
ing tormented me day and night.
I lost my appetite. My bowels became
while the remaining third has been dePERSONAL AND PECULIAR.
constipated. 1 was much reduced in flesh.
1 beand
the
voted to abuse of Gov. Burleigh
People said I would die, and
lieved there was no help lor me. This
I
when
Ex-Queen Isabella receives $150,000 a
taking
newspapers which are supporting his
began
was my condition
SKODA’S DISCOVERY and SKODA’S
is
If this paper
repre- year during her exile, and yet her income
candidacy.
us..
LITTLE TAB
.,
her
not
cover
does
expenses.
O I N T
AN J-KTS.
senting the whole party then the
ing SKODA’S X84
1
,,,',,iially. I
MENT exter
A lover of genealogical facts has disis
that
inference
the
inevitable
xTvoofl f.n imnrnvfl.
After USmff
wife
of
the
that
Mme.
covered
Carnot,
the
whole
to
these REMEDIES fomr weeks I had
represent
way
fifteen pounds in flesh, and imgained
is
related
to
the
of
France,
party in Augusta is to blow terrific and president
proved in every way.
DISCOVuxxc

that of Henry C. Arno, a man
of high ambitions, lie had worked and struggled
incessantly for riches. Just as success crowned
his efforts he fell dead, struck down by nerve
and brain prostration from overstrain and overwork, in his drawing room, amid his magnifi.
to
cent
surroundings. He never lived enjoy the
fruits of his excessive overwork.
So it is with thousands.
They work, using
up their nerve force until they find themselves
excessively nervous, powers of mind and
thought weakened, nerves unstrung and unA

Security Company.

Municipal

JustSucb Pools.

the Union.

chosen to

met u

But Many Men Are

AMUSEMENTS.

financial.

FINANCIAL.

BITTER TRUTH.

fruit

remarkably straight-grained piece.

[Kate Field’s Washington.]

man

of Meletiah Bourne of Barnstable. In
1823 he was living in Baltimore; at a
later date he resided in California,
The whole interior of Newf midland is

two pieces, is most beautifully marked,
and the rich golden amber varnish brings
The
out all the beauty of the grain.
belly is of a darker shade, and made of a

as a

The

Sylvanus Bourne, once United States
Consul at Amsterdam, who was the son

125 Fine Writing Tablets made from
onr Observatory Paper, 20c, 25c and
85c each with a pack of envelopes
with each Tablet. (This week only.)
1 Gross Fine Perfume
regular price 25c.

19c

a

GILMORE’S JUBILEE-50 Musicians, with
Myron Whitney and Other Soloists.

in Jewelry, Pocket Books.
Studies for sale or to let.

Matinee tickets, 35,

BO

and 7B cents, now on

Course Tickets for the
SI.50.
On sale Monday

three,

morning

AT

GILBERT’S.

WALTZING

“^SCHOTTISCHE

Monday Evening.

MBIj 3T

Best Circulating Library in the State.

charges.
The present and prospective value of this
bonds

attractive to inproperty renders tiiese
vestors desiring a safe as well as profitable investment.
Further particulars given on request.
Portland, Maine, March 16th, 1892.
dtf I
marls

FRANK

Thursday Evening.

aTr."&

b7 CLARK, Rea!

The -You Forfeitable and Incontestfeatures of the policies of the
UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, places them in the
front rank of Insurance Contracts and
causes them to be unexcelled in liberable

ality.

two
in

large

dtf

E.' ~A7 DOTEN^

Estate

515 Congress Street.

roarll_dim

$1.00 and
at Stock-

bridge’s.ap2dlw

apr2
The Athol Water Company Is organized under
a special act of the Legislature of Massachusetts,
which gives it a perpetual franchise.
Atliol is one of the most prosperous and rapidly growing towns in the State of Massachusetts, having a present population of 6,600.
The water,
The works were built in 1876.
taken from the liighla ds above Athol, is distributed through two large storage reservoirs
by gravity to the town below.
The e»rnings of the Company are largely in
excess of operating
expenses and interest

MINSTRELS*

_____

bottle,

Bargains

WEST

&

PRIMROSE

and Loans.
to

laOSSB

small amounts. Parties wishing to
build can be accommodated.

or

COMMERCIAL

PAPER.

4, Jose Building,
EXCHANGE STREET

Kooms 3 and
NO.

jui

98

eodly

Ton Tonson.

A

Description

the Man and Particulars

of

of the Assault.
Mr. Guss Heege made his first appearance in Portland last evening at Portland
The Fort Kent correspondent of the
Theatre in his Swedish dialect play of
ac“Yon Yonson.” It is the tale of an in- Bangor News, who is personally
with Nadeau, the assailant of
quainted
in
the
adventures
Swede’s
genious young
United States Marshal McNally,
lumber camps and lumber towns of Min- Deputy
and who has also a perfect knowledge of
a
is
Mr.
As
the
nesota.
Swede,
Heege
Beneath his simplicity, and all the incidents of the affair, thus writes
success.
of the man who is creating such a stir
quaint exterior, beats an honest loving
now in Maine:
just
a
while
is
the
in
play
places,
heart, and,
“George Nadeau, the man who shot
farcical drama, the actor is extremely
United States Marshal McNally,
pathetic. During the second act in the Deputy
March 20, is still at liberty. He is about
lumber camp, Messrs. Fred Hicks, Vin45 years of age, medium height, very
cent Elden, C. W. Clark and A. L. Mann,
dark skin, weighs about 160 and has an
some
the lumbermen’s quartette, gave
He was born in St. Francis,
excellent selections. Besides Mr. Heege. ugly face.
Damos Nadeau, his father, came from
Miss Sadie Connelly, the proprietress of
the Northern Pacific Junction Hotel, parts unknown and was not any connecHe
tion of the Madawaska Nadeaus.
captured the audience with her excellent was a
shaver and raised a large
shingle
and
acrobatic
feats,
dancing, singing,
family on the proceeds of his work. He
more than either, by the natural humor
was honest and a hard working man, but
and
in
expresdisplayed every gesture
was
quick tempered.
George inherits
characters
sion of her acting. The other
He is
both his honesty and his temper.
were all good, and Miss Lewis was ena very ignorant man, having no educawas
The
in
her
cored
piece
specialties.
to be a
well staged. The play will be repeated tion whatever. He is supposed
full blooded Frenchman, but some peoat the matinee today and this evening.
pie claim there is Indian blood in him.
Laughter, Hisses and Cheers.
He has a farm, and is a hard working
of
the
concert
The last Philharmonic
man.
He trades a great deal at Fort
season was held in Berlin
Wednesday
Kent, and could get almost any amount
of
Dr.
Von
the
under
leadership
evening
of goods today on his promise to pay.
After conducting Beethoven's
Bulow.
“Three years ago an old man by the
Eroica symphony, Von Bulow spoke at
name of Alexander Desroisers gave Nathe
of
composer.
length on the history
deau some property, and Nadeau promHe said that after first dedicating the
ised to take care of him the remainder of
Beethoven
to
Napoleon,
symphony
his life, but the old man tired of inactivchanged his mind and dedicated it to
and commenced to sell a little of the
Count Lobkowitz. Von Bulow described ity
ardent to make a little money for himand
Count Lobkowitz as a nobody,
proself. He was arrested in the summer of
posed, on behalf of German musicians, 1880, and
got 60 days in Houlton jail. At
to rededicate the symphony to “The
the time of his arrest there were a few
of
GerTrue Hero, the bright day star
bottles of gin in the house, and George
many, the Beethoven of politics, Prince sold that out and
stopped the business.
Bismarck.” The whole speech was garSome time after Nadeau was hauling
nished with sarcastic allusions to current
supplies into the woods for some lumevents, which were received with storms
bermen, and they advised him to get a
a
cheers.
with
few
of hisses, mingled
little liquor and said they would buy it
Finally, pale with rage, Von Bulow made from time to
time, and it would be an aca pantomimic allusion to the Emperor’s
commodation to them and a source of
recent Brandenburg speech by beating
to him. He took their advice and
the dust off his feet with his handker- profit
sold the stuff six or seven weeks and then
rewould
never
that
he
chief, implying
stopped. This was about a year ago,
turn to Berlin. The audience was conand he has not sold any since, so his
with
and
cheers
hisses
mingling
vulsed,
neighbors say. He now thinks that as
the general laughter.
he is not selling he is not liable to the
Kossini Club.
law. and also thought that McNally had
The Rossini Club concert to be given no
He
right to take him on Sunday.
at Kotzsohmar Hall April 9th, will intro- hates
McNally and thinks he is all to
duce Miss Neally Stevens pianist, and blame for his
prosecution. Nadeau has
Kullok
Parker-White vocalist.
Mrs.
been expecting McNally after him all
considers Miss Stevens unusually gifted,
winter, and has been prepared for him.
and Morzkruski says she is a superior He had said he would shoot to scare or
The Springfield Union says
pianist.
in the legs and he now says he
Mrs. White is a very skilled, conscien- wound
He keeps
Tickets at will shoot to kill next time.
tious and intelligent singer.
himself shut up in his own house, which
Stockbridge’s and Chandler’s.
Imperial Mandolin and Gnltar Company is built of logs and makes a very good
Besides the other first rate talent an- fort, and is on the watch all the time.
nounced for the concert of the Imperial It is said that he has six Winchester riMandolin and Guitar Club at City Hall ties in the house all ready for action and
next Tuesday
evening, Miss Annie also two revolvers. He is all the time
Frank Libby, the young Portland har- expecting'some one to arrest him, and it
per, who has lately become prominent in is hardly safe for any one to go near the
musical circles, will be heard with much
house, as in his present state of mind he
interest.
is liable to shoot any one he may see
Peck’s Bad Boy.
towards the house. He has cerManager Wilson’s next attraction at coming
of self defence and in his igPortland Theatre will be the Hew Peck’s tain notions
norance thinks he is justified in doing
will
on
who
Bad Boy Company,
appear
as he does.
and
next

Tuesday evenings.
A Delightful Time.
Wilson, the managers,
have had the play entirely rewritten and
One of the most enjoyable social
improved, have introduced new charac- events of the season at Woodfords, took
ters and without doubt are carrying the
Mrs. W. H.
place Thursday afternoon.
strongest company of comedians ever Baxter had issued invitations to a “MisThe specialties are all
wdth the play.
and in response about 80
bright and catchy, and they carry quite sionary Tea,”
ladies of the Congregational church asa number of charming ladies who sing
tuneful songs and wear elegant costumes. sembled in her spacious home on PleasDuff Opera Company.
ant street, where the time from 3 till 5
and
conversation
The Bostonians could not come to was
spent in
Portland until late in May, so Mr. Stock- in listening to a short programme of
bridge has cancelled their dates. Instead recitations and a new version of the old
the well known J. C. Duff Opera Com- game of “Twenty Questions;” these repany will come here week after next and lated to missionary effort, and were rapgive “The Queen’s Mate,” “Trip to Af- idly and happily answered by Mrs. C. A.
Tickets will be
rica” and “Paolo.”
Woodbury. Three very little girls from
ready Monday.
Oakdale added much to the success of
Monday

Messrs. Griffin &

Regiment of Infantry.
The following order has been issued by
Col. Kendall:
Headquarters 1st Regiment Infantry, )
First

Volunteer Militia, [
Biddeford, March 2S, 1892.)

Maine

Orders No. 6:

I.

Until further orders the following officers

and non-commissioned officers will act as adjutants and sergeant majors of the First and Sec-

ond Battalions of this regiment.

FIRST BATTALION.

Second Lieutenant Wm. H. Barney, Co. C,
as acting adjutant.
Sergeant Willard P. Jones, Co. C., as acting

sergeant major.

SECOND BATTALION.

Second Lieutenant Wm. F. Sederquest, Co. A,

acting adjutant.
Sergeant Frank A. Harmon, Co. B, as acting

as

sergeant.

They will be obeyed and respected accordingly.
II. Acting adjutants and sergeant majors
will at once report for duty to their respective

battaliion commanders.
By order of Col. Kendall.
Charles E. Davis,
Second Lieutenant 1st Infantry, M. V. M.,

Acting Adjutant.

MUNICIPAL COURT.

BEFORE RECORDER TOMPSON.

Friday—Samuel S. Crawford,common drunkard ; thirty days hi county jail.
Fred Nadeau, assault; bound over to the
grand jury in tile sum of 8500.

THE CASE AGAINST CUSHMAN.

NADEAU WHO SHOT M'NALLY.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

the occasion.
Later, light, but very
choice refreshments were served in the
dining room. The ladies who presided
Mrs. Will Perkins
were Miss Jackson,
Floral decand Mrs. Charles Harmon.
orations abounded and a very elaborate
display in the hall surrounded a basket
for the offering for benevolent work
which it is customary to make on similar
occasions.

1

of

beginning;

in the

the Hearing

THE

Term of

case

l

The first witness was

Captain Craig oi
Tremont, who testified that they left
7.04 o’clock, December 81, and stopped

,t

from

the

dock,

brought the Tremont about ofl
i lushing’s Island Point.
The towboai
rames Sampson came alongside, and put
rhat

board 17 barrels of lobsters. She thci
and the Tremont started along,
Ibout the time of starting, Mate Thomp
t on Sent for the
captain to come below,
3 le went and found Warden Cushman
1 here. He had seized the lobsters. Cap
I ain Craig asked Cushman if he had ;
variant for seizing the fish.
Cushmai
i eplied that he did not, and didn’t need
i my, claiming a right to seize lobsters
: my where in Maine waters without i
variant. Captain Craig asked him if h<
< ould show
any law, and the warden did
] iroduce a book of law which seemed tc
; ustify him. He then measured 75 oi
: 00 of the lobsters; and then threw all o:
1 lie barrels overboard.
Captain Crai£
< ould not
say whether there were labels
* flowing destination on the barrels. The
aptain said that the Warden measured
1 he lobsters in but two barrels.
MateThompson and other witnesses foi
i he prosecution
were examined,
and
ben
the
case was
adjourned tc
fuesday at 10 o’clock.
m

1 eft,

Fire

en

largo and enthusiastic
meeting at Union Hall, South Portland,
last evening, the occasion of the adjonrned meeting of the Village ImproveA committee of 12 was
ment Society.
appointed by the president to circulate
petitions for the purpose of securing
members, and these ladies and gentleMrs. M. A. Allen,
men were appointed:
Misses Alice Cole, Spear, Mrs. Turner,
Mrs. Robinson, Mrs. Nichol, E. L. Cole,
E. H. Dudley, S. II. Dyer, W. E. Allen,
B. U. Willard, and Ira M. Davis. The
meeting adjourned until next Friday evening to Pythian Hall.
There

a

was

Cooking

term.
Portland Plush Mill Company.
[An open letter from J. B. Libby.]

Portland, April 1st, 1S92.
Ackroyd, the general manager of
the Portland Plush Mill Company, called
upon us today to ascertain what success
Mr.

we

R.

Costello, next to Ruby, didn’t thin!
damaged unless a slight loss waf

] ie was

ustained from smoke.
F. O. Bailey & Co. were amply insurec
rith Rollins & Adams, J. E. Bow anc
] low & Pinkham.
They suffered little
] oss,
C. H. Robinson’s paper store, on Moul1 on street* runs under Ruby’s store, ac
i here is descent from Fore street, anc
] ie thought his loss might be $25.
Morrill & Lamb, provisions, also rum
rom Moulton street under the Rub)
estaurant.
They didn’t think they suf
f ered loss.
;

Fire at West

Pownal,

Thursday afternoon fire was discovered
] iy Henry W. Loring in the large bricl
] touse at West Pownal, owned by Sweetf ie & Jordan, and occupied by David
>

Iweetsir and Charles P. Plummer.

The

evidently started in the attic, around
| he chimney,- and when the room was
, ipened it
was a mass of flame.
In a
\ ew moments the roof fell in, and the
parks poured out from between the
j ire

] irick walls.

The barn

was

full of horses

sheep, and contained about 5C
( ons of hay, and the outbuildings were
, inly saved
by the prompt work of the
] nen and women who were called togeth, er by the whistling of Engineer
Tennej
, if the Grand
Trunk railway, who was
Several himj lassing on a special train.
< Ired bushels of potatoes were burned in
he cellar. The larger part of the furniure was saved.
The house was built bj
( he late Colonel Henry I. Warren, whe
< iccupied
it until his death. The loss
vill exceed $2000, and was insured foi
( ows

and

j

T. P. S. C. E.

The first anniversary of the T. P. S. C.
!., of East Deering was held at Illslej
] Tall, last evening. The programme Al‘ luded an address by President Alice
£night and Rev. H. Hewett, vocal selec1 ions by Messrs. Merrill and Lunt, Mrs.
* lobb, Miss Russell and Mrs. Webster,
1 liss Mabel Leighton, the
secretary, re1 101'ted, and Deacon J. W. Stevenson ex1 ended the greetings of the State Union.
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Good
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a

lecture.
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Like
fine grained breads,
cake that keeps fresh,
light flaky biscuit; and

they always have them
if they use
Cleveland’s Baking Powder.

fair.
PobtlAND, April 2, 1893.

special

TO-DAY’S
bargain

here is

fresh

lot of

on

Ginghams
yard.
Twenty

thirty styles

in the assortment, all the
choicest colors and latest

designs.

The above letter of the well known
E. Libby, is endorsed by a
number of other firms engaged in the
sale of plush garments. Were the trade,
however, to fall off, it would not interfere with the plans of the Portland Plush
Mill Company, as the same machinery is
adapted for mohair plushes, silk upholstery goods, fancy imitation furs, and
a new departure in window curtains.
The Portland Plush Mill Company
have a wide field of operation and in
order to cater for all these specialties, it
is certain their capacity will require increasing in a very short time.
We notice a New York plush company
has suspended operations, but on inquiry
find this firm has not put any saleable
goods on the market, and virtually

This

consid-

is

price

erably
such goods
commonly

sold

for and

the sale is

for

Saturday

This

these

as

have

morning
ready our

Spring

line of

for

and

men

ing

are

some

we’ll
new

Neckwear

boys

choice and

The lines at 25, 50,

In this city, bv Kev. J. G. Merrill, Savan C.
Macomber and Miss Adtlie J. Holden.
In New ifeld, March 25, by Rev. Joseph Moulton, Joseph C. Heald and Miss Antoinette D.
Ayer, botli of Newlield.
In Auburn, March 28, Ernest E. Gould of
Freeport and Miss Ulla L. Waite of BuckOeld.
In Boothbay, March 26, Ferley B. McFhee
and Miss Lucinda Barter.
In Washburn, March 26, Geo. R. Umplirey of
Washburn and Miss Myrtie Packard of Ma-

are

the newest

comprehensive showing of
all that’s

new

and desira-

ble in neckwear ideas.

[Funeral on Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at the residence of her son-in-law, John W.
Courtland, No. 41 Merrill street. Friends are
invited to attend.
In this city, April 1, May E., widow of the late
J. H. Nichols, aged 45 years 11 mouths.
[Funeral on Sunday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock,
from West Congregationel Church.
In this city, April 1, Mrs. Alida M. D. Leese,
youngest daughter of the late John E. Donnell.
[Funeral service at the family residence, WeSern Promenade, Monday, April 4, at 10 A. M.
Boston and New York papers please copy.]
Iu this city, April 1, Dennis, son of Hannah
and tlie late John Cawley, aged 13 years 1
month 5 days,

New

shapes

and Cuffs.

in Collars

Original and
Springy looking fashions

wear.

o’clock,at

in

R

DENNETT thd Florist,

fancy Handkerchiefs,

Congress Street.

few more as some have
to attend this

special desire

Sea.

Special Meeting.

Portland Typographical Union will
hold a special meeting at 7.30 this evening at Painters and Decorators’ hall,
Middle street, near Exchange. Business
—election of delegate to International

Seal Brand
^ ®
Coffee.
Java and Mocha

—

justly called

“

The Aristocratic Coffee of America.”

Japanese Garden at the Pure Food Exhibition.
roasted
whole
Always packed
(unground) in 2 lb- air-tight cans.
You can get free 24 beautiful photographs of Eastern Life. Address,
This is the Coffee served in the

CHASE Si SANBORN, Boston, Mass.
We sen only t0

trade.

CANDIES,

These Candies are
in fancy half lb. and one lb. Bon Bon boxes.
flavored with “BAKER’S EXTRACTS.”

Fine quality bulk goods
German Dill Pickets,
English Chow Chow,
Cowdrey’s Sweet Pickets,
Blinker Hill Gherkins,

fully equal

15c qt.
30c qt.
30e qt.
15c qt.

the bottled.

Genuine

Holland Saurkraut,
Shaker Fine Pickles,
Shaker Medium,
Shaker Bloaters,

15c qt.
15c qt.
10c qt.
13c dot.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

WASHBURN'S A PILLSBURY’S FLBUR SS.

Fifty Boys to Sell tlic New Portland
Figaro. Apply at office of J. H.'Dooley
& Co., 1991-2 Middle Street, at 8
o’clock this morning, Sharp.
dlt

On and after Monday April 4. 1892 the
Steamer Alice will leave Town Landing, Falmouth for Portland dally at 6.00 and 8.66 a. m.
1.00 and 5.00 p. m.
Returning leave west side
of Portland Pier at 7.00 and 10.00 a. m. 2.40
and 6.15 p. m. Special arrangements for excursions, freight etc. can he made on hoard the
steamer with B. M. SEABUKY, Captain.

apr2tf

«

MADE

HOME

Wanted 50 Boys.
GEO.

A

McLELLAX

etc.

Gloves, Umbrellas,

Falmouth Foreside Steamboat Co.
570

T.

We Invite particular attention to “Dill’s Pickles” so popular in
Put up in
the larger cities, particularly among [the Germans.
Dill Branches, very smooth salted
brine and seasoned with
Pickles.

new

94
af-

R.

THE

Novelties in

ap2

[flowers

The Orange Season is dra wing to a close.
We are serving Van Houten’s Cocoa, hot with cream, free.

Jewelry, complete lines of
foreign and American
made Hosiery and Under-

his late residence. No. 10 Hammond street.
In this city. March 30, suddenly, in the 10th
year of his age, Thomas McElderry IJbhy, eldest son of Fred A. and Jeannie M. McElderry

years.___

33c per doz.

Grove,

a

A. Farr, aged

ternoon, to which relatives and friends are invited.
In Freeport, March 26, Capt. Washington
Soule, aged 83 years.
In West Gardiner, March 25, Mrs. Josephine
Kiehardson. aged 57 years.
In Randolph, March 23, Eugene Leeman, aged
66 years.
Iu Pittston, March 18, Harriet Witham, aged
61 years.
In Pittston, March 22, James M. Carpenter,
aged 78 years.
Iu Pittston, March 22, Mrs. Martha J. Carpenter. aged 84 years.
In Winslow, James Dustin, aged 70 years.
In Starks, March 20, William Frederic, aged
95

famous Lovell

and

selection from all the
leading makers and is a

Blossom

Libby.
[Services will be held at the house, No.
Spring street, at 2Va o’clock, this Saturday

8c per doz.
Cakes,
Fancy Halifax River Oranges from the
Fresh Baked Cocoanut

Our neckwear stock is

DEATHS.

at 2

colorings

JOSSELYN'S DAINTY FLAKES.
Most delicate of delicate pulled Candies, in several flavors, all
We have been apthe rage now among Boston Confectioners.
pointed sole agents for their sale in this city. Introductory price
xor tomorrow 85c per lb.

shapes.

and Mrs. Annie F. Plnkham.
In Auburn, March 29, William J. Whitten of
Mechanic Falls and Miss Alice M. Marquis of
Auburn.

Sunday afternoon

75

98c.
particularly
attractive, and include all

and

ALE!

SATURDAY

ex-

specials which we
have brought out for Easter.

on

BROS.

RINES

includ-

clusive

MARRIAGES.

[Funeral

We are showing in long garments with capes
and hoods, twenty-five different styles of cloth,
prices $10.00, $12.00, $14.00 and $15.00.

only.

Walter Ackroyd.

In this city, March 31. Margaret
66 years 6 months 10 days.

This cut represents the Spring Reefer we are
selling for $10.00 made from strictly all wool Clay
Diagonal, half lined.

lower than what

suspended on the eve of operations, not
having capital for the undertaking and
having old machinery unsuitable for the

pleton.
Ill Farmingdale, March 29, Edw. H.

*

new

at 61-2 cents

or

WISi*

a

a

merchant, J.

these

The bark E. A. O’Brien arrived in this
city yesterday from Montevideo, in ballast, Capt. Pratt reports that a seaman,
Richard S. Newey, fell from the topmast
lie was buried
rigging and was killed.
at sea. His home is not known.

convention.

The weather today
is likely to be

one

business.

to-night.

Lecture.

Killed at

Housekeepers

o'clock

just now closed, as every indication points this way, for we find silk seals
are coming more into favor and we believe so long as the real seal is worn, so
long will seal plushes be in demand, and
certainly •there is no other fabric that
combines so many qualities, in richness
of texture, warmth and elegance, as is
characteristic of seal plushes.
J. It. Libby.
Yours,
the

strations will be

accommodate

This store closes at 6

seal has

any other season, and we
could have sold many more had we had
the sizes. We have none left, every one
sold, the best indication of a healthy
business. These goods we find to be by
far the most popular and desirable article
known for ladies’ wear. The silk seal
department is the most important
have in garments. Our orders
we
will
season
be
for next
placed
early. We have every confidence that our
more

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

expectations, havgarments,

beyond

pleasant demongiven by Miss Barrows
today. The subject, an interesting one
to young ladies, will be cake, with fancy
fillings and frostings. Many hints and
The room can
new points will be given.
The sixth of

More Short Eobsterg Seized.

Warden Cushman has been very busy
in seizing short lobsters lately.
Thursday he seized 792 on the Merryconeag in
the morning, and at night two barrels at
the Boston & Maine.
Nine barrels were
also seized at the New York boat.

silk seal

our success this season with silk
our
been even
sold over $6000 worth of

The alarm pulled in from box 43, abou' ;
evening, was caused by fin
j n the so-called old Bethel building
( orner of Moulton and Fore streets.
Th<
i ire caught either in the show case fac
ory of F. O. Bailey & Co., in the seconc
itory, or in the restaurant of Wm. W
tuby on the ground floor. The chie:
sngineer thought it caught from Mr
] tuby’s stove pipe, where it passec
There is i
through the floor above.
'acant lot in the rear of the building anc
:rom it ladders were raised to the seconc
story into which the firemen entered anc
>
[nickiy put out the flames.
The damage to the building which if
iwned by Miss Mary Clapp, will not ex
< :eed a
few hundred dollars, if as much
; ind is insured with Nathaniel Band.
Mr. Ruby had $500 insurance in the
( xirard of Philadelphia with J. H. Coffii
< fc Son,
which will more than cover hif
oss.

have had this season

Happy Birthday ETent.
Some of the many friends of Mrs.
Somerby, No. 8 Phrk Place, visited her
at her residence Thursday to congraSuch a
tulate her on her 80th birthday.
long and useful life falls to the lot of but
few, those few we delight to honor, and i
it was with a peculiar pleasure that this
lady’s friends met to recognize this anniversary day. For fifty-two years, she
the
has been closely identified with
Second Parish church.
Her clear
are
a
memories of its honored pastors
source of delight to herself and friends
who never tire of listening to her personal reminlscenses.
Thursday amid
the fragrance of the choice flowers,
which filled her room, and the glory of
the setting sun, the pastor whom she
loves, Dr. j. G. Merrill, read to her the
fitting psalms of victory and praise. Ho
asked that the Father would make these
sunset days of her life, like the fragrance
of the beautiful flowers, a joy and bene*
diction.

garments, and what our opinion was regarding the future of these goods.
We have much pleasure in stating that

Fore Street.

( i o’clock last

May

and William Lyons of Westbrook was
Sheriff Cram
the attorney for Nadeau.
testified to the prisoner having told him
that he did commit the assault in the
three Windham witmanner alleged, and
as far as
nesses told the story
they could
be induced to do so, but it was drawn
out of them with evident reluctance.
Mr. Lyons did not furnish any testimony
but relied upon a mis-dating of the warrant for the discharge of his client. The
court, however, overruled his point, and
bound the respondent over to the May

1 he

i n harbor 14 minutes

the

Tompson presiding. County Attorney
Robinson managed the case for the state,

( lushman.

<

to

Court.

his trial for the asFred Nadeau had
sault on Bellefontaine, in the Municipal
Recorder
Court yesterday morning,

of the Portland Steam Packet
Company against Warden Cushman, on
i .ccount of the lobsters seized by the lat1 er on the Tremont on the evening oi
] lecembcr 31st, was begnu before Judge
1
Vebb in the United States Court yester< Lay
forenoon.
Benjamin Thompson,
3 isq., appeared for the company and
( Jeo. E. Bird, Esq., appeared forwarder
The

ASSAULT CASE.

Over
Fred Nadeau Bound

United

States Court.

5000.

Village Improvement Society.

WINDHAM

C.

&

CO.

F

J

SATURDAY,
As

a

APRIL

Special Attraction Today, Saturday, We

BRIGHT IDEA

will most always find appreciation
somewhere, and a bright well varnished
finish on your old carriage or wagon
will be a source of admiration to yonr
friends and satisfaction to yourself, if
you get a reliable article from our large
line of varnishes and have it applied
now, while the highways are settling
down to their normal “good going.”
We have everything needed in the
varnish line, from the low priced
grades used on common furniture up
through the list of medium goods for
floors and wagons, to the finest qualities for piano finish or the durable
spar composition for outside use on
front doors and yachts. We have these
in all the most popular manufactures.
All the various kinds of brushes for apfelt, and wood
plying them, rubbing
fillers arc In stock, as are also points
and
use
their
to
in regard
adaptibility.
These last named we furnish .gratis to
all who will apply.
H. ZZ. HAY tSs SON,
nrirlrtln Street.
mar28
■‘tf.lstorSthp

SHAW

At About

2ND.

Otfer the

Following

Half Pries.

30 dozen Ladies’ Hemstitched, Plain White
Handkerchiefs at 5c each. These are all linen
and would sell regularly at 10c each.
One lot Ladies’ Black, Full Regular Hose,
Louis Hermsdorf dye, sold regularly at 13c per
pair, our price 10c per pair.
One lot Tooth Brushes worth 12 l-2c each, at
Sc each.

Figured Silks, in assorted styles and
colorings, our former prices 75c, @8c and $1.00,
all to be closed at 50c per yard.
One lot

RINES

BROTHERS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

’TIS THE STEEL AGE.
Some of the W onders of Modern Bridge

Flan

Mr Wens

Scheming?

j

IN

ALLIANCE

AN

with

we are

I

SUCCESS OF A NOVEL EXPERIMENT

I know that

Great Structure Soon to Span the
Historic itiver Thames-Other Bridges
of Note to Be Found In England and
America.

It has been tritely said that while the
art of bridge building is ancient and the
science of bridge building is modern,
the skill of the present engineer has become the special flower and glory of our
age of steel.
The earliest timber bridge on record
is that which was thrown over the
Rhine by Julias Caesar; but long ages
before the Chinese built stone bridges
of great magnitude and first introduced
in their construction the principle of
the arch. One of these is four mile3
long, seventy feet high and has 300
The Romans followed, and
arches.
nothing in the way of modem bridges
up to fifty years ago equaled the one
built by the Emperor Trajan, A. D. 104,
over the Danube.
During the last two
centuries some very beautiful bridges
have been erected in France, and in
Venice there are no fewer than 339.
In Great Britain the art li6pt pace
with its progress on the Continent, the
most ancient bridge being that at Croyland, Lincolnshire, said to have been built
in 860. The bridge over the Trent at Burton, in Staffordshire, was built in the
Twelfth century. It was 1,545 feet long.
Old London bridge was begun in the
reign of Henry II in 1176, and its erec-

Physicians and Sarsaparilla
COULDN’T AND DIDN’T CURE.
ORODER’S

Syrup
Dyspepsia
QQULD AMD DIPS
to the Gp.odek Dyspepsia Cure Co.
Gentlemen: For 5 years I have had a complicated Stomach and Liver trouble, blood
would rush to iny head, having palpitation of
the heart so bad that I fainted many times.

Y .’1 CRODER’S
meant

no sleep for
supper
the night, and I was very poor in flesh. After
of the leadand
two
trving the best physicians
ing sarsaparillas without receiving any lasting

ally

Eating

poor.

HTC
BOTANIC
v/hen
friend,

troubled as I wes, inuced rr.e to try your Dyspepsia Syrup. I
with
used one bottle
great result. Vi ben I
was told that you guaranteed to cure any one
a

§one,

degree.
Pauline—By no

uic

reruuu

muuo/,

SO™amSroY;

than I would
¥ Wk U
find your medicine to be a
•wcet, palatable preparation, while I found
those sarsaparilla* to be bitter and sickening.
1 also

like to.

1 will
ment.

answer

Yours

inquiries
respectfully,
all

All patent medicines

about this state-

Mrs. Emma Bow.
are sold under the old,

sA ALWAYSgetting
Esjffi

their
did you ever know any one
backs up its statemoney 'n2ck? No company
ment with a printed guarantee that your
denier will sign to give you satisfaction or reCall for Groder’s
fund vour money ns we do.

THE TOWER BRIDGE.

tion occupied eighty-throe years. After
having served its purpose more than G50
years it gave place to the present structure, which was begun in 1824 and
finished in 1831. This is but one of sixteen of the finest architectural works of
their kind in the world that span the
Thames.
The first metal bridge in England was
erected in 1779 over the Severn, and it is
a curious circumstance that Thomas
Paine was a successful contriver of an
iron bridge, which m 1787 ho proposed
to construct without any iron piers over
the Schuylkill in Philadelphia, as the
stream was apt to be choked with ice in
the spring freshets. His hackers becoming bankrupt, however, the structure
war, not finished and the materials were
used in England. This work was long
regarded as a great triumph of art, its
span being 236 feet long with a rise of 34
feet.
Suspension bridges were erected in
America as early as 1796 by a Mr. Finlay, who in 1801 took out a patent, and
in 1811 eight bridges had been built on
his plan. Subsequently, in 1826, a chain
cablo suspension bridge was built across
the Straits of Menai, which until then
formed a troublesome obstruction upon
tho great road from London to Dublin.
Many beautiful suspension bridges have
rinco been erected in Great Britain and
on the Continent. The most remarkable
wire suspension bridge in Europe, on account of its dimensions and height, is
that of Freyburg, in Switzerland, which
has a span from pier to pier of 870 feet
and is suspended at the height of 167
feet above the river which flows under it.
One of the most wonderful achievements of engineering art is the steel
bridge across the Firth of Forth, in Scotland. It has tho longest span, the greatest weight and the greatest length of
any yet built.
The structure shown in the illustration, which thousands of workmen are
now hurrying to completion, will be
known ns the Tower bridge, inasmuch
as it will cross the Thames near tho
Tower cf London. It is one of the most
remarkable undertakings of tho kind in
existence, spanning as it does what is

BotanicDysrf^JI S£&S£"|gS: B pepsi
ttSs
genuine
SSJ
Svrup. None

a

without bearing

our

mark—the Beaver.

trade

The Croder Dyspepsia Cure Co.
WATEEVILLE, ME., U. S. A.
TST&W

The school boy’s composition asserted that pins had
saved thelives of many peo-

pje by their

not

having swal-

lowed them; so lard has
saved the lives of thousands
by their having avoided food
of which it forms a part.
Hog’s lard is responsible for

sia,
tify,

as

any
hence

will tes-

physician

COTTOLENE
has been introduced to take
There is
the place of lard.
no secret as to its composition.

IFconlists only

highly

of

refined Cotton Seed

Oil,

and

Beef Suet.
Clean, delicate,
Lard
and
economical.
healthy
hashadlts day, and a greasy
day it was. When next about
but

try
lard,—‘Don't,
Cottolene. At leading grocers.

to use

N.K. FAIRS AN K & CO.
Sole Manufacturers,

CHICAGO,
and s Central Wharf,

3oston.

aumt ii ■ ■ ■■

'.f.-

——

perJ’apa

TT&S&wl ynrmcT

sep8

UNION MUTUAL LIFE INK1KANCE COMPANY is now in the
its existence. It
io;-t--liiir<! vear of
li-is'i; heady paid more than Twentylive Millions of Dollars to its policyand
holders and their beneficiaries
than Six
more
i-' f -.esses assets of
.Million Dollars and a large surplus
wherewith to meet maturing liabilities.
The

Prevalence of Kidney Disease.
Tho large demrfhd, in this and foreign
lands, for'Buchu-Paib a is the best evidence
of its reliability as a remedy in Kidney and
Genito-Urinarv diseases, affections of the
Bladder, &c. *TkA increase in ICidDey Comnlaints in this country hi recent yours has been
arrested to a great extent through tho merits
of this new remedy Buchu-Paiba, which

■without doubt is the best known treatment for
irritation, inflammation and catarrh of the
Bladder, end the various diseased Genitourinary discharge?. It is put up in convenient bottles that sell for *1.00 at Druggists or
Chemists, or may be had of the manufacturer,
to E. S.
express prepaid,* by forwarding *1.00
Wells, Jersey City, IS. J.

Cockroaches, Ants,
Beetles, water hugs.

The most effective and

permanent remedy is—for two or three nights
to sprinkle Rough on Rats dry powder
sink and

unmixrd, on, in, about and down the
dram pipe: scatter it well but thinly all over
the sink. First thing in the morning wash it
all away down the drain pipe, repeat two or
three nights, when all the insects from garret
to cellar wii 1 disappear. Tho secret of this is
in the fact that wherever the bugs or insects
to the
may be during the day, they must go

inks for water during the night. They can’t
stand Rough on Rats in their water.
This is the quickest, most, effective and satisRough on Hat:-, being
factory remedy.
a poison, it should be used in this way only at
washed
and
away early iu the morning.
night
Another way is to mix a tablespoonful of
Rough on Rats with a half pound of
brown sugar. Sprinkle it oc roared cupboard
shelves or on plates, or oil sheets of paper
high out of reach of children.
t

placed

;

Liie uusieau

watwwaj

vmauwi.

The peculiarity of its construction consists in two huge leaves weighing 950
tons, each of which is raised and lowered
to a level thirty feet above high water,
somewhat after the manner of an ancient
drawbridge, thn3 affording passage for
river craft. They are shown in the cut
open. A hundred feet above this bridge
level is another roadway for the accommodation of foot passengers, who are to
bo lifted to it in elevators running
through tho towers whenever tho lower
portion of the bridge is open and travel
is impeded. Tho cost will be $8,500,000.
A project is now under discussion for
spanning the Hudson river with steel
wire suspension cables that will support
a highway fifteen feet loftier than tho
great Brooklyn bridge and large enough
to accommodate six lines of railroad.
Its span, as contemplated by the eng;
ncers, will be 2,850 feet long and 159
feet above the water. Compared wife
the Brooklyn bridge its length, includ
ing anchorage, will be 0,500 feet; the
former measures 9,700 feet. Each an
chorageof the North Biver bridge will
■weigh 000,000 tons, while that of the
Brooklyn bridge weighs only 00,000
tons. The cost is roughly estimated at
■

$16,000,000.
Among other suspension bridges in
the United States is that at Wheeling
which has a span of 1,010 feet; at Niag-

ara, with a span of 821 feet and a roadway 250 feet from the line of tho river;
at Pittsburg, with a span of 1,845 feet; at

total length of 2,220
feet and a span of 1,057 feet. Other examples of advanced bridge architecture
and engineering are to be found iu
many other sections of tbe country, and
Hie 'improvements
continually made
show that American skill is fully abreast
of that of any other people in the world

Cincinnati, with

a

there have been
many rumors of the restoration, in some mysterious way, of the hearing of those who were
known to have been deaf for many years. This
has led to an investigation bv those interested,
and it has been found that this happy change
has been made by the use of a most simple, yet
ingenious device, which was invented by a gentleman In Bridgeport, Conn., named B. A. W ales.
Tills device fs the same to the ears as are
rubber
passes to the eyes, anil is simply a solt and
so
lisc, arranged on a rubber spring,
shaped that when inserted in the ear, it will
tocus the waves of sound on tile natural drum,
ilius increasing the vibration of tile latter.
The possibilities of a device of this nature
rave long been known, hut the many attempts
:o use this knowledge have been such utter
ailures that it was considered beyond our presjnt knowledge of the ear to make a practical
nstrument of the kind. Consequently when
his device was first invented, not much atten;ion was given the same, as it was thought to be
nerely aM old enemy in a new dress; hut gradually this slight prejudice was dispelled, until, at
;he present time, most physicians and aurlsts
ook kindly upon the instrument and seem
ileaseil at the success it is meeting.
At a recent interview, Mr. Wales made the
■emarkable statement that, to his knowledge,
ho device which lie calls Sound Disc, had never
ailed where relief was afterward obtained by
inv medical, surgical, or mechanical means, campling a powerful ear trumpet, which he says
s more powerful than his device. It would seem

During the past lew

means.

w

KV

«»

»uvai

WCYUtU IlH

years

UIV.'

uciu,

uo

.v

the ear, out of sight, for months at a time, and
is far as we can learn, is pronounced safe and
comfortable for the patient. Many times it lias
woven itself to be an advancement in the science
if acoustics, by relieving the most obstinate
cases which had defied medical treatment for
.-ears.
What may he the ultimate result of the use of
bis device—whether the results thus far obalned will warrant its use in such a variety of
■ases that it will stop the progress of deafness
n the future, to such an extent that it will
ivoid the use of ear trumpets, we cannot say;
wit the desirability of a device of this nature as

truth is mighty and will
prevail.” 1 wrote to Miss E. S. Orr, East
Harpswell, Maine. The grip left me a hopeless
and helpless rheumatic cripple.
Through her
advice I was quickly and permanently cured,
CAPTAIN M. A. HALL, Boothbay Harbor.
Me.
(f&wl i-t

FOUND.—“That

of

Interest

pondents

Gathered

to right man. Also two
week and commission.
day, March 22d, at

local agents at $10 per
Call on or after Tues
office of
MUTUAL
RESERVE, Room 1,17CVa Middle street, cor.
11-tf
Exchange, Portland.

WANTED—Girl

j
j

|j

egards its safety,'its benefit, and general

ort to

apr2

the user,

none

Oar now

will fall to admit.
d&wlt

Spring

eom-

nrm

stock of

Paper Hangings is ready to
exhibit,

4.

L0R1NG, SHORT & HARMON.
eodtf

Mr. A. J. Elder of Boston was here for

_j-i,«

_

A

member, and Gorham Lodge of
jdd Fellows, attended in a body. Rev.
vas

a

V. W. Pottle of Westbrook officiated.
The lecture given by Rev. L. S. Bean
E. church

Thursday evening
vas enthusiastically received, and prolounced by all one of the most enterThe auaining ever given in town.
lienee was large.
n

the M.

Bridgton.

1

has been taken

Another forward
n
the direction of the proposed conlensed milk factory hero by the purdiase of land for the necessary buildings.
\n added interest in the project seems to
lave developed lately iu the minds of
move

tansas

j

j ’armor,

of

men

our

April to join a yachting party from
London to the Adriatic. Mrs. Wiggin is
it present at her homo in San Francisco
Lai. to which she retired after completnig a course of lectures in the interests
>f the kindergarten work, during the
cast winter in New York and Boston. A
Ielieate tribute to her
kindergarten
abors in Cal., has been recently paid by
the dedicathat
in
of
iY. E. Brown
slate,
ion of a beautiful holiday hook charmng by illustrated, and printed upon most

exquisitely tinted

paper. Mrs. Wiggins
industrious writer. The March Atantic contains one of Iter sketches—“A
Village Watch Tower” The 3lay nnmtier will have another entitled, “A CatheIral Courtship”, A serial ‘‘One Girl’s
Problem” commences in St. Nicholas for
November and a book of essays “Children’s Rights” will probably appear in a
pouple of months. Many more good
an

things emanating

jladly anticipated

busy

for the future.

pen are

Yarmouth.

Through the coming season the Sunlay evening meetings at the Central
church will be unusually interesting, being largely vesper or praise services,
The following is the
with readings, &c.
programme for the evening of April 3d:
Pifraii voluntary.Blanchard
Antliem.
Prayer.Rev. J. M. Pratt
Pliant.Choir
Scripture reading.

Reading.Mr.

IX. Moore

singing.
The preaching service in the morning
will be held as usual by Rev. J. M. Pratt.
Buxton.

H. S. Martin, of Buxton Centre, has
been a great sufferer for five weeks
paused by raising a blister on his hand.
Lie is now slowly improving.

LADIES—Buy
of
Roses
md if it is not

rust

you.”

“Hadn’t oughter trus’me, boss,” said the old
r egro, reproachfully; “why, boss, if I had a
t liousand dollars I’d trus’you wid every cent

(

The argument was irresistible.—Detroit Free

] 'less.

ENTIRETY SATISFACTORY.
W. K. Arkell, publisher of Judge and Frank
1 .eslie’s Illustrated Newspaper, writes:
1
Judge Building,
Cor. Fiftii Ave. and Sixteenth St.,
[
New York, January 14,1891. )
“About three weeks since, while suffering
* rom a severe cold which had settled on my
host, I applied an allcock’s Porous Plas■er, and in a short time obtained relief.
“In my opinion, these plasters should be in
very household, for use in case of coughs,
olds, sprains, bruises, or pains of any kind. I
now that in my case the results have been en-

end.”
“Why?”

1 ,tan

that comet is visible only during the
that immediately precede daylight.”—
Vasliington Post.
“Because

! lours

and wife

or one or

gentleman
BOARD-To
two gentlemen pleasant room with board
.t

No. 10

Deering

st., near High,

2-1

FOR

bottle of my famous Blush

street.___30-1
SAXE—House No. 14 Avon St. containing nine rooms ail in good order, nice lot,
line location and sunny exposure. Will be sold
on easy terms of payment and immediate possession given.
Apply to JOHN F. PROCTOR,
Centennial Block.20-1

FOR
FOR

SAXE—The greatest bargain for a
investment ever offered; a new
three-story flat, hot and cold water, water
closet and coal shed on every floor, cemented
cellar and every modern convenience, now occupied and rented for 8600 a year; price $3500;
W. F- CARR, room
owner must have money.
29-1
6, second floor, 185 Middle street.

seven

city. By

parts

m

WOODMAN, 106V" Exchange
T ’■r'fWT

Ilioin- nlopn

nnrl

street.

obrnro

sun all dav;
room up one

FOR
all, 12 feet beam,
tons. J. A.

SYMONDS, SNOW

AND COOK

Offices No. 30 Exthis day announced.
change Street, Portland, Me. (Ofllees lately
occupied by Hon. AVIlllani L. Putnam.)
.JOSEPH AV. SYMONDS,
DAVID AV. SNOW.
CHAS. SUMNER COOK.
apldtf
April 1st, 1S92.

is

Aid

of

Me.

Portland,
Society
Lowest cost Life Insurance; unimpaired
PltOA'IDENT
fund in state

treasury, relatively largest
of any association in the State; responsible
2(i
single assessments total
management; only
since 1885. Agent wanted, previous experience
not necessary. Correspondence invited. 20-8

scow, 38

29-1

feet long

over

Smith

SALE—Photograhic Bunisher,
and Pattison quaaouplex Enameller,
FOR
II. H.
ond hand,
a

sec-

also

HAY &

new,
bargain.
good
SON, Middle St.2S-1
a

as

us

The homestead
SALE—Fine Farm.
of the late John Webb in Windham, one
mile from post office and railroad station. Splendid grass land; pasture well watered; good
buildings; a desirable milk farm. For particulars call on J. J. BODGE at So. Windham, or 1..
M. WEBB, 98 Exchange street. Portland. 25-2

3BOR

MONEY

itreet.29-1

SALE—One lot of Ladies’ 18 button,
lor §2.50; one lot Ladies’
S3 Boots for §2: one lot Ladies’
Dongola
French Kid §5.00 Boots for §3.00; Also a fill
line of Ladies’ Boots, Shoes and Slippers at
St.
lowest prices. J. E. FARR, 47
Boots
FORS4.00Button

LOAN—On first or second
on real estate, commercial
taper or any good collateral securities. In5-4
luire of A. C. L1I3BY, 421/; Exchange st.
TO

MONEY
mortgages,

Exchange

flats inbuildingNo. 21
Enquire WM. SHEA, 6

two

SALE—One lot Men’s Charles H.
Howard’s Hand Sewed §6 Boots for $3.50:
one lot Men’s $3 Boots for §2; also a full line 01
Men’s Shoes; the best for the money in the
citv. J. E. FARR, 47 Exchange street, 4 doors
beiow P. O.22-2

oct7-tf

FOR

heat and
Floor space with
l>ower. Apply to GIANT ELEC1
rRIC MOTOR COMPANY, 25
;

uuliusx-

m nuusc iuio.

will freight about 20
WHITNEY, Falmouth P. O.. East
Peering.29-1

TO LOAN on first, second and
third mortgages on real estate; secured
uid unsecured notes cashed at short notice. W.
P. CARR, room 6, second floor, 185 Middle

or

up

SALE—Sloop

flight
arge front office with ante
179V2 Congress street. L. 0. BEAN & CO.,
to Exchange street.31-1

LET—One
Portland Pier.
rO
Danforth street.

cuuiu ue cut

MIN SHAW. 51V3 Exchange street.

Upstairs rent of 7

street,

on

•ooms

ocean: two-story house with piazand barn; 7% acres land under good culti-

vauuii;

LET—Lower rent of C rooms, rear City

all in nice order.
rO Hall,
State
and ba th

SALE OR TO LET—A nice Cottage
Best
rooms at Trefethen’s Landing.
on the Island. A bargain for some one.
Furnished throughout; will ailow the furniture
to remain in cottage one season. Address, 203
FRANKLIN STREET, Portland Me. marl9tl
of 5
FOR
location

tnd 27 Commercial Street.
mar7dtf

SALE—Farm of 100 acres in City of
on Cumberland street; one
and West End; known as
of C. E. GRIFFTN,
Inquire
tarm,
Hussey
Cumberland Mills, Me.14-8

FOR
Westbrook,
mile from East

TO LET.

SALE—Two Hoisting Engines; in first
Apply to B. J. WILLARD,
No. 59 Commercial street.9-4
class order.
FOR

No. 41

SALE—The
residence,
Thomas street. Modern and first class in
spacious second FOR
its appointments.
Inquire of S. B. KELSEY,
fine

The
floor

over our

No. 243

store, with

1

heat,

a

vegetable garden, fruil trees, grape vines and
ornamental shrubbery; 16,500 feet of land, on
elevation, good streetand neighborhood;
good
Ihree
inlniitnn
vi-ivlL4*«v ooUaaIu
nhitrrtlifia
The above described
md railroad station.
property is situated in the beautiful town of
Hyde Park, Mass., eight miles from Boston.
Sixty trains a day to Boston. This property
mist be sold, and any one wanting ?, good
Pome should not fail to see it, as it is an opportunity seldom offered, as it will be sold at a
tcry low price and on easy terms. H, Drawer
>807. Boston, Mass.
_aprl-3t*

SHORT & HARMON,
.ORING,
tifcf
marlll
AGENTS.
ITT'ANTED—30 good, live agents, male or
V? female, to canvass for '‘The World’s
fair.” an illustrated paper. Apply to FRED
V. SAVAGE, City Hotel, Portland, Me. 29-1
A

MINERAL

GENTS

LAMP

The schooner Sarah E. Bnbson
16.64 tons burden well found in
cables, anchor, etc.; also seine
For terms apand seine boat.
BEA’J. O. DAVIS,
ply to
4 Ferry Wharf
Ncwburyport, Mass.
Mar2Sdtmo*

WICKS

25-2

’rovldcnce, It. 1.
:

SALE.

THE OLD RELIABLE FIRM

SALE—Sloop yacht “Marlon” 23 feet
all; new last year, everything first
lass about her, very fast, handsome and able;
old for about one-half of what she cost. Apply
,t 372 CUMBERLAND ST. light baud bell. 1-1
ITtOR

L1

over

-OF-

E.B. ROBINSON & CO.

SALE—Black mare 7 years
1000 lbs., sired by Black
Hot. to foal within 30 days by Col West. A. G.
l AWYERjS STABLE, corner Federal and
s
J larket streets.
29-1
for

(ESTABLISHED 1847.)

HORSE
old. weight
j

Have removed to their elegant warerooms,

400 Congress St.,
md offer high grade -t’Xyk-TXTOS and

:

;

j

;

Added to any Soup,
[ Sauce or Gravy gives
\ Strength and Fine Flavor,

o

,

(
,
,

Invaluable in Improved an d Economic
Cookery. Makes clieane st, purest
and best Beef Tea.

mar22

eodlm

o
o

[j
o
0

kSS*Oej3CS55JIOCS5S9eS930

prices

tiiat

Piano tuning personally attended
Pianos exchanged. Second hand
or sale.

<>

jj

at

jetition.

«

Extract of Beef o

,

(

ORIGAN'S

eoeocoooseesooooooeooooo

A Small

of
J Quantity
J Liebig Company’s

(

SALES

FOR.

fJL never burn out; no smoke, no soot, no
rimming, light equal to gas; 3 samples lOe;
ssorted dozen 2oc. BEN. STAYNEK & CO.,
FOR

Bargains Ever Offered*

finished for two
central A handsome two story house,hen
house, nice
families, good stable,

:

;

Commercial street.]an!2-tf

One of the Greatest

location, very light.

Trefethen & Co., and Samuel
Arm of Dana & Co., have this

Copartnership.

Burr

fronting the

2-1

za
tanomonf

_L situated ou Congress street at Libby’s
Corner. Fine set of fixtures, good local and
:ountry trade, horse ears pass the door. A
Will lease
rrand chance for a good druggist.
'or a term of years very low. C. B. DALTON,
17 Washington street.1-1

undersigned, Geo. Trefethen of the late

Aunonncement of

farm

FORsmall

SAXE OR RENT—“Dr.

CO-PARTNERSHIP NOTICE.

April 1,1892.apldlw

a

enquire on premises or address EDWARD P.
CARMAN, Portland. Me.29-1

copartnership heretofore existing be-

THE

SAXE—At Cape Elizabeth. Me.,

of 80 acres with stock and tools, 40 aores
of tillage land, cuts 30 tons of English and 10
tons of salt hay, tine sea view. For particulars

es

tween tile undersigned under the Arm name
of Dana & Co., is hereby dissolved by mutual
consent. Either partner is hereby authorized

reserve

SAXE—300 bushels wheat for poultry at
This wheat is
$1.25 per 100 pounds.
J. A.
plump and excellent poultry feed.
PENNELL’S GRAIN STORE, 67 Washington

place,”
LET—Good tenements of three and six
Willard, about one-half mile from South
TO
S8 and $12 per month; also FOR
rooms; pr
J. C. Portland Ferrv; fine beach, both sand and rock;
of the
for sale houses
all

steam

THE LAW FIRM OF

Only the late bird Catches the Comet.
“Have you seen the new comet, George?”
; he asked, as she glanced at him keenly.
“Yes,” he said.
“Then.” she said, firmly, “our engagement is

rooms

lin St. between Congress and Cumberland. Also
pne sunny room furnished.2-1

Dissolution of ConartnershlD.

irely satisfactory and beneficial.”

SAXE.—A two-story house containing
in good repair, large stable, with
laud; located down town; will pay
good interest on the price asked for same. A.
C. LIBBY, 42% Exchange street.30-1
9
FOR
6000 feet of

park. Apply

CO-PARTNERSHIP NOTICES.

Dissolution of Co-partnership.
co-partnership heretofore existing under
tlie Arm name of Dyer & Bibber, coal dealdissolved
is
by mutual consent. All liabilers,
ities will be paid by E. W. Dyer and debts due
the Ann may be paid lo either of the undersigned. E. W. Dyer will continue the business
at 322 Commercial street, head of Brown's
wharf.
E. W. DYER,
(Signed.)
E. S. BIBBER,

seen

BANKS’S, 95 Front street, South Portland, or
inquire of CHARLES A. SLOMAN, 203 Franklln street, Portland.30-1

ME.

Arm of Geo.
F. Bearce of the
day formed a Co-Partnership under the name of
Trefethen & Bearce for the purpose of transacting tile wholesale Salt and Fish business, and
have taken the store formerly occupied by Dana
& Co., at 188 to 192 Commercial Street, head of
Central Wharf, where we shall keep a lull stock
of all kinds of Dry, Smoked and Pickled Fish;
also Foreign, Domestic and Dairy Salt.
GEO. TREFETHEN,
SAMUEL F. BEARCE.
aprldlw
Portland, April 1,1892.

mare seven

women

rent of

DANIEL GALLAGHER,
Chairman of Committee on Streets, Sidewalks
mar25dtd
and Bridges.

THE

SAXE—One red

years old,
FOR
kind, good driver, perfectly safe tor
at L. S.
Can be
children to drive.

LET—A very sunny upper
TO rooms
fine view of Congress St. and the
to JAMES DAY No. 107 Frank-

1

1

SAXE—A brick house thoroughly built,
solid mahogany doors on parlor floor;
11 rooms, sunny exposure; fine lot of laud,
brick barn, and centrally located. Must be sold,
BENJAMIN SHAW,
owners going abroad.
51% Exchange street.30-1

FORhas

TO LET.

bloodshed.—Life.

“I’ll pay it suah, boss, jest as suah as yer
when I gets it.”
"But how do I know you'll ever get it, Sam?”
“I don’t believe I ought to
a aid the merchant.

_'30-1

ANY

Monday,
Bridges
1892, at 5 p. 111., for 600,000 (five hundred
thousand) brick, more or less as may be required, the same to be hard burned, suitable
for use in laying sidewalks, and to be delivered
at .such places and in such numbers as may be
required by the Commissioner of Streets, of
whom any further particulars may be obtained
at his room. City' Building, and where all proposals should be left.
The right is reserved to reject any or all bids.
Address, Proposals for Brick,

awn

or

connecting

antly located; raises 120 barrels of apples
yearly. Good water, fine shade trees; 1%
miles from station.
Very desirable. Pried
*1100. N. S. GARDINER, 185 Middle St.

the 75
Bend, Indiana.28-1

mo

to settle in liquidation.
WOODBURY S. DANA,
SAMUEL F. BEARCE.
Portland. April 1, 1892.
aprldlw

a

acres

LADY wanting a companion to England
or engage the services of a respectable
person that is going to England in May can do
Mo.
so by applying to A. P., Box 360, Norway,
21-2
Good reference.

will be received by the

]

SAXE—At North

story

$5.40,24-2

on

THE

a

farm

Yarmouth,
FORten
cutting two tons to the acre; 1%
house and ell,
stable; pleas-

Iiaiiqa

f'i EO. H. LORD’S Famous 60 cent Tea is
U the finest sold in Portland for the money.
You prove it by calling at 272 CONGRESS
STREET for a free sample. Best Roller Flour

proposals
Streets, Sidewalks anil
Committee
SEALED
the 4th day of April,
until

Trust Should be Mutual.
“Boss,” said an aged colored man to a former
( mployer of liis, a Jefferson Avenue merchant,
s a! unlay, “I wish you'd lend me fo’ dollars.
i, I’e hain’t got no coal nor miffin' to eat.”
“Why should I lend you four dollars?” was
“now do I know you will ever pay
* he reply,

otnpa

vnnp

South

PROPOSALS FOR BRICK.

Swipesy (from do “Sint”)—I’m a-goin
o put on dis young lady’s skates—see?
Rocksy (from de “Ate”)—No, yer ain’t,
; leider; I’m a-goin to.
Bella (from da “Fort”)—Gentlemen,
gentlemen, for heaven’s Bake let there

I

to-day of your druggist,
exactly as represented I win reMISS FLORA A. JONES,
cents.

;urn

"WILLIAM O. FOX,
ARTHUR L. FARNSWORTH,
Assessors.
apldtf

The Rivals.

.TOR SAFE—On Munjoy Hill a two ten®nient house, very desirable and sunny;
modern improvements; a three tenement house;
lateststylear.il fine view of ocean; both new
and rent for $912 per year, will be sold so as to
make a choice investment. N. S. GARDINER
185 Middle street,31-1

PICTURES!

thoir

CITY OF PORTLAND,

WIT AND WISDOM.

Address “A SALE,” Press office.31-1

PICTURES! Those In want of a
good picture, for a small amount of money,
Pictures framed,
ivould do well to call onus.
Plush goods and albums, skates and skate
Oak and ConCor.
E.
T).
REYNOLDS,
straps.
;ress streets.29-1

a
put to the disagreeable necessity of making
doom will the possession of government bonds
'or deposits in the savings banks be allowed as
a plea in mitigation of such doom.
JOHN W. YORK.

Tu,Th,S.ceS6mnrm

janlB

>e no

Mrs. Kat e Douglass Wiggin, the author>ss, purposes sailing for Europe tho 12th

from her

physician's careforfour weeks,

rjlYPEWKITER FOR SAFE—A No. 2
JL Remington in good condition; price $70.

IVTOTICE—Those having house painting done
is will he pleased if they give me a call. My
PETER
ivork will show for Itself when done.
\. McISAAC No. 19 Cotton St.2-1

Household furniture exceeding two hundred dollars in value.
7. Musical instruments exceeding fifteen dollars in value.
S. Number of horses and their value.
9. Number of carriages and their value.
10. Number of cows and their value.
And any person who neglects to comply with
this notice will he doomed to a tax according to
the laws of the state, and he barred of the right
to make application to the Assessors or County
Commissioners for any abatement of his taxes,
unless he shows that he was unable to offer
such lists within the time hereby appointed.
Blank schedules will be furnished the assistantnssessors for delivery where satisfactory
information is not obtained; anil persons receiving the same will be expected to return
them, properly filled out, to the assessors’ office
Persons not receiving the blanks will be furnished at the office of the assessors on application.
.yyy-In no case where the assessors have been

who seem to

■venii’g was a rare treat, which was enoyed to the utmost by a full house.
Miss Edith, daughter of J. A. Bennett,
vho has been dangerously sick for some
lays, is reported to be much improved
Joseph Bickell, for years boss carder
it the Pondicherry died of pneumonia
ast week and was buried Tuesday afterloon by Oriental Lodge of Masons.

s

under

doses of
taking eight to twelve strong
and
e ’uf daily; grew worse, discharged my physician
I could heal of,
y
egan to experiment with everything
saw your
1 ut got no relief from the terrible pain;
was
ivertisement and got a bottle of Ath-to-pho-ros;
in three
a bed, joints swollen, unable to move;
medicine I was able
t ays after beginning with your
has now left
t walk around my room; the swelling
and strength and
» ly limbs, I have gained in health
This is the
m attending to my farm work.”
P. O. Box 68, Ster< lcar statement of W. I. Carter,
almost miracu1 ng, Kansas, July 13,1S91, as to the
1 ms work cf the great specific, Ath-lo-pho-ros.
The Athlophoros Co.,
j 1 per bottle. All Dmggists.
free.
7ew Haven, Conn. Treatise on P.hcumatism
Vrite for it.

moneyed
: ealize the benefit
which such an inlustry will be to the town and have given
heir influence toward its success.
The grocery stock of W. M. Staples,
vho has been in the business here for
iome years, has been purchased by John
I. Ross, who, it is understood, will con;inuethe same at the old stand.
Rev. Mr. Bean's lecture on “What
ilia] 1 we do with the Bible” last Tuesday
;ome

attacked with Inflammatory
teas
Ilkaapatism January 7,1891;
"I was

A

few

Stocks

or

name, as well as the stir
name of each person, with the initials of
middle name, should always be given.
When there are persons who are aged
and infirm, and have no means of support the facts should be stated.
A full list of all children that were born
between January 1, 1891, and January 1,
1892, giving their names, sex, date of
of

for safe—in the following
companies: Hall Mowing Machine Co.,
Kenuebeck Coal Co., Mountain Farm and Sea
A.
Shore Co., Aroostook Condensed Milk Co.
N. S.
limited number of shares of each.
GARDINER, 185 Middle street.31-1

MISCELLANEOUS.

6.

■S

a a

Notice.

1892.
The full first

lianihc

Portland street including the lots in New
Boynton Court. BENJAMIN SHAW. 31-1V*
Exchange street.

NOTICE—Wanted

family.

tho

are now prepared to offer
building lots situated oil the northerly
Congress street, west of Weymouth
street, running through to the southerly side of

SAFE—We

to buy from $1000 to $15,OOO worth of east-off clothing; I pay the
iiiirhest cash price for ladies’ dresses, gents’
:md children’s clothing, and gents’ winter overcoats; call, or address letter or postal toS.
LEVI, 97 Middle street.auglOtf

PORTLAND.

Names of persons absent at sea, or who
are out of town for any 'cause, belonging
to the family, who are legally citizens.
Names of all boarders (excepting those
who have wives or families elsewhere residing) who were residents here April 1,

TvirsHi

own.

c

ADVERTISEMENTS.

over.

the

Phil

must be sold for
180 Middle street.

the
FOR
side of

and pay you cash for old rags, barrels,
Vv
iron, rubbers, bottles, metals of all kinds. If
have
you
any of the above please drop me a
postal. Address C. B. WISH 68 Hanover
H-ltf
street, city.____

28-1

The Assistant Assessors will be required to
return information on the following points:
f. Name of head of family.
2. Names of sons, or other male relatives
over twenty-one years of age,
residing in

3.

is in

days this week.
The funeral of Mr. George C. Johnson
Look place from his late residence
Wednesday afternoon. Westbrook Lodge

ETTAX'Tim_Trt

THE

Gorham.

i

to Thom-

Assessors of the City of Portland here
by give notice to all persons liable to taxahe in session
tion in said city, that they will
every secular day from the first to the fifteenth
room in City
of
at
their
inclusive,
day
April,
Hall, from nine to twelve o'clock in the forenoon and from two to five o’clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of receiving lists of the
polls and estates taxable in said city.
And all such persons are hereby notified to
make and bring to said Assessors, true and perfect lists of all their Polls and Estates, real and
personal, or held by them as guardian, executor, administrator, trustee or otherwise, on the
first day of April, 1892, and be prepared to make
oath to the truth of the same.
And when estates of persons deceased have
been divided during the past year, or have
changed hands from any cause, (he executor,
administrator, or other person Interested, is
hereby warned to give notice of such change,
and in default of such notice will be held under
the law to pay the tax assessed although such
estate has been wholly distributed and paid

by Corres-

George Chadbourn of Saco

go

Address box 3, Thomaston,

Assessors^

small

to know that we do
nickel plating, polplated ware repaired
ishing, bufling,
rellnished and enameled to prevent its tarnishing. The only complete manufacturing and
plating establishment in Maine. Send for price
list. STEVENS, WOODMAN & CO., cor. Fore
ana Union Sts.janl8tf

HELP.

from street ears;

$2,650. W. H. WALDRON,

public
fine gold, silver and
WANTED—The
etc. Silver

for general housework in
small family. Apply to MRS. Z. THOMPSON 124 Pearl St.2-1

CITY OF

3 minutes

AST"ANTED—The public to know that I make
a specialty, of dress suits and overcoats.
v ?
I guarantee every fit and only the best of
trimmings used in making garments. $5.00 to
510.00 you can save on a suit. JI. M. NANSEN
25-4
tailor. 502 Congress st., Portland, Me.

annum

6.

Mr.

No.

for

CITY

thoroughly painted
desirable for building lots overlooking Portland,

loan 810, 820. $30, $30, $100
$10,000, in city anil vicinity, on furniture, pianos, organs, libraries, horses, carriages,
diamonds, watches, 2d mortgages, notes and
pay off furniture leases. Business confidential.
PORTLAND COLLATERAL LOAN CO., 185
26-2
Middle street, room », second floor.

agent
Androscoggin
WANTED—General
County; position worth 82000 per

WANTED—A
aston, Me.
Me.

now

and his
a

storied house

2

9 rooms, nice stable,
buildings all
FORof SAFE—Deering,
and blinded. 6 acres of land,

to

Tf

"ITTANTED—Cook wanted at 25 TEMPLE
TT
STREET.2-1

good milliner to

FOR

High
HOUSE,
P. 0. box 1384, stating rent and location, l'oaession to be given at once or the middle of
April.29-1

street.__2-1

FEMALE

larm

SAFE—Victor bicycle, 1890 pattern, in
of
good condition cheap for cash. Inquire
L. B. GRIFFIN. 617 Congress St. or after 6
p. in. at 06 St. Lawrence St,_-1

29-1

until t).

wanted—A

mar

—

Commercial

a

Me._-1

30-1

_

WANTED—To

Immediately. Six good
WANTED
ehinists at MILLS & GILMOUit’S,
27

double entry bookof trust. Can give
F. O. Box

gentleman
wife without children wish to hire
HOUSE
street. Address
house west of

MALE HELP.

Press.

of the

evenings

n

mar8

[terns

rooms,

quite a
liberally re-

money.

New Gloucester,Me.,

land well watered and dividof
ed into pasture and tillage, cuts from 40 to so
and
3 00
of
tons
young
hay;
pear trees. Also orchard of old fruit trees.
Darn
Two-story house, shed, carriage house andmiles
Tins farm is within l/ii
in good repair.
of churches, schools and Post office; also yt
mile from M. 0. R. R. For particulars inquire
of S. O. COBB, New Gloucester

'STTANTED—To purchase for cash a good,
VV light row boat. Address H. F. WATERHOUSE, 235 Commercial street.30-1
HYTANTED—All persons in want of trunks or
YY
bags to call at E. D. REYNOLDS, 55(1
and 558 Congress street, corner of Oak; as we
manufacture our goods, and can therefore give
trunks repaired; open
you bottom prices;

by leaving same with E. F. GOFF. 502
Congress street. Portland, or IV. H. HATCH,
station agent. E. I.. FIELD, Gray, Me. 2!t-l

MAINE TOWNS.

■

any
No. 1018.

toilet

warded

anv

or

FOUND.

Eastern Railroad
LOST—In
Boston, pocket book containing
of
Finder will be

sum

Successfully Applied*

—

:-r

Mysterious Restoration of Deafness by
an Unseen Device-Old Theories

The

I wouldn’t
have him now if he were free.
Penelope—Nor I. And yet it would
be foolish for ns to give him up. He was
lots of fun.
Pauline (sighing)—True. How handsome he used to look when he would
look down into my eyes and swear that
I was the only woman in the whole
wide world he ever loved.
Penelope Yes, he was handsome
when he did that. Pauline, we must
punish him.
Pauline—But how can we?
Penelope (with an air of confident superiority)—I’ll manage that. You don’t
suppose that I’vo managed mamma and
papa all my life for nothing, do you?
Pauline—Well, how shall we do it?
Penelope—We will both continue to
be enver-ed to him.
Pauline—Very well.
Penelope—We will inform each other
when he is expected to call. On days
when he has an engagement to call on
yon I will send him a note asking him
to call on me. He can’t call on both,
and, of course, he will have to lie to the
other. When a man lies to a girl he
her
eases his conscience by sending
either flowers or candy. One of ns will
get the call and the other will get the
candy. When he has an engagement to
call on me yon will do the same thing.
Pauline, I see visions of unlimited flowWhat do
ers and candy this winter.
you think about it?
Panline—Pen, I think that you are the
dearest, sweetest, most lovable girl in all
New York.
Penelope—Yes, I think I am—hut I do
hope he gets a good salary.—Life.

four bottles. I am now in perfect health,
free from constipation, no rush of blood, no
palpitation of the heart, and good appetite. I

sleep nicely
ing fleshier

LOST AND

to any less

s-f DYSPEPSIA itA
cr

as

position
WANTED—Situation
keeper
references required. Address

am.

I know that I am,
Why, our rings are just alike.
Penelope—Ho must buy them by the
dozen.
Pauline—Why, even the dates on
them are the same.
Penelope—That’s true. He proposed
to me just before the german began.
Pauline—And to me just after. What
a wretch!
Penelope—It’s too bad. Ho was the
only man I was engaged to last summer
that I cared to invite to call on our return to town.
Pauline—He used to say terribly disagreeable things about you.
Penelope—They were nothing to the
things ho used to say about you. I hope,
though, that this won’t make us friends

SAFE—In
GO acres of

apple

LET—Pleasant rooms, single or In suites,
JL w ith board at 110 PARK ST. MRS. II. M.
28-ti
RICE.

Pauline—And

The

FOR

RENT of six rooms, at No. I.'i
Modern improvements;
St.
! steam heat. First time vacant. Apply to W. IV.
RIGGS, No. 15 Branihall street.__ 2 a-1

UPSTAIRS
Bramhali

mo

Penelope—Apparently.

if

FOR SAFE.

WANTED.

ROOMS.

DEAFHEAH

IT HAKES THE

Get Even

to

Young? Fellow.
both engaged to

Fickle

a

Pauline—So
him?

MISCELLANEOUS.

LOVE,

defy

com-

to.
instruments

_foblSeodly

HOUSE FOR

SALeT

A cottage house situated near
Kreen street, in
good repair,
would make a nice home for a
nan of moderate means, or a
! rood investment; price low. For
rWther particulars call oa LOiifSLLE II. DVER, Attorney-atLaw, Jose Building, City.
dlw

aprl

I

LET—Large sunny front
ro floor.
Das and steam heat.
iERLAND STREET.

second
437 CUM-

room,

30-1

-»

of Staple Products in the

Quotations

Leading Markets.

Fresh shore cod $2 25; haddock $1 25.
Frozen herring 1 50 © cwt.
Q-.
and
-o,
Last fare sales of Georges Cod 4 50
Bank do 4 00®3 00.
„„
and
13c
Last fare sales of Bank halibut
10c © lb for white and gray.
Salt herring, .are sales, $1 50.
101
The receipts the past week have been as

K>WFares.
42

Stocks and Bonds—Money Easy Sterling
Exchange Oulet and Steady Government
Bonds Bull and Steady—Kaiiroads Quiet
and Generally Steady—Stocks Closed Quiet

8
2
3

Georges,
Shore,

Halibut. Haddock

Codfish.

lbs.

lbs

408,400
53,300

Banks.
8,000
15,000
Cape Shore.
Ipswich Bay, 12,700

ids.

14,050 657,000
152,000

33,uuu
_

f 82,400
fares.
166,050 722,20p
Mackerel—small plain 3s at $10 00 ¥bbl;
mall rimmed do $11; medium rimmed 3s,
medium Shore 2s, scarce, $liXrc§19 5°> laitoe
Shore Is, $26; bloaters $30.
We quote new Georges Codfis at 7 Vs ¥ Qu:
forlarge, and 5 00 for small; Georges cured
do $7; Bank at 6 75 for large, and $414 for
small; Shore at 7 00 and 5 00 for large and
small. Dry Bank at $7; medium $5.
We quote cured cusk at 5 75 ¥ Qtl; hake at
; haddock $444
$2 */..
heavy salted pollock
Fit $3, and English cured $4 25 per qtl.
Boneless and prepared fish 5 to 8c ¥ lb for
[lake, haddock and cusk, and 7 to lOVaC for
codfish.Smoked Halibut lOVac ¥lb for strips,11
for chunks; smoked salmon 18c & lb,as to stylp
55

..

and Heavy.
At New York, yesterday, money was easy,
ranging from 1 @2 per cent.; last loan 2. closing at 2 per cent. Prime mercantile paper was
quoted at 4®6 per cent. Sterling Exchange was
quiet and steady with actual business in bankers’ bills at 4 8614 for 60-day bills and 4 83Vi
for demand; posted rates at 4 87@4 89. Commercial Bills were at 4 85Vi®4 87V2- Government bonds were dull and steady. Kaiiroads
were quiet and generally steady.
Trading in the stock market during the afterNotnoon was much smaller than the forenoon.
to
withstanding the withdrawal of the pressure
and
sell, no recuperative power was displayed,
were reached in many of
still lower
the

quotations
leading shares. Heading especially

quality.

ind

Labrador herring 5 00 ¥ bbl; Newfoundland
00; Shore round $3 50; pickled codfish at
jjO.
We quote cod oil at 33c © gal.'t medicine oil
36c; blackfish oil 60c; menhaden oil 26c; livers
30c per bucket.
Fish scrap $18 per ton; dry do $16; Liver do
i-5; fish skins $18; waste $3.
2ds 4

became

mark for bear attacks, and retired from 66 to
declined
64%, New England keeping pace and
Prices
to 41%. Everything in the list suffered.
recovered partially toward 2 o’clock,while dullLater the temper
ness became most intense.
and the market closed quiet and heavy

Chicago Cattle Market*
(By Telegraph!
CHICAGO. April 1.1892.—The Cattle market
-Kecelpts 7500; shipments 3800; weak: good
:o prime steers 3 7o(®4 60; others 3 30®3 70;
dockers 2 10®3 25; Texans —; cows at 1 25@

at or near lowest prices.
Transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 361,100 shares.

Hogs—receipts 17.000 ;shipments6000 ;strong
inn higher; rough and packers at 3 75® 4 25;
and mixed at 4 60®4 75; prime, heavy
I lacking
ind butchers" weights 4 80®4 90; light 4 80®
90; pig3 4 60@4 75.
Sheep—receipts 4700jsliipments 1400; strong
1 o higher; wethers and
yearlings at 6 00@6 60;
1 nixed 5 50®5 0
: Westerns 5 60@6 30.
Lambs at 4 20®G 80.

a

changed

Ketail Grocers' Sugar Hates.
Portland market—cut loaf 5Vic ;confectioners’
7c; pulverized, 6c; powdered, 6e; granulated,
Ec; coffee crushed, 3% c; yellow, 3e.
Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND, Apr. 1.
Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—For Portand. 115 cars miscellaneous;merchaudise; for
connecting roads 1B8

cars.

_.

Quotations.
NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE.
CROCKER & CO.
PULLEY,
COREECTEDBY
Grain

Thursday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

July.
8 9 Vs
HOVs
88 Va
88%

Opening.
Highest.

Lowest.

Closing.

Mav.

90%

905/s
90 Vs
90Va

COEN.

July.

45%

Opening.

45 %

Highest.....'.

!44%

Lowest.
Closing.

4o

May.
40*4
40%
4n%
45%

Friday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

July.

Lowest.

Closing.

May.

88ys

90

90

881/s
89%

91%
89%
91%

July.

May.

CORN.

44%
45%
44%
45%

Opening.
Highest.
Lowest..

Closing.

-+5%
64%
45%
46%

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

Thursday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

July.

May.

78%

Opening.
Closing.

78%

CORN.

July
Opening.
Closing.
Friday’s quotations.

May.
40

895/b

WHEAT.

July.

May.
77%

Opening.
Closing.

79

»

CORN.
May.

July.

39Va
43%

Opening..
Closing.
Jttosron owes iuarKBi.

■ The following were to-day’s quotations of
stocks n Boston:
Atchison. Topeka & Stanta Ee E. 35%
C. B. & Q.107%
Mexican Central. 18%
Union Pacific. 44
Boston & Maine R.
do pld.
194%
Beil Telephone.
New York and New England it. 42%
do pfd. 97
Wisconsin Central.
New York

Mining Stocks.

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. Apr 1. 1892,-The following
to-day’s closing quotations oi mining stocks:
Col. Coal.30%
Hocking Coal..16
Homestake.14 oo
Ontario.42 50
Quicksilver. 3%
sre

do

pfd.17

00

Mexican....
Now York

Stock and Money Market.

(Ey Telegraph).
■ NEW YORK, Apr. 1.1892.
The following are to-day s closing quotations
of Government securities:
Mch. 31.
Arp. 1.
116
New4’s reg.116
116
New4’s couo.117%
100
United States 2s reg.100
106%
Central Pacific lsts.106%
118
Denver & R. G. 1st.
106%
Erie 2ds.106%
112
'Kansas Pacific Consols.112
111
1
sts.Ill
Nav.
Oregon
107
Kansas Pacific lsts.10714
Closing quotations of stocks;
Adams

Express.144

American Express.117
Central Pacific. 3014
Ches. AOliio. 28 %
Chicago & Alton.145

preferred.... 1GO
Chicago, Burlington & Quiney.107%
Chicago & Alton

Delaware & Hudson Canal Co.. 140%
Delaware. Lackawana & West..15614
Denver & Rio Grande. 17%

144
117
30

23%
147
160

107%
139%
155%
17

trie..

Erie preferred. 73
Illinois Central.104
Ind., Bloom & West.
Lake Erie & West. 23%

Lake Siiore.132%
Louis & Nash. 72

Manhattan Elevated.100
Michigan Central.109%
Minn. & St. Louis.
Minn. & St. Louis pfd.

10

21%
Missouri Pacific. 80%
New Jersey Central.138
Northern Pacific common. 22
Northern Pacific pfd. 01%
Northwestern.119%
Northwestern nfd.142
New York Central.113%
New York. Chicago & St’ Louis. 18
do

pfd.

73

Ohio & Miss. 22 Vi
Ont. & Western. 19
North American. 14 Vs
Pacific Mail. 35
Pullman Palace.191
Reading. 56%
Rock Island. 88%
St. Louis & San Fran..
St. Paul
76Vi
do pfd.122%
St. Paul.Minn. & Mann.112
St. Paul & Omaha. 46%
uopfd.114
Texas Pacific, new. 10%
Union Pacific. 44%
U. S. Express. 45
12
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
do Did. 27‘A
WesternUnton. 87%.
Sugar Trust. 95%
do pfd.
Richmond & West Point. 10 '4
do pfd. 60%
Oregon Nav. So
..

»Ex-div.

72%
1.04

25
130%
71%
118%
110
10
21

58%
137
22
01

73
22

18%
3 3%
35
102

54%
85%

Freights to Liverpool quiet and weak; grain
icr

steam 2

@3d.

CHICAGO, April 1. 1802—The Flour mark,
it is ouiet; prices Irregular and in favor of buyf
irs. Wheat opened weak and closed higher ;No2
Spring at 78%c; No 2 Red 84y2c. Corn opened
Oats
veak and closed higher: No 2 at 3914.
irm: No 2 at 28c; No 2 Rye 76c. No 2 Barley
Provisions are
>2c. No 1 Flaxseed at 97v4c.
ligher—mess pork at 10 27%@10 30. Lard at
Short rib sides at 5 67V2@6 70.
1 26@G 27%.
Dry gait, meats—sliouiriers at 4 50@5 00; short
dear sides 6 17% @6 20.
Receipts—Flour, 13,000 bbls; wheat, 63,000
rash: corn 220,000 bush: oats, 133,000 bush;
■ye, 6,000: barlev, 39,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour. 13.000 bb!s;wheat. 67,000
rash: corn, 153.000 bush; oats, 174,000 bush;
•ye. 2.000 bsh; barley, 30,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS. April 1, 1892.—The Flour merWheat is
it is firmer but not quotably higher.
msettied; No 2 at 86V4C. Corn firm; No 2 at
and
28c.
Oats dull; No 2 at
Barley,
Rye
35c
nothing done: Minn —. Provisions firmer but
slow; pork, job lots, 10 02%. Lard G 05. Dry
salt meats—loose shoulders at 4 65; longs and
■ibs 5 70 -.shorts 5 86; boxed lots 15 more. Ba;0n_sl10ulders 5 25; longs and ribs at 6 20®
3 25; shorts at 6 40.
Hams 9 00 a,10 50.
Receipts—Flour. 4.000 bbls: wheat, 20.000
bush; corn, 88.000 bush: oats. 18,000 bush;
rye. 1,000 bush; barley, 4,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 6,000 bbls; wneat, 48,000
bush; corn, 158,000 bush; oats. 4,000 bush;
-ye, 1.000 hush; barley, 0,000 bush.
DETROIT.April 1 ’1892.—Wheat higher; Nol
White at 87 Vi c; No 2 Red 88%c. Corn higher;
No 2 at 40c. Oata higher—No 2 White 31c;
No 2 at 30c. Rve lower; No 2 at 83c.
bbls; wheat. 9,000bush;
Receipts—Flour,
;orn, 5,000 busn; oats, 000 bush.
—

The Wool Market.

BOSTON, Apr. 1, 1892.—The quotations

on

Wool for this market are about as follows: The
ihanges in the figures are slight, but they are
>n the side of a gradual sagging:
Picklock and XXX.29 @31
Ihio and Peunsylv’n XX and above.27%@28ya
Ihio and Pennsylvania X.26 @27
Michigan and Wis. X and above... 25 @26
Ohio and Penn. No 1 clothing.33 @34
Michigan No 1 clothing.32 @33
Ihio delaine, fine...32 @33
Michigan delaine.31 @31%
Jhio No 1 clothing.37 @38
Michigan Nol combing... .35 @36
Fine unwashed & unmerchantable. 18 @22
~n washed combing..25
@27
Medium unwashed.19 @21
?ine Texas and territory.17 @22
Medium Texas and territory.17
@21
'me

medium Texas

anu

territory.

.17

h-dinary Texas and territory.16

(420

California spring.16
’alifornia fall.15
lentucky and Indiana clothing.... 25

@21
@19
@27

)regon.16

leorgia.27
super pulled.60
Cape (food Hope.*8

vfontevideo.27
Australian and New Zealand.32

@19
@27 Vs

@4@60
@31
@41

70

Cotton Markets.

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. April 1. 1892.—The Cotton
narket is quiet and unchanged isaies 454 bales;
;ood ordinary uplands 4 5-16c;do Gulf 4 9-16c;
;ood ordinary stained at 3 13-16c; middling upat 0 11-16C: do
id at 6 Vie.
anas

Gulf at 7 l-16c; do stain-

NEW ORLEANS, April 1, 1892.—The Cotton
narket is quiet; middling 6hc.
CHARLESTON, April 1. 1892.—The Cotton

quiet; middling

122%

narket is

132

SAVANNAH. April 1. 1892.—The Cotton
narket is quiet; middling 6V!iC.
MOBILE, April 1.1892.—The Cotton market
s quiet ;middhng 6Vic.
MEMPHIS. April 1.1892.—The Cotton market is steady; middlings 6 5-16c.

46%
114

10%
43%
46

11%
26%

87Vs
93

10%
62

87

_

FOR THE WEEK ENDING

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK.April 1. 1892.—The Flour mark( t- receipts
29,468 pckgs; exports 16,741
1 ibis and 6497 sacks; opened weak and lower;
Iosed steadier; sales 22,850 bbls.
Flour quotations—low extras at 2 75@3 40;
iity mills extra 4 75ffi)4 85; city mills patents
65@5 00; winter wheat low grades at 2 75@
; l 40; fair to fancy at 3 45@4 45 ipatents at 4 10
( 14 90; Minnesota clear 3 65S4 45; straights
lo at 4 00@4 60; do patents 4 10'55 00; do rye
nixtures 3 66@4 26; superfine at 2 35@3 15;
Suothern flour is dull at
Ine at 1 9082 85.
; i 60@4 75.
live flour quiet and steady. Buckvheat 52@57lA.
Cornmeal quiet and unehang, d; Yellow Western at 2 754 :i 00. Wheat—releipts 69,750 bush; exports 270,979 bush;sales
.08,000 hush; higher, scarce and dull; No 2
led at 9G%®98c in store and elev, 98cl<l@
OOVi afloat; 97-‘/, c@l 01 Vs f o b; No 3 Bed at
12892>/2i'.; No 1 Northern 9534@98Mie; No 1
lard—; No 2 Northern at 92%@93Vsc. Rye
lull; Western at 88V2@91V2C. Barley dull and
] tnchangeri.
Corn—receipts 6200 bush: exlorts 105,737 bush; sales 289,000 bush; higher
1 tnd active for export; No 2 at48Vs@49e
elev,
t0Va@50c afloat: No 3 at4734(®48c; steamer
nixed at 4814@491Ac; No 2 White—. Oats—
eceipts 73,800 bush; exports 60,951 bush;
lales 72,000 bush; firmer and quiet; No 3 at
S4c; do White at 37c; No 2 at 344, @35%c;
,Vh;te do 37V,@37V2C; No 1 at S5c; White do
it 39Vac; Mixed Western at 348,36c; White do
16@40e; White State 36:840c. Coffee—Rio
iull and nominal; No 7 —c.
Sugar—raw dull
md steady; the market for refined is quiet and
inciianged—the outside quotations are those
recover
losted by trust inside figures
late ;No 6 at 3%®4c ;No 7 at 3 13-16@3 15-16;
Mo 8 at 33,i(837/8C; No 9 at 3 1]-168.3 13-160;
>10. 10 at 3%@S3/ic;No 11 at 3 9-1683 ll-16c:
So 12 at 3;/4@35Bc: No13 —: off A at 3 15
16@4l4c; Mould A 4 7-16@4 9-10c; standard
it. A 4V, ®4
c; Confectioners’ at A 4V8@414c;
e; powderiut loaf at 5@5Vsc ;crushed at 5:35
sd 4Ve®43,ii c; granulated 43/S'/«4«/sc; Cubes at
1,5/8(34% o. Petroleum quiet and steady; unitvlafseVjc. Pork is in moderate demand and
iteady; Beef dull: beef hams quiet; tierced beef
lull; cut meats steady; middies firm. Bard is
tronger and quiet; Western steam closed 6 60;
:ity steam at 6 00; refined stronger and quiet;
Jontinent 6 60@6 95; S A 7 55/ Butter dull
md easy; Penn erm 29c; Western erm at 20®
!9; Elgin at 29 ■. Cheese in moderate demand

140

113%
17%

Mch. 31, 1892.
75; cusk, 165;

TIMF.
•.. New York.. Liverpool
Apl 2
Aurania.Apl 2
l'urnesia.New York. .Glasgow
Apl 2
Urns.New York.. Bremen
Werra.New York.. Genoa.Agl 2
Ohdam.New York.. Rotterdam Apl 2
City WashingtnNew York. .Hav&Mex. .Apl 2
FOR

FROM

..

..

....

New York. .Rio Janeiro Apl
Federation
Caracas.New York.. Laguayra .Apl
Ilavel.New York. .Bremen... .Apl
Apl
City of Paris New Y'ork. Live.ipool
Germanic
New York.. Liverpoo
Apl
Niagara .New Y'ork. .Hav&Sagua Apl
.Apl
Westernland .New Y'ork. .Antwerp
Cienfnegos.... New York.. Cieutuegos.. Apl
Oregon.Portland
Liverpool. ■-Apl
...

..

..

....

...

..

...

2

2
o

(l
(i
C
0
,7
1)

MINIATURE ALMANAC, APRIL 2.
water
Sunsets.0 12 High
He.gUt tide

j

2 50

....

{;;

ft

j;

MABINE~NEWS
PORT OP

H«
MaTanCT^Mch
Palmer
Wilson, Philadelphia

BSVldfmRockland.
deau,

FRIDAY, April

1.

Arrived.
Steamship Eleonora, Bennett. New York—passengers and mdse to J B Coyle.
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, St Jon, NB
via Eastport for Boston.
Barque E A O’Brien. (Br, 1038) Pratt, Barbadoes. To Evan & Kelsey. Reports, a seaman
by namo of Richard Newry fell from aloft ami
was killed.
Sell EmmaWDay, Boston—chlnaclay to order
Sell Brunette, Knox, Boston.
Sell Maud P Merry, Gloucester.
Sell A J Whiting, Lynam. Bar Harbor.
Sell Geo W Collins, Grant, Sullivan for Boston
Sell Kioka, Kelley, Jonesport for Quincy.
Cleared.
Sell Magnum, (Br) Canning, Metaghan, NS—
Ryan & Kelsey.
Sch Orinico, (Br) McLain, Belevue Cove, NS—
Ryan & Kelsey.
Sell Ella Rose, Robbins, Addison—J H Blake.
Sell Alfala, Seavey, Green’s Lauding—J H

Richards,

Tliibe-

---_-AT-—--

_

Spoken.
J

Crabtree?’c'rtrbtroe?froin>St‘jago for Boston.06
d e b i1i ty
tiou is bensmall wine-

in cases of
and exbans

1

m e a

be

Foreign Markets.
(By Telegraph.)
LONDON, April 1, 1892—Consols 96 l-16d
or money and 96 3-16d for the account.
LIVERPOOL. April 1, 1892—The Cotton
market is dull; middling 3 9-16d: sales 7000
jales; speculation and export 1000 b .es.
LIVERPOOL, April 1. 1892.—Quotations—
(Vinter Wheat at 7s 6d@7s 7(1; Sprint Wheat
American Cora at
it 7s 7d@7s 8d; Mixed
Is TVid. Cheese 57s.

Elbridge

,,

u
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In all the popular brands ineluding: Health, Coraline, Fourin-Hand and Elastic Hip, 69
cents per pair*

246

corsets,

'||“
SL <*f2|

Sold by all dealers for $1.00 and
$1#S5* to be so,d Friday and
Saturday for 69 cents pei pan*

m

®

Larrabee,

G.

STREET.

MXDRXjE
—' --

■

i

Gr,

StXXd

t-a'lfc

fl

Manson

*

White Ground Prints, Friday and Saturday, 2 1-2 CTS. PER YARD.
Chocolate Ground Prints, 2 1-2 CTS. PER YARD, Friday and Satur-

day.

_

We reserve the privilege of limiting the quantity sold to one custo mer
as we do not wish to benefit our competitors.
2,200 yards of Cumberland Suitings, 5 CTS. PER YARD, a doublefold, washable dress fabric. 10 bales of Unbleached Cotton, yard wide,
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, 5 CTS. PER YARD.
In connection with this sale FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, we shall offer
1,300 yards of Outing Flannels in Shirting and Dress styles, at 61-4 CTS.
PER YARD, regular 12 1-2 cent quality.
Llama Cloths, in all the latest designs, 9 CTS. PER YARD.
It will pay you to examine the goods in our Gents’ Furnishing Department during this sale FRIDAY AND SATURDAY.
It also stands fo
Stands for the famous SENATOR SHIRT.
When you see the
SATISFACTION.
SOLID
and
SURE SALES
SENATOR SHIRT, we are sure to sell it, and you get more SOLID
SATISFACTION out of that shirt than any other shirt you eve
_

FIGURED

China Si.

wore,

A1AGNIFICFNT BARGAIN!

price $1.00.

This Shirt is Sold Only by Manson G. Larrabee.

A regular $1.00 quality
TH E BONANZA is a perfect fitting shirt made of the famous Langdon
to many of the dollar
China Silk, 24 INCHES Cotton, is re-inforced back and front, and superior
75
CTS.
price
WIDE, fine, firm and shirts in the market,
PORTLAND’S PRIDE is a perfect fitting shirt, warranted to give
perfect.
perfect satisfaction., price 50 CTS.
We have twenty differTHE FOREST CITY a short bosom shirt, cut by the same pattern as
When laundered
ent styles, in both black the Bonanza, is rapidly gaining in favor, price 65 CTS.
and white grounds, all 10 cents extra. Sold only by
at the very low price of
Cents
a Yd.

/CO

Oy
EASTMAN

ON 6. LARRAIEE,

BROS.

246

BANCROFT.

&
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Street.

Middle
to

You will find something
Saturday. Bon,t fail to see

interest

It,_

MADE BY THE

DUTCH
PROCESS
are

or

wamaiiaii—Bll
THURSDAY, March 31, 1S02.

ICE!

Ringer, Professor of Medicine at
University College, London, and Physician to the
College Hospital, perhaps the greatest English
authority on the action of drugs, states in his ‘Handbook of Therapeutics” that "thesustained administration of alkalies and their carbonates renders the
blood it is said, poorer in solids and in red corpuscles,
and impairs the nutrition of the body.” Of ammonia,
carbonate of ammonia, and spirits of ammonia, he
Dr. Sidney

says:
These.preparations have many properties
in common with the alkaline, potash, and soda
group. They .possess a strong alkaline reaction, are
Freely soluble in water, have a high diffusion-power,
If adminand dissolve the animal textures.
istered too long, th^y excite catarrh of the stomach

and intestines.”

For more than 100 Years the
house of Walter Baker <& Co.
have made their Cocoa Preparations A BSOLVTELY PURE,
using NO Patent Process,
Alkalies or Dyes.

01 i.unu, uu iur noca.-

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.

—

__

CO., Dorchester, Mass.

EPPS’S

COCOA.

BREAKFAST.

aprldtf

•‘Bv a thorough knowledge of the natural law# which
and nutrition and
govern the operation* of dictation
of the fine properties of wellBy a careful application has
provided our breakfast table*
selected cocoa, Mr Epp*
with a delicately flavo red beverage which may save tie
It is by the judicious use of
many heavy doctor’* bill*.
such article* of diet that a constitution maybe gradually,
built up until strong enough to resist everv tendency to
disease
Hundreds of subtile maladies are floating arounu
is a weak point. We mav
ub ready to attack wherever there
by keeping ourselves wellescape many a final shaft
fortified with pure blood and a properly nourished frame.
—“Civil Service Gazette.”
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold only tn
half-pound tins, by grocers, labelled thus:

JAMES EPPS & Co., Homoeopathic Chemists,

London, England.

CLASS

FIRST

mar26

STu&wly

^ j:^.T^ros •’LAWSOIV MOUSE,”
FOR SALE OR

RENT; ALSO

South Harpswell, Me.

OMGrAMS THIS
Very Fancy

or

Plain at

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.
—

W.

<ta>17

AT

pleasant seaside hotel lias been greatly
improved, and is now supplied with ail the
modern Improvements, including hot and cold
Scenery unsurpassed; good
sea water baths.
Open lor guests
bathing, boating and fishing.
1892.
Special rates for parties.
June loth,

—

HARPSWELL HOTEL COMPANY, PROPRIETORS

p. HASTINGS’.
<*»

*

For
J. J.

accommodations or particulars apply to
POORER, Manager, Portland, Me.
rum'24-ti

apruw
ENGLAND

MUTUAL

INSURANCE COMPANY.

Mass.
Post Office Square. Boston,
Statement of Business for 1891,
¥
Net Ledger Assets, Jan. 1,1891,319,837,178.25
RECEIPTS,
For Premiums. .$2,926,245.11
For Interest,Rents
and Profit and
L0S3. 1,099,681.38

$4,025,926.49
Less Taxes......

A Card to the People

These warm days remind us of the fact that
the hot Summer weather is coming, and with it
comes the demand for ice, and the demand is
for the very best ice to be had.
Now. we have cut our ice from one of the best
ice ponds in the State, the Phiney Pond at Long
Creek. Tilts pond is fed by mineral springs and
We
makes tbe best ice on the market today.
shall supply all of our retail trade with this ice
circucards
will
be
at a reasonable price. Our
lated around town this week and if you wish to
to have the best ice at a reasonable figure save
our card and when in want of your ice, place it
in your street window.

hope‘by prompt

attention to business and courteous treatment to the consumers, to merit a share of your patronRespectfully Yours,
age.
We

(MINGS BROS. ICE CO.,
Telephone

W. BAKER &

window

our

______

LUTE

Bicarbonate of Soda."

To partially supply the loss of
natural flavor and color caused
by this treatment, fragrant gums
and dyes are used.

in

you
NEW

"Treated with Carbonate of Soda, Magnesia,
Potash

land; Westerloo,-.
HIGHLAND LIGHT—Passed south 31st, sch
Augustus Hunt, from Boothbay for Philadelphia ; Ira D Sturgis.
CHATHAM—Passed by 1st, sell J K Souther,
Philadelphia lor Portland; Carrie A Lane, Baltimore for do.
Aiso, brig Ernestine, bound east.
PLYMOUTH—Sid 31st, sch Geo A Pierce, for
New York.
SALEM—Sid 21st. sells Julia A Decker, from
Rockland for New York; Julia & Martha, Sullivan for Providence.
GLOUCESTER—Sid 31st, schs Geo W Glover,
from Bo Amboy for Rockland; Cora Louise, fm
New York for Biddeford; Caroline Knight, from
Rockland.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 31st, sells Nulato, from
Macliias for New York; Petrel, Rockportfor
Boston: M L Newton, Red Beach for Dover.
BATH—Ar 31st, sell Marion Draper, Booker,
New York.
Foreign Ports.
Ar at Sydney, NSW, prior to Mch 22d, ship
India, Merrimaii. Port Gamble.
Ar at Madras Mch 19, ship Daniel I Tenney,
Wilson, New York.
Sldfm Caleta Buena Mch 21, barque Hiram
Emery, Gorham, Boston.
Sid fm Queenstown Mch 23, ships Emily Reed,
Simmons, (from San Francisco) for Dublin:
Wm H Macy, Ainesbury, Havre.
At Buenos Ayres Feb 12, barque J W Dresser
Parker, for Delaware Breakwater; Addie Morrill, for Boston.
Ar at Barbadoes Mch 9. sch Ella M Hawes,
Newbury, Minatitlan: 11th, barque Lizzie Carter, Goodwin, Bio Janeiro,
Sid 24th, barque Beatrice Havener, Hichborn,
New York.
At Barbadoes Mch 11, sch Sante Marie, LeBlanc, for Boston or Portland; Francis A Rice,
Deveau, do or do.
Ar at Clenfuegos Mch 23, brig Hattie M Bain,

frj|

,

Celebrated Corsets

Sold by all Druggists.

Memoranda.
The reported arrival of ship Geo Skolfield at
Yokahama from New York, is contradicted.
Deer Isle, March 31—Seh Josie, of Maclnas,
which struck on Plaster Rock, Deer Isle Thoroughfare, came off leaking and was beached
with two feet water in hold. Temporary repairs
were made and the vessel is now afloat.
Vineyard-Haven, March 31—Sell Geo Nevenger, Dunton, from Hoboken for Salem, with coal,
has arrived here leaking 500 strokes per hour.

Rockland; LA Plummer, Kennebec; Gen Scott
Provincetowii; Abbie S Walker, Vinalhaven;
Irene E Meservey, St George.
Also ar 31st, schs Maud Snare,' Lowell, Nuevitas; Annie Lord, Jordan, St Domingo; Addie
Jordan, Harrimau, Baltimore for Salem; East
Wind, McDonald, Rockland; Fawn, Handy,
Swans Island; John Somes, Hinds, Providence.
Ar 1st, schs, Normandy, Rivers, Fernandiua;
Helen Montague, Adams, Mobile.
Old 31st, barque Xenia, Smith, Sydney, NSW;
schs Jose Olaveri, Arey, Buenos Ayres; Wm L
Downes, Haskell, Mansanilla; Howard Spear,
Green, Sabine Pass.
Passed Hell Gate 31. sells Mary Stewart, from
New York for Boston; Maggie Ellen, do for
Portland; Puritan, do for-.
BOSTON—Ar 31st, schs Arizona, Gray, Orland; Mattie F. Dow, and Nil Desperandum.
Hutchins, do; Elizabeth Foster, Wardwell, 1m
l'enobsbot river.
Below, sell John F Randall.
Ar 1st. schs Edw Rich, Gardiner, Deer Isle;
Sainl Dillaway, Smith. Baltimore; Wm H Card,
Wooster, Sullivan; Wm Demine. Hodgkins,
New York; Oregon, Canclage, Roekland.
Old 31st, barque Anna L Taylor, Lambert, for
New York; sell F H Odlorne, White, Wheeler’s
Bay and New York.
Sid 31st, schs F G French, Emma W Day,
Minolta, Clara Rankin, Lady Antrim.
ASTORIA, 0—Ar 29th, ship Wilna, Slater,
San Francisco.
TACOMA—Ar 29th, ship Thomas Dana, Myers, Seattle.
SAN FRANCISCO— Ar 26th, barque Theobald, Reed, Port Blakeley.
GALVESTON—Ar 31st, sch Albert T Stearns
Sears. Philadelphia.
SAVANNAIf—Sid 30th, sch Danl F Fearing,
New York.
SATILLA RIVER—Ar 25th, sch Georgle L
Drake. Goldthwaite, Boston.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 30th, sch Adelia T Carlton. Muuroe, Charleston.
CHARLESTON—Sid 30th, sch Nellie Coleman. for Baracoa.
BEAUFORT, NC—Ar 30th, sch Jos Souther,
Hatch. Hockport.
BEAUFORT, NC—Ar 30th, sch James Boyce,
Rankin, Norfolk.
SCOTLAND, VA—Sid 31st, sch WInnegance,
Manson, New York.
NEWPORT NEWS—Ar 30th, sch Marion F
Sprague, and Laura T Sprague, Norfolk.
BALTIMORE—Ar 31st, sells Emma S Brigg3,
Blake, WiscasSet; Laura C Anderson, Potter,
Horse Island; Nelson E Newbvry, King, Portland ; Grace K Green, Preston, do.
PHILADELPHIA —Ar 30th, sch Rebecca
Shepard, Smith, Boston; Lizzie Young, Pierce,
Kennebec.
Ar 31st, sells R S Learning,Norton, Boothbay;
R D Bibber, Pinkham, do.
Ar 31st, schs Rodney Parker, Higgins, Boothhay; Lizzie Carr, Teel, do; Belle Hardy, Hardy,
Kennebec.
Ar 1st. sch G H Holden, Carlisle, Port de Paix
Cld 31st, schs Theressa Wolf, Barrett, Saco;
Henry Sutton, Pierce, Portland.
Cld 31st, sch William C Tanner, Johnson, for
Aliit&nzfts
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 31st, barque Rebecca Crowell. Southard, Cnba.
In port 31st, sch Gertrude A Bartlett, from St
Domingo for New York.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 31st. schs David Torrey,
Driukwater, Portland; AJ Campbell. NYork;
Andrew Peters, and Hattie E King,Calais; S A
Blaisdell, Rockland.
Sid 31st, sch S J Lindsay, for New York.
FALL RIVER— Ar 30tii, sch Mazurka, fra
Rockport.
Sid 31st, sch S W Smith, for New York.
NEWPORT—Ar 30th, schs Race Horse, Hensliaw, Fall River for New York; Montezuma.
Monvood, Somerset for do.
Sid 31st, sell Nat Header, Dunton, New York.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 31st, sch R L Tay, Hibbard, Calais.
VINEYARD HAVEN— Passed by 30th, sch
G M Porter, from Calais for New York.
Sid 30th, sells Catharine, Catawamteak, Addie Sawyer, Marcellos, C J Willard, S E Nightingale, Richmond, Telegraph and Silver Spray.
Ar 31st, sells Sea Foam, New York via New
Bedford for Lubec: Jas Pool, Narraganset for
Boothbav; Paul Seavey, Belfast for New Y'ork.
NOBSlCA—Ar 1st, sch Grace Davis, Philadelphia for Portland.
Anchored 1st, barque Celina, Montgomery,
from New York for Portland; sell Geo Neviuger, and Grace Webster,-.
HYANNIS—Sid 31st, schs J P Wyman, and

_

appetite and improves digestion.

Sid fm Tocapilla, Chili, Mch 28, barque Evie
J Kay, Dixon, New York; 31st, John 8 Emery,
Wooster, do.

Domestic Ports.
NEW YORK—Ar 31st, ship Cora, Ray .Havre,

the famous

OR. WARNER S

Jf^||||y fore each
fipWL creases the
in
A

eiicia 1.

Sell Grade J, Ramsdell, Harrington—J H
giake.
Sell Alice Leland, Somes, Somesvllle—J H
13 lake
Sch C M Gilmor, Thompson, Port Clyde—J H
Blake.
Sch Good Templar, Simmons, Friendship—J
H Blake.

Feb 15; Sbarque H J Libby, Shaffer, Baltimore;
sells Wm Mason, Vinalhaven; Maud Malloeh,
Gerry, from
Calais; Lena White, and

246 Middle Street.

DR. WOODBURY’S ANTIDOTE

glassful

PORTLAND,

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SALE

UA?
25Ui teifrwvidBuKbee, Stowers. Havana
Ar at Havana Md> 25. W Screamer, Berry,
sells John S Case*
P1™ at’^t John, NB, 31st,
; Swallow, Richardson,
Metaghan 26tli, sch F

MISCELLANEOUS._ _MISCELLANEOUS._

MISCELLANEOUS.

(

21, sch Mabel Hooper,
Forto Cabello;
24th; brig H H Wright,
sch Rob Boy, Parker, tor
New York;

Dunning.

Domestic Marktes.

118%

Gloucester Fish Market.
Mixed fish for curing,cod,
hake, 90c; haddock 90c.

! 95.

OCEAN STEAMER MOVEMENTS.

OFFICE—Deako's

No. 543—2.

Wharf,
Street.

Foot

of Park

dtf

apl

BALD NESS.
Covering for Partial or Complete Baldness.
The hair having the appearance of growing on
the head, so closely imitating nature as to r\aider detection impossible.
Every Design in Ladies' Artificial Hair for
Fashion and Convenience.
METHOD OF MEASURING THE HEAD.
1.

Around the Head.

2.

Forehead and Nape.

3.

Ear to

4.

JOISW

Ear to Ear, over crown.
F.

PRACTICAL
457 Congress St.,
mar31

X L

Ear over the Head.

SHBRHY,
WIG

MAKER,
Portland, Me.
eodlm

\CXV.
i

Death-Claims.$1,403,801.00

Matured and Discounted Endowments.
Cancelled and surrendered
Policies,
Distribution ofSur-

Teacher of Shorthand and

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Send for circular.

my29eodtf

454,840.38

Commissions to

Agents, Salaries,
Medical

Fees,

Advertising.
Printing, S t a
tionery, and, all
incidental
expenses at the
Home Office and
other

at

Agencies....

Amount

paid

for

680,674.48

Accrued Interest

investments
durthe
ing
year.
Assets
Net Ledger
1891.
Dec. 31,
Market value of
Securities over
Ledger CostInterest and Rents
accrued Dee. 31,
on

purchased

3,109,541.98

5,014.12

830,703,344.87
896,829.01

1891.
Net Premiums in
course of collec-

233,851.28

tion
Gross Assets,Dec.

186,301.79

1,316 482.08

01,1891.823.018,836.95
LIABILITIES.

Reserve at Massachusetts Standard 4 per eent$19,582,556.38
Balance of Distri-

butions unpaid
Death ami Endowment Claims ap-

proved.

88.4G5.S4
161.963.00

19.832.985.22

_82.1S5.841.73

Every Policy has endorsed thereon the casli
surrender and paid-up insurance values to
which the insured is entitled bv the Massachusetts Statute.-LIFE RATE ENDOWMENT
Policies are issued at the old life rate premium—
ANNUAL CASH distributions are paid upon
ALL Policies.
Pamphlets, rates, and values for any age
sent on application to the Company’s office, or to
V. RICHARD
10 ami 17 Oxford

Benj.

FOSS, General Agent,
Building, Portland, Me.
F. Stevens. President; Jos. M. Gib

Vice-President;

Win. B. Turner,
marl9

Typewriting

BROWN BLOCK, 537 CONGRESS ST.,

2ST,177.00

478,034.98
plus.
Total paid to policy holders.$2,573,853.38
Amount paid for

bens,

MISS A. L. SAWYER,

3,974,708.68
833,811,886.88

51, 217.91

DISBURSEMENTS.

S.

F.

Trull, Secretary;

Asst. Secretary.

lawSwS.

Notice.

give notice that I refuse to pay any
debts contracted by my wife, Mrs. Ger
trude Loveitt, aftertlits date. J. W. Loveitt
d4w*
mar 10

[hereby

NEW

THE CAUSE OF LABOR.

PRESS.

THE

Academy.

Stackbrldge; Matures

course.

FIFTH PAGE.

Boys wanted,

liliics Bros—2.
Owen. Moore & Co.
Geo. 0. Shaw & Co.
Falmouth Foreside Steamboat Co.
FAGE.

EIGHTH
Bines Bros.
John h. Palmer.
the hatter.

W. L. Wilson & Co.
2. .John Little & Co.
Frye’s Amandine—2.
Farrington & Bickiertl.
New Wants. To Let, For Sale. Lost, Found
and similar advertisements, will be found under
their appropriate headings on page 6.

For additional Local News
Fifth Page.

organizations.

FROM

see

BRIEF JOTTINGS.

I'AOF.]

There were Messrs. James Kfelley, Whitcomb and McCone, of the Carpenters’
and Joiners’ Union; Megquiev, Homer,
Alden, Daniels and Walsh, of the Painters, Decorators and Panel- Hangers’ Union; Felix, Montgomery and Mullin, of
the Cigarmakers’ Union; Rounds and
Skillings, of the Steam Railroad Men;
Jordan and Rowe, of the Rasters; T. H.
and J. J. Gorham, of the' Shoeworkers;
and Hatch and State, of the Typographical Union. A large placard bearing the
label of the Cigarmakers’ Union was
placed at the rear of the stage.
William H. Looney, Esq., was chairman of the evening, being introduced by
In takPresident Healey of the Union.
the

ing

__

FIRST

chair,

he

spoke

at some

In

Lynn,

in-

for

Lasters’ Union owns an
886,000 building and has two national
banks for tenants.
the

stance,

AMUSEMENTS.

Merry,

labor

ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.

[CONTIN UED
Gilbert's

instanced many benefits to employers and
employes arising from the formation of

PERSONAL.
Dr. T. A. Foster has returned from his
to Jonesboro, Tennessee.

trip

Miss May Tarbox is spending a short
vacation witli her parents at West Hollis.
The new city assessor, Mr. Arthur L.
Farnsworth, has taken his seat in the as-

sessors’ department.

Whitney, the new Bosagent, will assume
his new office today.
Mr. E. C. Jordan, the new city civil engineer, and Mrs. Jordan, arrived home
from Europe Thursday night. They had
a delightful trip.
Mr.

George

ton & Maine

upon the relations of organized labor to
society and the state. He dwelt especially on what he termed the relations of

will

certain quasi-public corporations to the

invited.
The Wheel Club will move from their
house on High street this month to a
suite of rooms in Brown's Block, on Con-

state.

He

are

cress

street.

Alilton Griffin has been appointed janitor of Shailer school; John Kelliher,
Green street; C. AV. F. Brandt, Park and

Vaughan streets.
The monthly business meeting of the
Diet Mission will be held at the Fraternity rooms, Free street bjock, this afternoon, April 2d, at 4 o’clock.
Air. Robinson E. Sterling, who for
more than ten years has had charge of
the lights on Peaks Island, gave way to
his Democratic successor yesterday.

not

was

Mr.

men

are

seen

lots.
It is thought that the total shipment of
Cape Elizabeth cabbages this year will
be within the neighborhood of 25,000
tons, the price of which averaged $9 a

grievance.

he

did not think there
were grievances except in the minds of
agitators. “But I asked them,” said
Mr. Gompers, “to go with me to the coal

ton.

The Falmouth Loan and Building Association completed the final transaction
yesterday in the building of a new house
for one of its members in Deering. The
second this week.
rucKer

nas issueu me

General Manager
usual spring orders to train men not to
attempt to make up time if they are delayed during tiie time that the frost is
leaving the ground.
Five beautiful silver cups can be seen
in the window of Todd’s jewelry store,

labor

was

owns

are

Labor makes

the fine garments as well as the coarse,
yet the fine clothes go to the backs of
others. When all tilings are produced
by labor, there must be something
wrong at the foundation of society when
labor gets so little. [Applause.]
He was ready to say this at the risk of

grand good

placed upon
receipted hill.

the

building, sending

permanent and economical
most

(because

Imported Hosiery

elements,

and thus

removes

the

Opening.
There will doubtless be a great influx
of strangers from all parts of the state
The Atkinson

“At home” cards have been received
by a number of Deering friends of Mr.
and Mrs. H. X. Walker.
Call Extended.

A call has been extended to Rev. Israel
Luce, who is now filling the Methodist
pulpit at Waterville, to become the associate pastor at the Chestnut street church
in this city, Rev. Matthew S. Hughes,

pastor. Rev. Mr. Luce is a former pastor of the church and one of the leading
Methodist clergymen in the state. It is
understood that he will accept.

FARRINGTON & BICKFORD,»
)
642 Congress Street.

direct at the
pocketbook when we offer
made and
our Boys well
serviceable Suits af just half
price. It’s to clean up last
year’s stock and make room
We

OPENING

aim

for the new.
Will you buy these now at
$2.60 and $3, all wool suits
with a last year’s tag on
them, or pay twice as much
for this year’s production?
See these Suits and answer the
question Intelli-

SATUR

MILLINERY
-OF-

PATTERN HATS % BONNETS
Tuesday and Wednesday,
AJfJttlXi 5th and 0th.

[Applause].
At this point

to see

Herbert D. Ward’s latest story, “A
Hash to the Pole,” will begin in next

Sunday's
terest and

absorbing inanything Jules

It is of

Globe.

fully equal

Verne ever wrote.

to

The

idea

of a

real

agent to start a “Polar hotel for
summer boarders,” is certainly unique.
Ifext Sunday’s Globe will contain six
estate

good stories in
special features

addition to
of

interest

a

host

to

of

JOHN E. PALMER,

every-

body.
offer
Have you noticed
of watches to its readers and advertisThe Globe’s

ers?

Spring: Medicine.
Some dealer in patent medicine has been
leaving sample boxes of pills to be used
as spring medicine at houses about town.
It seems-that several children got hold
of a box and went about securing all the
pills they could and they proceeded to
banquet upon them. One of them,
about three years of age, was nearly killed. Leaving packages of pills
about doesn't seem to be just the right
A Dose of

thing.

of organized labor in the
Australian parliament.
Mr. (rompers spoke of the increase in
wages and improvement in morals which
had been found to follow reduction in

the hours of labor.
lie said lie used to make cigars in the
old days when they had to work all day
After work they
and all the evening.
always got. drunk, and the name of cigarmaker became synonomous with that of

‘-booze.”

Blit organization charged

that.
?.ir. (Jumpers thought that the laboring
men of Maine ought to join in a general
movement for 54 hours of labor a week,
or a

9-houi' day.

to do all
they could to boom the union label, the
label of the cigar-makers, the shoe-workers and the printers. And ho said he w: s
glad to he able to announce that tli s
He also

25 pieces Printed Pongees, the 12 l-2c quality, at 9c per yard.
The legitimate
Warwick Ginghams at 5c per yard.
50

pieces
Dry Goods Store is the place
tition in these goods.

thought they ought

morning the Portland Argus would con

e

with the Union label—an announce
ment which was greeted with considerable applause.
out

Secretary E. t.. Daly

of the Lasters’ Protective Union was
next ini reduced. He is at present a memiter of the Massachusetts legislature. As
he began to speak be was greeted with
three cheers from the lasters. Mr. Daly |

Mbs. Lettie Huntley,

Is the wife of Mr. W. S. Huntley of
Cortland, N. Y., a well known carpenter and builder. Her frank statement below gives only the absolute
truth concerning her illness and marvelous recovery by the aid of Hood’s
Sarsaparilla. She says:

Some

dSt

new

A select P:art.ysails Ai,rttt>
ii &J JtiAJ'J. Hj 10, for Holy Land. $475;
best ticketing facilities; choicest ocean berths
by all lines at lowest rates. Send for ‘Tourist
Gazette.” H. G4ZE & SONS, 940 Broadway,
N. Y„ (Est. 1844).
apr2S&W2t»

auction saxes.

A Waste of Money
but finding it would comfort her, I began taking it. In a few days the bloating began to
subside, I seemed to feel a little stronger, but
thought it only fancy. I was so weak I could
only take ten drops of Sarsaparilla at nipt.
In two weeks I was able to sit up a few minutes every day. In a month 8 coaid walk
ncro«« Rho root:*.
One day I asked what
thev were to have for dinner, and said I
wanted, something hearty. My mother was
so happy she cried. It was tlio

First Tim© 1 had Felt Hungry for Two Years

I kept on with Hood’s Sarsaparilla and in six
months was as well as over in my life. It is
now lour years since I recovered, and I liavo
not had a day’s sickness since, nor any hemorthe
rhage. If ever a human being thanked
I. I know
good Lord on bended knees it wasthat
alone,
that Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and
unquestionably Saved iny Lise.
Messrs. Sawyer & Jennings, the well known
Is
druggists of Cortland, say that Mrs. Huntley
a

what
highly respoctod lady; her statement of

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla
confl*

dence.”

F. 0. BAILEY &

C0L_

AKtltlWI.

BANKRUPT STOCK OF

Paints and Paint

Stock, Var-

nishes, Brushes, &c„ &c.
WEDNESDAY, April ctIb at
salesroom No.18 Exchange street,
sell the stock of Osmond Kmerv, Bar Harbor,
consisting of a large stock of standard Faints,
150 gal. Varnish, Carriage Paints, Paint Stock,
Kalsomine, White Lead, Oil and Stains, Artists’
Materials, Tube Paints, Bronze, large stock of
Brushes, &c„ &c. Goods now on exhibition.
Catalogue ready Monday, April 4th, sale the 6th.
10

ON

a. in., at
we shall

a-prl*dtd

F. O.

BAILEY & CO.,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.

worthy the highest
F. o BAILEY.
marll
Hood’s Fills cure Liver Ills, j

Has done for her is

piece.

wonderfully in lessening and removing Freckles. Now
is the season to try

WILSON k CO.’S

L

W.

Sale!

Saturday

FRUITS.
Florida Oranges
44
Blood
44
Messina
44
Valencia
44
Bananas

30 cents dozen.
44
44
30
44
SO
44
15
44
SO

■
-

-

-

CANEW.

it.
eodtf

apr2

Office of the sheriff of Cumberland County, State
of Maine.
Cumberland, ss., April 1, A. D.
1802.
is to give notice that on the first day
of April, A. D. 1392, a Warrant in Insolvency was issued out of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against
the estate of
SEVERIN RIOUX. of Gorham,
adjudged to be an insolvent debtor, on petition
of said debtor, which petition was filed on the
1st dav of April. A. 11. 1892, to which date
That the
interest on claims is to be computed.
payment of any debts to or by said debtor, and I
the transfer and delivery of any property by
him are forbidden by law. That a meeting of
the creditors of said debtor, to prove their
debts and choose one or more assignees of his
estate, will be held at a Court ot Insolvency to
he holdeu at Probate Court room ill said Portland. in saidCounty of Cumberland, oil the 18th
day of April, A. D. 1892, at ten o’clock in
the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above
SAMUEL V. PLUMMER,
written.
Deputy Sheriff as Messenger of the Court of
insolvency jor the said County of Cumberland.

50 cent Chocolates
“
“
35
Fine Chocolate Drops,
3Vnt Candy

■

35 cents
“
25
“
15
“
10

pound.
“

THIS

There Was No Hope
and I should soon die. I could not be moved
from my bed. Under my face were napkins
continually reddened with blood from my
mowtli. H got3Id eat teething and had no
action of the bowels for a week. The doctors
said the cause was ulcers in the stomach. At
this time my mother said she wanted to make
one more trial, and asked if I would talc©
Hood’s Sarsaparilla. I told her it would b©

a

Garments will be displayed today.

the Skin and assists

Messenger’s Notice.

eodtf

W« defy compe-

Bargains in Every Department.
Store open every Saturday evening for the benefit of those who
are not able to shop during the day.

Quince nourishes

move it.
apr2

buy Ginghams.

X. JOHN LITTLE CO.

April suns I am tlrn
pretties! girl that runs.”
AMANDINE with Quince
applied before going out
will prevent tan, applied
on coming in will re-

“C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.:
“Dear Sir: Twelve years ago I began to
have hemorrhages anil four years ago became
so low that the physicians told ms

to

50 pieces Printed Challies at 3 l-2c per yard worth 5c.

Street.

543 Congress
apr2

“March winds and

the fire alarm bell rang,

resohtaiiyes

a

25 pieces Printed Pacific Bedford Cords at 9c per yard, been
selling for 12 l-2c.

A M A N DIN E and

in Mr. Gompers’s opinion, a humbug,
since the trusts and combinations regulate the product and so establish the
What then is the theory of supprices.
ply and demand good for in argument if
Mi-. Gompers
evaded?
the lav.r is
thought tlie laboring men should follow
the example of the capitalists, and by
organizing get control of the supply
Then
of
labor.
they could so
regulate this supply as to allow a chance
thousands now idle.
to the hundreds

Evening.

and

Day

100 pieces Best Cotton Diaper at 48c

FRECKLES.

we are really the conservators of order
and the pi'eventers of anarchy.
The theory of the law of supply and
demand, which is so much used by the
capitalist classes in their arguments, is,

>

50 pieces Wool Scotch Plaid Dress Goods at 39c per yard,
This will be the largest and
most attractive display that we worth 50c and 62c.
have ever made.
100 dozen Turkish Bath Towels at 12 l-2c each, worth 20c.

gently.
Men’s Spring Overcoats
and Nobby Suits are here.
Our Hat man says we’ve
got the newest styles and
best quality. We’ve marked
them a little lower than the

All

means

magnificent now store and there was a rush for the door by a
that the Atkinson House
Furnishing considerable number of the younger eleMr. Gompers
its cus- ment in the audience.
will
throw
to
open
Company
took the exodus good naturedly, saying
tomers. Everybody will be welcome all
that there were things more dangerous
day and evening. The Boston contingent to tlie laboring men than a fire.
will come in a special train from Boston
Speaking of the Australian ballot system. Mr. Gompers said that it was a litaccompanied by the Baldwin Cadet band. tle
strange that this system had come
Chandler's band will give concerts at the from
Australia, one of the latest lands to
stoic afternoon and evening. A bauquet he settled. There was reason in this. In
years ago, organized labor
will he served to the heads of the branch Australia
And that
houses throughout th e state at the Preble obtained the eight-hour day.
men mu leisure
in the evening, and there will be a fine boon gave me mooring
in which to bring forward and have
display of fireworks.
And
adopted the reformed ballot idea.
today, in Australia there are many repTo the Pole by Air Ship.
today

the

by orderly

*

—

think the time will
possessors of wealth

way

237 & 239 Middle Street.

►p"dt£

pimples, blackheads, red, rough, and
oily skin and hands are prevented and
* cured
by that greatest of all Skin
to all other
Purifier, an'd Beautifiers, the celebrated Cuticura Soap. Incomparably superior
the most expensive of
skin and complexion soaps, while rivalling in delicacy and surpassing in pnnty
toilet and nursery soaps. The only medicated toilet soap, and the only preventive of inflammation
and clogging of the pores, the cause of most complexional disfigurations. Price, 050.

will admit that there is not only reason
hut divine inspiration in the ideas of
organized labor. [Applause.] By work-

orderly

STORE,

4^“" Alt. about thk Blood, Skin, Scalr, and Hair,” 64 pages, 300 Disease*, 50 Illustrations, and ico Testimonials. Mailed free to any address. A book of priceless value.
Cuticura Remedies are sold throughout tne world. Price, Cuticura, j<»c. ; Cuticura Soap, 35c.;
Cuticura Resolvent, $x. Prepared by Potter Drug and Chemical Corporation, boston-

Street.^

in an

THE URGMe

cause.

■

lug

Merry’s.
Try the French Laundry at Merry’s,
Sent Tuesday, back Saturday.

the most intense itching, burning,
and inflammation, soothe and heal
raw and irritated surfaces, clear the
skin and scalp of crusts and scales, and restore the hair, while
Cuticura Resolvent, the new blood and skin purifier and greatest
of humor remedies, cleanses the blood of all impurities and hereditary

•••

We
own methods.
come when even the

Do your Hat Business with Merry.
at Merry’s.
Merry has a tine 50c Night Robe.
A Fine Soft, Negligee Shirt, 50c.
Imported Collars and Cuffs. Merry’s.
The Best $1.00 Soft Hats.
Elegant $1.50 Soft Hats.
Any Priced Stiff Hats at Merry’s.
A Darling $2.00 and $2.50 Stiff at

speedy) cure.

beautifier, externally, instantly allay

agitation and stagnation he preferred
A despotic Czar
agitation every time.
Clioral Service.
was once able to declare
that order
reigned in Warsaw; but it was a peace
There will be a special choral service at
We want no
procured by bayonets.
The
Williston church Sunday evening.
in Farrington block. They are the Wil- such peace iis that among the friends of
music will be rendered:
insist
We
following
labor.
upon
being
organized
lard trophy cups to be shot for at the
ordinary price.
larger sharers in the products of our Prelude..•
May meetings.
labors.
[Applause.] It is the dream Choir hymn.TV agner
The young men's meeting at the Young and hope of mankind that sometime the Anthem—"Awake thou that sleepest”.
.N. H. Allen
& BICKFORD
Men's Christian Association, on Sunday, conditions of life will he easier; and we Offertory (solo).Dudley Buck FARRINCTON
believe that it will come by gradual im- Kesponse.Pnueger
Formerly Farrington Bros.,
at 4.30 o’clock, will be devoted to praise
provement in the condition of the masses. Hymn by congregation.•••
and testimony, in charge of an interest- A nd we of the orders of organized labor Postlude.Morgan
642 Congress
ing leader. Singing begins at 4.30, All aim to forward this improvement by our
young men are invited.
Deputy Marshal McCallum found in a
shop on Portland street, where, it is
claimed they were left for safe keeping,
some carpenter’s tools stolen from a
building in Cape Elizabeth belonging to
Mr. John Small, the tools belonging to
Mr. Charles Hunt.
The Behring Sea correspondence is expressed in a nutshell thus by the Hartford Courant:
‘I won't,’ said Lord Salisbury. ‘But
you must,’ said President Harrison.
‘Well. then. I will,’ said Lord Salisbury.
‘Another triumph of British diplomacy!’
‘Shucks,’
say the Tory newspapers.
gays Uncle Samuel.”

Merry’s Imported Stiff Hats $3.00.
Merry’s Elegant 50c Ties.
The Dunlap Stiff Hats only at Merry’s.
Men’s Fine Furnishings. Merry s.

in

through—a pleasant sight.

the

produced by labor,

them not.

a

attend to their part of the same.
The ground is rapidly drying, and the
commencing to show
green grass is

creator of all the wealth of the world.
How was it, then, that labor received so
little of it. Wherever fine houses arise,
with their frescoed ceilings and delicate

furnishings, they

and

the coming fair.
The new street commissioner is looking after the streets already.
Sidewalks are badly needed on both
sides of William street, from the Rochester track to Forest avenue, and the
Rochester Railroad Corporation should

found additional answers to the question whether the laboring man has a

hut labor

By the Cuticura Remedies when the best physicians, hospitals, and
all other remedies and methods of treatment fail. They afford immediate relief in the most torturing
of Itching and Burning Eczemas,
and other itching, scaly, crusted, and
blotchy skin and scalp diseases, permit rest and sleep, and point to a

The ladies are working
hard to clear off the debt on the hall and
hope with the assistance of their friends
to completely own it from the results of
a

fields of Pennsylvania, where the men
delve all day in the bowels of the earth,
only to come home at night to homes of
abject poverty and despair—homes
where a dollar is never seen because the
miner is forced to buy everything at the
‘pluck me’stores; and I will show you

that

present month,

time is expected. The hall is now being
painted and will present a handsome exMr. W. H. Scott, the galvanized
terior.
iron worker, has presented the hall association with the gutters, etc., which

men

grievance.
The speaker said

Eruption and Disease

The great skin cure, and Cuticura
Soap, an exquisite skin purifier and

the

spring cleaning
Signs
whether there is a real grievance or not.”
everywhere. Steamers are refitting and In the coal fields of Illinois, the “sweatpainting, wharves brushing up and car- ing” work of New York, and the factory
pet beating is heard on many unimproved towns of New England, Mr. Gompers
of

Of every Humor

He will be absent about two weeks.
The new board of health has organ-

Gompers

of America have any real

Some of those

Cleansed Purified and Beautified

a

received a cordial greeting as lie was introduced. He began by telling liis hearers of a certain occasion when he was invited by a club of gentlemen to discuss
the question whether or not the laboring

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Scalp

and

CUTICURA

fail'

NEW

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

morning for Chicago, to attend a meeting of the World’s Fair Commissioners.

ized by the choice of Dr. A. K. P. MeSocialist, he said, serve as chairman, and JohnS. Russell
begin next Monday, April 4.
but he believed that railroads, water and as
The selection of an insecretary.
April came in with glorious weather light companies, etc., should be conductwas laid on the table for the
spector
and the mercury indicated 52° at noon.
ed by reformed methods. He was not
present.
The Portland Figaro will appear today
prepared to go the extent of some, who
City Treasurer Walker assumed his ofin an enlarged and improved form. It claim that railroads should be owned
by fice yesterday.
His bondsmen are Hon.
will be an exceedingly attractive publican the
state; hut he thought that legisla- W. L. Putnam, Hon. W. G. Davis, Hon.
tion.
tures should see to it that railroads are
J. S. Palmer, ex-Governor Robie and
Maine Consirlory meetings closed the run in the interests of the
public. Light Judge Cleaves.
He has appointed exseries of Scottish rite meetings at Mason- companies and water companies should
Treasurer George H. Libby as assistant
was
line
ic hall yesterday. A
banquet
be owned by municipalities; and Mr. treasurer.
served.
Looney thought that if this had been
CITY OF DEERING.
The children’s temperanceraeetingand done by Portland
long ago all the people
entertainment will be held at the Gospel would be much better off. Mr. Looney’s
The Oakdale Hall Association will hold
Mission this evening at 7.45 o’clock. All remarks were
frequently applauded.
a
in their new hall some time during
The Capo Elizabeth High School

Baby’s Blood Skin

William G. Davis leaves this

Hon.

length

E.

station

|

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

C.

W.ALLEN,
citf

ap2&9
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place

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY popular
—

LINE FOR

©si

make

sale
off

today

a

fjriEig'lBaiBas

lot
at

of

tills

above

—

California, Japan, China, Central and South
America and Mexico,
From New York,' pier foot of Canal street,
North River, for San Francisco via The Isthmus

__

-AT-

of Panama.

For Japan and China,
NEWPORT sails Monday, April 11, noon.
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannon Sts.
CHINA sails Thursday April 28 3 p. m.
For Freight. Passage, or general information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
E. A. ADAMS & CO.,
113 State Street, Cor. Broad St., Boston.
dtf
jelO

low

price.

Tliese
we
!

are

tlie best lt> ccmt

have offered for sale.

Ginghams

